Direct Market Ordering Catalog for Products Shipping in August and Beyond
Hello comic retailers and fans!

Welcome to PRH Panels, the Penguin Random House catalog for the Direct Market, highlighting the incredible graphic novels, manga, games, and more that debut every month. We can't wait for you to find the next story to inspire and entertain you, and the latest games and gifts to bring you together.

In the category spotlight section we're spotlighting great standalone graphic novels that are perfect one and done reads to take with you on vacation like Far Sector, Neverlanders, and Godzilla: The Half-Century War! We're also celebrating Pride Month by spotlighting LGBTQIA+ stories like Other Ever Afters, My Lesbian Experience With Loneliness, and US!

Our Comics section features a unique vampire horror story in Summer Shadows #1! Nick Landry is on the unspoilt Greek island of Avraxos to look for his ex. But Anthony isn't the only one to disappear on Avraxos. Coast guard officer Alekos Kourkoulos is on the trail of another young man missing on the island. As the mystery deepens, Nick and Alekos discover that the brighter the sunshine, the darker the shadows...

In our Graphic Novels section, we’re spotlighting The Ministry of Compliance, Vol. 1, a conspiracy filled sci-fi story from critically acclaimed writer John Ridley. An alien force called the Devolution has been secretly shaping the direction of humanity for the past 37 years using 13 ministries that each manipulate a different part of life. One member of the most powerful ministry, the ministry of compliance, must rally the rest of the ministries together after part of their plans go wrong.

Our Kids & YA section spotlights We are Big Time. Aliya is new to Wisconsin, and everything feels different than Florida. The Islamic school is bigger, the city is colder, and her new basketball team is...well, they stink. This season should be a blast...if they could just start to win. This graphic novel goes big with humor and heart as it explores culture and perceptions, fitting in and standing out, and finding yourself, both on and off the court.

Our Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua section includes a manga adaptation of a horror classic in H.P. Lovecraft's The Call of Cthulhu (Manga). What links together two bands of worshippers is the inhuman phrase they both chant: “In his house at R'lyeh dead Cthulhu waits dreaming.” Now these nightmares will disturb the sanity of Francis Thurston, a young man pursuing an investigation into the cult of Cthulhu that leads to the most forsaken spot in the vast Pacific...and to Earth’s supreme terror, the risen corpse-city of R’lyeh.

In our Games & Gift section we're featuring Marvel: What If... Wanda Maximoff and Peter Parker Were Siblings? (A Scarlet Witch & Spider-Man Story), the latest book in Marvel’s What If... prose series! All Wanda has ever known is her friendly little neighborhood in Queens. As an infant, after her parents died, she was adopted into a family where her doting Aunt May and Uncle Ben would always be at the breakfast table. One that includes her idiot brother, Peter Parker, who thinks hiding a spider bite, joining a secret fight club, and becoming a super hero are somehow good ideas. When Wanda’s own powers emerge, blood, chaos, and suspicion follow in their wake.

All this and much, much more can be found in this month’s PRH Panels. Don’t hesitate to explore this catalog and find the perfect new book! As always, retailers who have any questions about the ordering process or would like to open an account with PRH, are encouraged to email us at comicmarketUS@penguinrandomhouse.com.

Wishing you the very best,
Your US Direct Market Comic Team
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Celebrating Pride Month

Astonishing Iceman: Out Cold
9781302952495
MARVEL
$17.99 • Trade Paperback

Be Gay, Do Comics
978164057771
IDW PUBLISHING
$24.99 • Trade Paperback

Boys Run the Riot 1
9781646512485
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback

Boys Weekend
9780593316719
KNOPF
$28.00 • Hardcover

Cosmoknights (Book One)
9781603094542
IDW PUBLISHING
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy
9781779505989
DC COMICS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback

Kevin Keller Celebration Omnibus
9781645768876
ARCHIE COMIC PUBLICATIONS
$49.99 • Hardcover

Kisses For Jet
9781913123031
FLYING EYE BOOKS LTD.
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

My Brother’s Husband, Volumes 1 & 2
9780375715181
KNOPF
$32.00 • Trade Paperback

My Lesbian Experience With Loneliness: Special Edition (Hardcover)
9798888432099
SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT
$24.99 • Hardcover

Other Ever Afters
9780593303191
RH CHILDRENS BOOKS
$24.99 • Hardcover

Us
9781506734187
DARK HORSE COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback
Vacation Reads

Asterios Polyp
9780307377326
KNOPF
$50.00 • Hardcover

Barnstormers: A Ballad of Love and Murder
9781506728308
DARK HORSE COMICS
$24.99 • Hardcover

DC: Mech
9781779518583
DC COMICS
$24.99 • Hardcover

Far Sector
9781779512055
DC COMICS
$29.99 • Trade Paperback

Godzilla: The Half-Century War
9781684057054
IDW PUBLISHING
$29.99 • Hardcover

Mary Tyler MooreHawk
9781603095365
IDW PUBLISHING
$29.99 • Hardcover

Monica Rambeau: Photon
9781302947903
MARVEL
$15.99 • Trade Paperback

Neverlanders
9780593351710
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS
$22.99 • Hardcover

Suncatcher
9780593124819
RH CHILDRENS BOOKS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback

The Darkhold
9781302925840
MARVEL
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

The Great British Bump-Off
9781506735733
DARK HORSE COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback

The Moth Keeper
9780593182277
RH CHILDRENS BOOKS
$21.99 • Hardcover
Summer Shadows #1 (CVR A) (Ricardo Cabral)

Comic Script by
JOHN HARRIS DUNNING;
Illustrated by RICARDO CABRAL;
Colorist BRAD SIMPSON;
Letterist JIM CAMPBELL;
Cover Design or Artwork by
RICARDO CABRAL

Nick Landry is on the unspoilt Greek island of Avraxos to look for his ex.
Anthony was the love of his life, and without knowing why he left, Nick can’t move on. But Anthony isn’t the only one to disappear on Avraxos. Coast guard officer Alekos Kourkoullos is on the trail of another young man missing on the island. They learn they both fell in with the glamorous set onboard a jet-black super yacht, the Nyx, before vanishing. As the mystery deepens, Nick and Alekos discover that the brighter the sunshine, the darker the shadows...

• Acclaimed writer John Harris Dunning and artist Ricardo Cabral of Wiper team up again in Summer Shadows!
• Four issue series.

A unique and moody LGBTQIA+ vampire horror set against the sunshiny backdrop of a remote Greek Island.
Anansi Boys #4
(CVR A) (David Mack)

Comic Script by NEIL GAIMAN and MARC BERNARDIN; Illustrated by SHAWN MARTINBROUGH; Colorist CHRIS SOTOMAYOR; Cover Design or Artwork by MACK DAVID

#1 New York Times bestselling author Neil Gaiman joins forces with Eisner nominated Adora writer Marc Bernardin and Thief of Thieves co-creator Shawn Martinbrough to adapt Gaiman’s Locus and British Fantasy award-winning novel as a comic book series for the first time—and soon to be a television show on Amazon Prime!

It’s time for Fat Charlie and his long-lost brother Spider to mourn the death of their father, Anansi, the god of stories. And in true dearly departed deity fashion, that means an epic night of wine, women and song—a night which will push Fat Charlie to the brink . . .

• Eight issue series.

Arkham Horror: The Terror at the End of Time #2
(CVR A) (Rafael Albuquerque)

Comic Script by CULLEN BUNN; Illustrated by ANDREA MUTTI; Colorist VALERIO ALLORO; Letterer HASSAN OTSMANE-ELHAOU; Cover Design or Artwork by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE

A horde of monsters has risen from the dust, and Joe and Jenny find themselves outnumbered. The cultists provided them with just one clue: Greymont. But where—or who—is Greymont? Will Joe and Jenny find answers or more questions? And what further dangers lie within the shifting sands of the artifact?

• The first comic-based addition to the Arkham Horror universe—a Lovecraft Horror from entertainment leader Asmodee, featuring a cooperative adventure board game, cooperative living card game, and several tie-in novellas.

• Four issue series.

Explore More
Beyond the Pale #4 (CVR A) (Tomás Aira)

Comic Script by CHRISTOFER EMGÄRD;
Illustrated by THOMÁS AIRA;
Colorist THOMÁS AIRA;
Letterer MAURO MANTELLA;
Cover Design or Artwork by THOMÁS AIRA

War correspondent Hetta Sawyer came to Firebase Tartarus in Vietnam to find the truth about their disproportionate number of MIA soldiers. She’s discovered an unimaginable evil: American GIs offered as blood sacrifice to a dark entity beyond comprehension. And now she’s next in line to join them.

• Four issue series.

Explore More

Canto: A Place Like Home #4 (CVR A) (Drew Zucker)

Comic Script by DAVID M. BOOHER;
Illustrated by DREW ZUCKER;
Colorist VITTORIO ASTONE;
Letterer ANDWORLD DESIGN;
Cover Design or Artwork by DREW ZUCKER

The end is nigh. Canto’s people will make their final stand in familiar territory—Arcana. They know every path, every stone, every grain of dirt of their home. They stoke the furnaces, covering the land in smoke. With the enemy blinded, Canto may finally have the upper hand on the Shrouded Man . . . until the Shrouded Man reveals a trick of his own.

• The finale series to the Shrouded Man Saga!
• Six issue series.

Explore More
Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins IV #5
(CVR A) (Jessica Mahon)
Comic Script by JODY Houser;
Illustrated by NOAH HAYES;
Colorist DIANA SOUSA;
Letterer ARIANA MAHER;
Cover Design or Artwork by JESSICA MAHON
Vox Machina seems to be racing against the clock when another member of the Tal'Dorei Council disappears after being attacked by a large, unknown entity! They'll have to hurry to get her back...but who can say no to a little bit of looting on the way?
The campaign continues with series IV of Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins, from the New York Times bestselling team of Jody Houser (Orphan Black, Stranger Things), Noah Hayes (The Avant-Guards), Diana Sousa (Critical Role: The Mighty Nein Origins, Mall Goth), and Ariana Maher (James Bond, Xena)!

Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #3
(CVR A) (Jake Elphick)
Comic Script by TOMASZ MARCHEWKA;
Illustrated by JAKE ELPHICK;
Colorist JASON WORDIE;
Letterer FRANK CVETKOVIC;
Cover Design or Artwork by JAKE ELPHICK
Maelstrom is fired up for the next race and with bodies on the floor, Mint will need Caliber’s attention. With her yaiba revved up, she’s got a hand to play, but being in cahoots with the NCPD is about to catch up to her...it’ll take more than winning to seal this deal.
• Based on the hit game by CD Projekt Red!
• Four issue series.
Duck and Cover #1 (CVR A) (Rafael Albuquerque)

Comic Script by SCOTT SNYDER; Illustrated by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE; Colorist MARCELO MAIOLU; Letterer BERNARDO BRICE; Cover Design or Artwork by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE

A manga-influenced teen adventure set in the strange post-apocalyptic America... of 1955. From the team behind the seminal Vertigo series American Vampire!

- A post-apocalyptic adventure series with a historical twist.
- Three issue series.

Explore More

From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #3 (CVR A) (Scott Hepburn)

Comic Script by PATTON OSWALT, KYLE STARKS and JORDAN BLUM; Illustrated by RYAN BROWNE; Cover Design or Artwork by SCOTT HEPBURN

Spinning out of the world of the hit Minor Threats superhero series by Patton Oswalt, Jordan Blum, and Scott Hepburn comes a new tale of costumed underdogs—featuring a low-level henchman without a leader to serve.

Now that the Entomologist is back to full power again what does this mean for the superhero world of Minor Threats—and what does it mean for our lovable loser Sh*teater? Join us for the third issue spin-off from the hit Patton Oswalt and Jordan Blum series Minor Threats as our favorite henchmen continues to try his best in this terrible world, but probably, most definitely just eats more sh*t.

- Four issue series.

Explore More
**Gilt Frame #2 (CVR A)**

Comic Script by MATT KINDT and MARGIE KRAFT KINDT; Illustrated by MATT KINDT; Cover Design or Artwork by MATT KINDT

A classic whodunit murder mystery that spans the globe from Paris to Hawaii to Montenegro as we hustle to keep up with the most unlikely murder-solving duo in the history of murder-solvers.

The best detective in France is on the case... questioning every suspect and turning up the sordid history of a family full of gun-runners, art forgers, jewel thieves, and (at least one) murderer.

Can our unlikely duo stumble, sneak, eavesdrop, adopt-a-pet, and literally (almost) cross swords with the premier detective in Paris and solve the murder grisly murder in time to catch their flight home?

- Three issue series.

**Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #3 (CVR A) (Matt Wagner)**

Comic Script by MATT WAGNER; Illustrated by MATT WAGNER; Colorist BRENNAN WAGNER; Letterer ROB LEIGH; Cover Design or Artwork by MATT WAGNER

Attacked by vampires while traveling to Hari and Ptolomey’s safe camp, Grendel and his new allies barely survive the trip to a protected clan base, but they—like the few who remain in the Cult of Grendel—refuse to die.

- Featuring a standard cover by Matt Wagner and Brennan Wagner and a variant cover by David Hitchcock.
- Four issue series.

Explore More
**Helen of Wyndhorn #5**
(CVR A) (Bilquis Evely)

Comic Script by TOM KING;
Illustrated by BILQUIS EVELY;
Colorist MATHEUS LOPES;
Letterer CLAYTON COWLES;
Cover Design or Artwork by EVELY BILQUIS

In this penultimate issue, Helen’s frustrations continue to exacerbate as her drinking worsens and her longing for the ways of the other fantasy world continue to plague the house of Wyndhorn.

From the Eisner award-winning creative team of Supergirl: Woman of Tomorrow—the upcoming film helmed by director James Gunn.

*Explore More*

---

**Groo: Minstrel Melodies #1**
(CVR A) (Sergio Aragonés)

Comic Script by SERGIO ARAGONÉS and MARK EVANIER;
Colorist SERGIO ARAGONÉS and CARRIE STRACHAN;
Cover Design or Artwork by SERGIO ARAGONÉS

The Groo-verse’s hapless wandering minstrel and his smart daughter, Kayli, roam the land . . . Traveling from town to town, they sing tales of Groo wherever they go, bringing laughter, joy, and lessons to the townsfolk . . . and hopefully some kopins to their pockets! Sergio Aragonés and Mark Evanier begin another epic, hilarious Groo series, with colors by Carrie Strachan and letters by Stan Sakai!

- Four issue series.
- Each issue features a Rufferto backup story!

*Explore More*
**Into the Unbeing: Part One #4 (CVR A) (Hayden Sherman)**

Comic Script by ZAC THOMPSON; Illustrated by HAYDEN SHERMAN; Colorist HAYDEN SHERMAN; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by HAYDEN SHERMAN

When a member of the expedition team is irreparably wounded, the two remaining scientists must find a way to survive. As they trudge through hellish tunnels filled with waist deep mire, their ultimate survival comes face to face with an unconscionable problem... What do they do about the team’s dead weight?

- Four issue series.

**Joy Operations II #4 (CVR A) (Stephen Byrne)**

Comic Script by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS; Illustrated by STEPHEN BYRNE; Colorist STEPHEN BYRNE; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN BYRNE

Everything was fine until the joy operation: when one of the city trusts implanted the psyche of one of their en.voi’s into master en.voi Joy Corrigan. Now Hampton and Joy live in the same body! They are just getting used to what that means for their life, love, and future when the world decides to blame them for everything that’s gone wrong. It’s now Joy and Hampton against the world. This is the earth-shattering conclusion to this all-new chapter of this sci-fi extravaganza!

- Four issue series.
**Lunar Lodge #4 (Mario Alberti)**

Comic Script by TYLER MARCECA; Illustrated by MIRKO COLAK; Colorist BRYAN VALENZA; Letterer FRANK CVETKOVIC; Cover Design or Artwork by MARIO ALBERTI

The Lunar Lodge, designed to keep werewolves safely boarded during a full moon, has been completely overrun. Suffering a major containment breach perpetrated by one of its guests under the belief that the howlers should embrace their true nature. Meanwhile, Rob Moreland finds himself in the middle of the gruesome chaos, trying to avoid being mauled to death and keeping his transformed wife safe from the hotel staff looking to put down the loose werewolves.

- Tyler Marceca, in his comics debut, and Mirko Colak team up for a monstrous comics series that will keep you on your claws—I mean, toes!

**Kill All Immortals #3 (CVR A) (Oliver Barrett)**

Comic Script by ZACKARY KAPLAN; Illustrated by FICO OSSIO; Colorist THIAGO ROCHA; Letterer HASSAN OTSMANE-ELHAOU; Cover Design or Artwork by OLIVER BARRETT

A Viking indulges in life’s feast like a king, but hardens their heart to those mortals beneath them. As Frey travels to the mystic artic to unlock the family’s supernatural origins, she realizes there is more at stake than her romance and freedom, but how far will she go to overthrow her family’s reign?

**Explore More**

---

**7615680176000311**

DARK HORSE COMICS

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16

On Sale: 9/18/24 • FOC Date: 8/19/24

**76156801078700411**

DARK HORSE COMICS

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16

On Sale: 9/4/24 • FOC Date: 8/5/24

---

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Masters of the Universe/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Turtles of Grayskull #1 (CVR A) (Freddie Williams II)

Comic Script by TIM SEELEY; Illustrated by FREDDIE WILLIAMS II; Colorist ANDREW DALHOUSE; Letterer ANDWORLD DESIGN; Cover Design or Artwork by FREDDIE WILLIAMS II

When the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles came across Krang and Shredder making a deal with some otherworldly ‘demons’ named Skeletor, things got hella-weird and they ended up in ETERNIA! It turns out, when you mix Ultrom mutagen with demon magic you get a nasty purple poison—and it’s brought Eternia to the brink of chaos. So, Leo, Raph, Donnie, and Mikey are teaming up with the Masters of the Universe to kick some blue boney butt. The only problem is... He-Man is missing in action.

- Expands on the Masters of the Universe and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle franchises.
- Four issue series.

Midst: The Valorous Farmer (CVR A) (Will Kirkby)

Comic Script by JASMINE WALLS; Illustrated by AVIV OR; Colorist QUINTON WINTER; Letterer JIM CAMPBELL; Cover Design or Artwork by WILL KIRKBY

In the Un, the Trust can make or break you.... For years Hildebrand has run the family farm alone, with only their reliable old truck, a few far-off neighbors, and their own common sense to rely on. When they’re hit by a series of disasters, they must take desperate measures to keep the farm going. But the source of those disasters isn’t done with Hildebrand, even as their life starts unraveling....

Indulge in a timely and lusciously rendered story from the cosmos of Midst! Featuring writing by Jasmine Walls, art by Aviv Or, and colors by Quinton Winter, with direction by Third Person and Critical Role.
Paranoid Gardens #3
(CVR A) (Chris Weston)

Comic Script by GERARD WAY and SHAUN SIMON;
Illustrated by CHRIS WESTON;
Colorist DAVE STEWART;
Cover Design or Artwork by CHRIS WESTON

Writers Gerard Way (The Umbrella Academy) and Shaun Simon (The Fabulous Killjoys), join forces with Illustrator Chris Weston (The Filth), colorist Dave Stewart (Hellboy), and letterer Nate Piekos (Black Hammer) to present an all-new surreal comic book experience that’s Derek meets Doctor Who . . . in six psychotic episodes!

Loo and the care center staff are troubled when they discover the living gardens they reside on is dying. As she desperately hunts for a cure a mysterious spy employed by a bizarre amusement park gets in her way to keep the gardens from healing.

• Six issue series.

Explore More

Night Club II #2
(CVR A) (Juanan Ramírez)

Comic Script by MARK MILLAR;
Illustrated by JUANAN RAMÍREZ;
Colorist FABIANA MASCOLO;
Cover Design or Artwork by JUANAN RAMÍREZ

Sam was the sweet, chubby best friend at school. Now that he’s a vampire, he’s become the biggest jock in his year and hammering win after win on the basketball court. The girls love him, and so do the bullies, but his friends are getting very concerned.

• From bestselling, award-winning creator Mark Millar!
• Six issue series.

Explore More
Prodigy: Slaves of Mars #2
(CVR A) (Stefano Landini)

Comic Script by MARK MILLAR;
Illustrated by STEFANO LANDINI;
Colorist MICHELE ASSARASAKORN;
Cover Design or Artwork by STEFANO LANDINI

Stripped of his wealth, his status, and his multinational corporation, Edison Crane is homeless and on the run from the police for murder. Who does the world’s smartest man turn to when he needs help? His older, smart brother, of course.

• Soon to be an action movie from Netflix!
• Five issue series.

Explore More

Explor More
Seance in the Asylum #3 (CVR A) (Andrea Mutti)

Comic Script by CLAY MCLEOD CHAPMAN; Illustrated by ANDREA MUTTI; Colorist ANDREA MUTTI; Cover Design or Artwork by ANDREA MUTTI

More and more patients are acting strangely at The Ashcroft Hospital and none of the doctors know why. What’s happening to the infirmed and feeble-minded men and women who wander its halls? They are changing, seemingly possessed... Only Alicia knows the truth—these patients are possessed, their bodies now vessels for spirits brought over from the other side—but no one will believe her. Not Dr. Templeton. Not even close confidant Dr. Reginald Waters. What Alicia fears the most, what no one is willing to admit, is that the number of possessed patients is only growing... until it’s too late.

• Four issue series.

Explore More

---

Resident Alien: The Book of Life #4 (CVR A) (Steve Parkhouse)

Comic Script by PETER HOGAN; Illustrated by STEVE PARKHOUSE; Colorist STEVE PARKHOUSE; Letterer STEVE PARKHOUSE; Cover Design or Artwork by STEVE PARKHOUSE

As the alien explorer Harry and human nurse Asta adjust to having daughter Clover in their lives, some friends of Harry’s decide to drop in. Is this the visitation of the century—or an old mistake coming back to haunt Harry?! Our favorite alien-in-hiding protagonist may not be getting the quaint, small-town family life he was hoping for!

• Read the comics that inspired the SyFy TV series!
• Four issue series.

Explore More

---

76156801234700411
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 9/25/24 • FOC Date: 8/26/24

76156801251400311
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 9/25/24 • FOC Date: 8/26/24
Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #10 (CVR A) (Harvey Toliboao)

Comic Script by DANIEL JOSE OLDER;
Illustrated by TONI BRUNO;
Colorist MICHAEL ATIYEH;
Letterer COMICRAFT;
Cover Design or Artwork by HARVEY TOLIBAO

Zeen, Lula, and their friends come face-to-face with a familiar nemesis on the streets of Eriadu City! As the Republic and the Jedi try to protect the capital from capture, they must do battle with old enemies. The fate of the planet is on the line as the forces of light and dark vie for its allegiance!

Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures—Echoes of Fear #2 (CVR A) (Eduardo Mello)

Comic Script by GEORGE MANN;
Illustrated by VINCENZO FEDERICI;
Letterer COMICRAFT;
Cover Design or Artwork by EDUARDO MELLO

Jedi Knight Reath Silas and Jedi Padawan Amadeo Azzazzo delve deeper into the history of the Echo Stones. In doing so, they unearth the epic tale of Jedi Master Barnabas Vim and his Padawan Vix Fonnick as they try to recover an Echo Stone from the hands of a Jedi Wayfinder who risks being seduced by its force-amplifying power.

- Four issue series.
The Magic Order V #1
(CVR A) (Matteo Buffagni)

Comic Script by MARK MILLAR;
Illustrated by MATTEO BUFFAGNI;
Colorist GIOVANNA NIRO;
Cover Design or Artwork by MATTEO BUFFAGNI

The final volume begins as Cordelia Moonstone is told she’s going to die soon and there’s nothing she can do about it. She broke the rules and now she has to pay the price, just like all her friends.

• Soon to be a major series from Netflix!
• Six issue series.

Explore More

Survival Street: The Radical Left #1
(CVR A) (Abylay Kussainov)

Comic Script by JAMES ASMUS and JIM FESTANTE;
Illustrated by ABYLAY KUSSAINOV;
Colorist ELLIE WRIGHT;
Cover Design or Artwork by ABYLAY KUSSAINOV

After America is sold off to private companies, this A-B-C-Team of ex-entertainers rescues kids from cruel company towns. But Portland can’t hold everyone, and the cracks are about to break . . . Prepare for a radical departure in the series Library Journal called a “blisteringly satirical mash-up of Sesame Street and Robocop.”

A candy coating of pop culture madness, humor, cartoonishly absurd hyper-violence, and just enough hope to keep holding on.

• Four issue series.

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.

76156801270500111
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅞ x 10 ⅛
On Sale: 9/25/24 • FOC Date: 8/12/24

76156801223100111
DARK HORSE COMICS
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅞ x 10 ⅛
On Sale: 9/25/24 • FOC Date: 8/12/24
The Masked Macher #1 (CVR A) (Alex Andrés)
Comic Script by DAVID A. GOODMAN;
Illustrated by ALEX ANDRÉS;
Colorist GONZALO DUARTE;
Letterer MAURO MANTELLA;
Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ANDRÉS

It’s the 1930s and aspiring actor Tony Hollywood is about to make his big break! He’s finally got an audition for the role that will change his life, but a flat tire sends him to a different stage. Breaking down outside a wrestling arena lands him a new part to play... the Masked Macher! Hey, it pays (even if no one knows what a “macher” is).

· Four issue series.

The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #12 (CVR A) (Nick Robles)
Comic Script by TATE BROMBAL;
Illustrated by ISAAC GOODHART;
Colorist MIQUEL MUERTO;
Cover Design or Artwork by NICK ROBLES

Christopher is pushing himself and his powers further than he ever has before! Will he be able to help monsterkind as he breaks these barriers or will he further alienate his friends in the Monster Club? And how will his mother feel after explicitly forbidding these experiments?

· Four issue series.

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
The Witcher: Corvo Bianco #4 (CVR A) (Corrado Mastantuono)

Comic Script by BARTOSZ SZTYBOR; Illustrated by CORRADO MASTANTUONO; Colorist MATTEO VATTANI; Letterer HASSAN OTSMANE-ELHAOU; Cover Design or Artwork by CORRADO MASTANTUONO

Between a witcher and an elf, the captive they’re after is found to be something much more shocking. Trust, identity, and progeny—the land of Corvo Bianco is revealed to be worth any sacrifice. While Yennefer is caught at the center of the feud, there is more than one trick being played . . .

• Five issue series.

Tiny Tina’s Wonderlands: Land of the Giants #2 (CVR A)

Comic Script by PAUL TOBIN; Illustrated by LUIZA RUSSO; Colorist HEATHER BRECKEL; Letterer DERON BENNETT; Cover Design or Artwork by LUIZA RUSSO

With Claptrap playing Hilly the Kid’s digitized diary, the party can finally figure out the reason for his ruckus—and maybe how to put a stop to it. That is, if they don’t get sidelined by side quests! With Tiny Tina running the show anything can happen!

• A new comic tie-in to video games Tiny Tina’s Wonderlands and Borderlands!
• Three issue series.
Godzilla: Skate or Die #3
Cover A (Joyce)
Written by LOUIE JOYCE;
Illustrated by LOUIE JOYCE;
Cover Design or Artwork by LOUIE JOYCE
The race is over, and the fight is ON! Godzilla and Varan have arrived at the punks’ beloved skate park, and nobody’s happy about it. How can these skateboard-riding punks stay safe in the midst of these massive kaiju blows!? And what the heck lured these behemoths here in the first place? The mystery is finally starting to unravel...

Explore More
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**My Little Pony: Set Your Sail #5**

Cover A (Ganucheau)

Written by MEGAN BROWN and CASEY GILLY; Illustrated by AMY MEBBERSON; Cover Design or Artwork by PAULINA GANUCHEAU

LAND HO! Er...THE END OF THE SERIES HO!

When Pipp and Izzy set sail for their underwater adventure, they hoped for smooth waters, but the seven seas are falling apart! Queen Calla Lily has been hoarding stolen power, and until the seven anchors are returned to their rightful kingdoms, all ponykind, under the sea and on land, is at risk. Luckily, a swashbuckling crew of pirates have recruited Princess Pipp and her besties to save everypony. With the Mane Six at the helm, nothing can stand in their way!

*Explore More*

---

**My Little Pony: Maretime Mysteries #3**

Cover A (Starling)

Written by STEPHANIE WILLIAMS; Illustrated by ABBY BULMER; Cover Design or Artwork by ABIGAIL STARLING

Now that they’ve tracked down the mysterious object used to cast the spell over Maretime Bay, Misty and her friends take on the board game ghoul’s next challenge: solve the riddle to uncover the object’s origin and break the enchantment! But the sand that once filled the mischievous spirit’s hourglass is running scary low... Can Misty, Sunny, Hitch, and Sparky find the place “where history’s secrets hide and tales of old reside” and save their home when time is not on their side?!

*Explore More*

---

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Sonic the Hedgehog #72
Cover A (Haines)
Written by EVAN STANLEY;
Illustrated by AARON HAMMERSTROM;
Cover Design or Artwork by NATALIE HAINES
Being the Phantom Rider isn’t easy, but there’s no rest for the wicked. Sonic is caught in a literal perfect storm of a traffic jam, all while he’s pursued by the relentless Jet the Hawk! Perhaps an unexpected meeting—and reveal—will help raise his spirits? Meanwhile, aboard the Restoration’s ship, Tails and Amy’s luck finally runs out!

Sonic the Hedgehog: Annual 2024
Cover A (Lawrence)
Written by VARIOUS, VARIOUS;
Illustrated by GIGI DUTREIX;
Cover Design or Artwork by JACK LAWRENCE
The Sonic the Hedgehog Annual is back for 2024! Join Sonic and his friends in four exciting stories as they adventure together across the world in this 40-page anthology!

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Star Trek #23
Cover A (Levens)
Written by COLLIN KELLY;
Written by JACKSON LANZING;
Illustrated by MEGAN LEVENS;
Cover Design or Artwork by MEGAN LEVENS
After defying the laws of physics to reach the Pleroma, Captain Sisko and the Theseus crew find themselves unwelcome. The gods want them home and warn that everyone will die if they don’t leave, but they’re too late and their worst fears just might come true. The new godkiller is on their doorsteps…and it’s none other than Lore!

Star Trek #500
Cover A (Jones)
Written by CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL, COLLIN KELLY and JACKSON LANZING;
Illustrated by VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JOELLE JONES
Celebrate iDW’s 500th issue of Star Trek comics (and an early Star Trek Day!) with this landmark oversized anthology issue! This collection of five short stories spans through fan-favorite eras of the beloved franchise from Lower Decks to Strange New Worlds, legacy characters from The Next Generation and the original series, written and illustrated by Star Trek comics veterans and new voices alike. Plus, don’t miss out on the prelude to 2025’s big Star Trek and Defiant comic crossover event written by Jackson Lanzing, Collin Kelly, and Christopher Cantwell!

Explore More
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Cover A (Albuquerque)

Written by JASON AARON; Illustrated by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE; Cover Design or Artwork by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE

Michelangelo is living in Tokyo, where he’s become a big TV star. It’s a pretty cool life, full of fame and fortune, but if he’s being honest, Mikey misses his brothers and the sense of purpose they had together. Well, in a classic case of “be careful what you wish for,” that old life looks like it’s coming to find him when ninjas show up in his apartment armed to the teeth! Continuing the all-new ongoing series from writer Jason Aaron (Action Comics, Thor), this time joined by Detective Comics and American Vampire artist Rafael Albuquerque, this spotlight story on everyone’s favorite jokester puts the second piece of the puzzle together for the future of TMNT.

Explore More

Star Trek: Defiant #18 Cover A (Unzueta)

Written by CHRISTOPHER CANTWELL; Illustrated by ANGEL UNZUETA; Cover Design or Artwork by ANGEL UNZUETA

With Spock rotting in a Romulan cell aboard Sela’s ship, the rest of the Defiant crew readies the farmers of Antara for an invasion by General Revo and his relentless Romulan army. This leaves Worf, B’Elanna, and Ro with two crewmates down, and despite how hopeful the planet’s population is, what are three failed Starfleet officers and lowly resistance fighters to a heavily armed and technologically advanced Romulan strike team?

Explore More
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Best of Dark Leo Cover A (Biggie)
Written by VARIOUS; Illustrated by VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by JAMES BIGGIE;
Is there anyone more formidable than Leonardo, the sword-wielding leader of the TMNT? No one except perhaps his own dark, mirror image. Flashback to the times when Leo was compelled to indulge his most dangerous impulses and become Dark Leo, one of the deadly ranks of the Foot Clan. This special one-shot brings together the most popular and exciting stories from when the leader of the Teenage Mutant Turtles went over to the dark side.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Black, White, and Green #4 Cover A (Gleason)
Written by JEREMY HOLT and LEE GARBETT; Illustrated by SEBASTIAN PIRIZ and VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by PAT GLEASON
One last chance to experience the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles in black and white with splashes of green, in four brand new standalone stories from comics’ top talent!
Patrick Gleason, Lee Garbett, and Erica Henderson join the lineup with their own writer-artist entries, including a TMNT-led tour of New York; and in Jeremy Holt and Sebastián Píriz’s collaboration, Donatello flirts with immortality!
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Nightwatcher #1 Cover A (Pe)
Written by JUNI BA; Illustrated by FERO PE; Cover Design or Artwork by FERO PE

After making a dark debut in the Free Comic Book Day special, fans have one burning question: Who is the Nightwatcher? Violence and discrimination against mutants is running wild, and a new vigilante will rise up to combat it... but who is this fearsome armored fighter standing bravely against the criminals who wish to harm mutants?

Explore More

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning Adventures #16 Cover A (Schoening)
Written by ERIK BURNHAM; Illustrated by DAN SCHOENING; Cover Design or Artwork by DAN SCHOENING

The universe’s greatest criminal organization has been made aware of a new planet to exploit: the primitive backwater known as Earth! Before the Pantheon can move in and start profiting, though, they must get the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles out of their way. Kidnapping and ensnaring the Turtles in a brainwashing simulation seems easy enough... until Mikey manages to break free. Now all he has to do is rescue his brothers from the Pantheon’s influence, figure out where they’ve been taken, and find a way to send these career criminals packing... No biggie, right?

Explore More
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The Last Ronin II—Re-Evolution #3
Cover A (Escorzas)
Written by KEVIN EASTMAN and TOM WALTZ; Illustrated by BEN BISHOP and ESCORZA BROTHERS; Cover Design or Artwork by ESCORZA BROTHERS

Having lain in wait for over a decade, underworld forces are making their moves to reclaim New York City. As the fighting gets more desperate, Casey Marie Jones and the new generation of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles struggle to save rebel bases under attack, but they’re outnumbered and lacking both intel and allies. With the tide of the battle rapidly turning against them, Casey Marie must make hard calls about who she can trust and how to keep her family and city safe. The legacy continues as legendary TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman reassembles the acclaimed creative team for the epic next chapter of The Last Ronin!

Explore More

The Hunger and the Dusk: Book Two #2 Cover A (Wildgoose)
Written by G. WILLOW WILSON; Illustrated by CHRIS WILDGOOSE; Cover Design or Artwork by CHRIS WILDGOOSE

Old emotions resurface and tensions among the Orc tribes rise as Tara returns home. Can Faran and Troth’s budding relationship withstand the return of his former flame, or will the Orcs’ intertribal alliance fall alongside their partnership with the humans? The Vangol are still coming...and no one is prepared. Hearts pound and civilizations fall as the second volume of the most ambitious fantasy series on the shelves continues!

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
The Rocketeer: Breaks Free #2

Cover A (Wheatley)

Written by STEPHEN MOONEY; Illustrated by STAZ JOHNSON; Cover Design or Artwork by DOUG WHEATLEY;

Cliff’s intentions were pure this time—they really were. All he wanted to do was accompany his gal, Betty, to the City by the Bay to shoot her new movie and keep himself outta trouble. Well, trouble had other ideas! The Rocketeer finds himself up against three Nazi U-Boats, which have launched an covert surprise attack on the Golden Gate Bridge. And what could they possibly want with the Rock, a.k.a. Alcatraz? And why is the Rocketeer at the very center of their plans?!

Explore More

Predator vs. Black Panther #1

Comic Script by BENJAMIN PERCY; Illustrated by CHRIS ALLEN; Cover Design or Artwork by KEN LASHLEY;

WAKANDA…IS PREY? You saw the Marvel Universe’s most tenacious mutant go up against one of the greatest killing machines in history in PREDATOR VS. WOLVERINE—and survive. Now the planet Earth lives on in Predator lore...a planet full of the most exhilarating prey they could imagine! And the strongest weapons in the Multiverse are in their sights. When a young Predator with something to prove comes for Wakanda’s vibranium, the Black Panther faces an enemy whose resources rival those of his great nation. Who will prove stronger? Benjamin Percy teams up with Stormbreaker artist Chris Allen to pit king against king in a bloody new series!

Explore More
**Star Wars #49**

Comic Script by CHARLES SOULE; Illustrated by JETHRO MORALES; Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN SEGOVIA

DIRE CIRCUMSTANCES FOR LEIA AND THE REBEL ALLIANCE! The last remnants of ALDERAAN have come under threat from an old enemy! LUKE SKYWALKER and LEIA ORGANA could save these few survivors of the destroyed planet, but the Princess of Alderaan must choose between her people...and the REBEL ALLIANCE itself!

**Star Wars: Ahsoka #2**

Comic Script by RODNEY BARNES; Illustrated by GEORGES JEANTY; Cover Design or Artwork by TAURIN CLARKE

TOIL AND TROUBLE! AHSOKA and GENERAL HERA SYNDULLA travel to NEW REPUBLIC shipyards and make an unexpected discovery. The adaptation of the hit Disney+ series continues!
**Star Wars: Darth Vader #49**

Comic Script by GREG PAK; Illustrated by RAFFAELE IENCO; Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU

“IMPERIAL SCHISM” NEARS ITS THRILLING CLIMAX! LUKE SKYWALKER faces the full might of the SCHISM IMPERIAL! SLY MOORE makes the biggest choice of her life! The M.A.R. Corps gains the upper hand! And DARTH VADER confronts the consequences of his ruthless quest for unlimited power!

**Explore More**

---

**Star Wars: Inquisitors #2**

Comic Script by RODNEY BARNES; Illustrated by RAMON ROSANAS; Cover Design or Artwork by NICK BRADSHAW

DARTH VADER SENDS FIFTH BROTHER ON A MISSION TO KILL A JEDI LEGEND! The EMPEROR has had most of the JEDI exterminated after the events of ORDER 66! Some have escaped! THE INQUISITORS are charged with hunting the survivors down. But there is one, a knight named TENSU RUN, who is on DARTH VADER’S most-wanted list! Who is Tensu Run, and what threat does he pose to the DARK LORD?

**Explore More**

---
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**Star Wars: The High Republic #10 [Phase III]**

Comic Script by CAVAN SCOTT;
Illustrated by JAMES TOWE;
Cover Design or Artwork by PHIL NOTO

JEDI LOST AND JEDI FOUND! The team-shattering FINALE of the current blistering run! A choice given, and a decision made...with terrifying consequences.

**Ultraman X The Avengers #1**

Comic Script by KYLE HIGGINS;
Illustrated by FRANCESCO MANNA;
Cover Design or Artwork by DIKE RUAN

THE GREATEST HERO OF JAPAN AND EARTH’S MIGHTIEST HEROES JOIN FORCES FOR AN EPIC ADVENTURE! Spider-Man has disappeared from New York, an intergalactic invader has arrived on Ultraman’s doorstep and the Kaiju of Earth are acting even more mysteriously than usual. This can only mean one thing: it’s time for Ultraman to meet the Avengers! But what cosmic threat is great enough to require a team-up of Marvel’s mightiest champions and Japan’s greatest hero? Find out as Shin meets Sam, Spacium Ray meets Repulsor Ray and “THWIP!” meets “SHUWATCH!”—in the epic crossover event: ULTRAMAN x AVENGERS!

---

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Amazing Spider-Man #259 Facsimile Edition

Comic Script by TOM DEFALCO; Illustrated by RON FRENZ; Cover Design or Artwork by RON FRENZ

Continuing a Facsimile celebration of the early days of Spider-Man’s black costume, which he has now discovered is really an alien symbiote intending to bond with him forever! With a little help from the Fantastic Four, Peter Parker has been separated from the suit and is now back in the ol’ red-and-blues as he hunts for the Hobgoblin. But it’s out of costume where the real revelations await: Mary Jane Watson has known Peter’s dual identity for years, and now it’s time for her to share her own secrets with him! It’s one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all!

Amazing Spider-Man #55

Comic Script by ZEB WELLS; Illustrated by TODD NAUCK; Cover Design or Artwork by JOHN ROMITA JR.

The last arc nearly killed Spider-Man (others weren’t so lucky). Peter hopes to take a breath but gets a new challenge to face in this, the 949th legacy issue of AMAZING SPIDER-MAN! This is the last domino to fall as we head into our next big centennial!

Explore More
Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.

**Amazing Spider-Man #56**

Comic Script by ZEB WELLS; Illustrated by JOHN ROMITA JR.; Cover Design or Artwork by JOHN ROMITA JR.

**STORM JOINS THE AVENGERS!** New arc starts here! Superstar artist Valerio Schiti (G.O.D.S.) takes the helm as series artist! In the aftermath of Blood Hunt and Fall of the House of X, where does that leave the Avengers? The team’s roster won’t be the only thing shaken up when a deadly threat sets its vengeful sights on Earth! PLUS: PART 6 OF DEADPOOL/WOLVERINE: WEAPON X-TRACTION!

**Avengers #17 [DPWX]**

Comic Script by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by VALERIO SCHITI; Cover Design or Artwork by JOSHUA CASSARA

STORM JOINS THE AVENGERS! New arc starts here! Superstar artist Valerio Schiti (G.O.D.S.) takes the helm as series artist! In the aftermath of Blood Hunt and Fall of the House of X, where does that leave the Avengers? The team’s roster won’t be the only thing shaken up when a deadly threat sets its vengeful sights on Earth! PLUS: PART 6 OF DEADPOOL/WOLVERINE: WEAPON X-TRACTION!
**Blood Hunters #1**  
Comic Script by ERICA SCHULTZ; Illustrated by ROBERT GILL; Cover Design or Artwork by EMA LUPACCHINO  
DAGGER! ELSA BLOODSTONE! WHITE WIDOW! HALLOWS’ EVE! Marvel’s newest team takes to the streets to clean up the aftermath of BLOOD HUNT—namely, hunting down the remaining vampires who threaten to spill innocent blood! Including the deadly super-vamps of the BLOODCOVEN! But when MILES MORALES, A.K.A. SPIDER-MAN, gets caught in the crosshairs ...need we say it?! THERE WILL BE BLOOD! Don’t miss the beginning of an epic new adventure!

**Captain America #12**  
Comic Script by J. MICHAEL STRACZYNSKI; Illustrated by JESUS SAIZ; Cover Design or Artwork by TAURIN CLARKE  
Death has come to Earth—and intends to take humanity off the playing field. Captain America has assembled the change agents who can save everyone, but is it too little, too late?

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
**Chasm: Curse Of Kaine #1**

Comic Script by STEVE FOXE; Illustrated by ANDREA BROCCARDO; Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU

BATTLE OF THE CLONES! Kaine Parker is on a mission to track down his fellow clone Ben Reilly. But has becoming Chasm made Ben beyond saving? Or is there an even more menacing presence pulling his strings?

*Explore More*

---

**Daredevil #12**

Comic Script by SALADIN AHMED; Illustrated by AARON KUDER; Cover Design or Artwork by JOHN ROMITA JR.

BULLSEYE! After the pulse-pounding frenzy that started in DAREDEVIL #8, Matt Murdock and Elektra Natchios are surrounded by their deadliest foes! The vow Elektra and Matt have taken as DAREDEVIL will face its greatest challenge yet, as they must protect not only themselves but also all of Hell’s Kitchen from BULLSEYE’S dastardly designs!

*Explore More*
Deadpool #5
Comic Script by CODY ZIGLAR; Illustrated by ROGE ANTONIO; Cover Design or Artwork by TAURIN CLARKE
Deadpool is in Death Grip’s clutches and not in a fun way. This mad mystic martial artist will stop at nothing to find the limits of Deadpool’s healing factor. At what point will the Merc’s mouth stop growing back? And has Deadpool been a good enough father that his daughters will try to save him?

Explore More
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Daredevil: Woman Without Fear #2
Comic Script by ERICA SCHULTZ; Illustrated by MICHAEL DOWLING; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID YARDIN
DAREDEVIL VS. THE PUNISHER! Spiraling out of the chaos of the main DAREDEVIL series, Elektra has learned a horrifying truth. Though whispered about in shadows and dive bars, her worst suspicions have been confirmed: A dangerous and violent new PUNISHER has been born in the Marvel Universe—and Daredevil is dead in his sights!

Explore More
Doctor Strange #18
Comic Script by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by PASQUAL FERRY; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS
The BLOOD HUNT is over, but Doctor Strange’s world has changed. What comes next for the master of the mystic arts? Is it really time to say goodbye? [Explore More]

Deadpool Team-Up #1
Comic Script by ROB LIEFELD; Illustrated by ROB LIEFELD; Cover Design or Artwork by ROB LIEFELD
WOLVERINE! CRYSTAR! MAJOR X! GHOST-SPIDER! HULK! ROB LIEFELD RETURNS TO DEADPOOL WITH THE ULTIMATE TEAM-UP BOOK! When you need some hired hands, DEADPOOL is your man! But when the Merc with a Mouth needs assistance, he’s got friends (and frenemies) from across the Marvel Universe! Rob Liefeld weaves an epic tale bringing Wade Wilson together with MAJOR X, CRYSTAR, GHOST-SPIDER, WOLVERINE and the INCREDIBLE HULK for the first time, as the return of a LOST MARVEL COMICS CHARACTER necessitates the ultimate team-up mission! [Explore More]

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Exceptional X-Men #1
Comic Script by TBA; 
Illustrated by TBA; 
Cover Design or Artwork by TBA
After the fall of Krakoa, Kate Pryde is trying to get as far away from all things X as she possibly can. She’s just a regular-degular bartender now. Definitely NOT getting ready to head up an ALL-NEW TEAM of wayward young mutants while avoiding the watchful gaze of Emma Frost.

Explore More

Fantastic Four #23
Comic Script by RYAN NORTH; 
Illustrated by CARLOS GOMEZ; 
Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS
The world is recovering from Blood Hunt, and Johnny and Sue take Jo and Nicki to NYC for a bit of a break... ...but when a cosmic incident from outer space threatens forty percent of the planet, the whole team is forced to meet in New York and get to the bottom of what’s really going on! The Fantastic Four will need teamwork, cleverness and an old vehicle dug out of storage to save the world...plus some super-science! And that’s before the aliens show up! Johnny Storm gets in over his head in this Johnny-narrated issue!

Explore More
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**Fantastic Four #24**

Comic Script by RYAN NORTH; Illustrated by CARLOS GOMEZ; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS

Earth is being invaded by subatomic particles from the other side of the universe—but what terrible secret do they hold inside? As Mr. Fantastic discovers the horrifying truth, he finds out something worse: There’re some things in the universe that even he and his family’s powers can’t stop! And when everyone in the Baxter Building is close to being overwhelmed, a voyage to the end of time and space may well be Mr. Fantastic’s only option! Voyage from the subatomic to the intergalactic in this Reed-narrated issue!

**Get Fury #4**

Comic Script by GARTH ENNIS; Illustrated by JACEN BURROWS; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVE JOHNSON

Frank Castle begins the suicide mission to rescue Nick Fury. But if you know Frank Castle, he’s not usually the one who ends up dead in an impossible situation. The C.I.A., however, don’t quite understand Castle’s capabilities and employ drastic measures to ensure that Castle and Fury don’t leave Hanoi alive.

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Giant-Size Thor #1
Comic Script by AL EWING;
Illustrated by BRIAN LEVEL;
Cover Design or Artwork by BRYAN HITCH
A GIANT-SIZE THOR SPECTACULAR—GUEST-STARRING HERCULES! Thor All-Father and Hercules, God of Heroes, had joined forces many times, as fast friends and fierce rivals...but never before like this. For in the farthest reaches of space, the Deific Duo faced the greatest and most terrifying war machine ever created...and it bore the Thunderer’s face. This is the story...of the GIANT-SIZE THOR! ALSO: Reprinting Bob Harras and Jackson Guice’s THOR #365—a Thor and Hercules tale told by the only real authority on such things: Hercules himself!

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Immortal Thor #14

Comic Script by AL EWING; Illustrated by JAN BAZALDUA; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS

ALL-FATHER VERSUS SKYFATHER IN A 775th ISSUE CLASH OF TITANS! Thor and Hercules were trapped in a realm of endless night...where Nyx and her children were at their full power. But there was a greater danger caged in this dark realm—Zeus, King of the Greek Gods! And when twin thunders met, could either survive? This is the story of the IMMORTAL THOR... and the second test of three.

Explore More

---

Hellverine #4

Comic Script by BENJAMIN PERCY; Illustrated by JULIUS OHTA; Cover Design or Artwork by RYAN STEGMAN

HELLVERINE VS. WOLVERINE! BAGRA-GHUL has come for LOGAN’s soul, but when the heat is on, who will survive—the HELLVERINE or the WOLVERINE?

Explore More
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Incredible Hulk #15
Comic Script by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON; Illustrated by DANNY EARLS; Cover Design or Artwork by NIC KLEIN
THE ORIGIN OF EVIL! As Eldest’s plans draw Hulk ever nearer to Las Vegas, she remembers a time thousands of years ago. The terrible empire she ruled then...until her fateful encounter with the first Hulk, ENKIDU, brought it all to ruin, making them enemies forever! Don’t miss the ORIGIN OF ELDEST as the two-part story “Lament for a Fallen Crown” starts here!

Explore More
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Incredible Hulk #16
Comic Script by PHILLIP KENNEDY JOHNSON; Illustrated by DANNY EARLS; Cover Design or Artwork by NIC KLEIN
THE FIRST HULK VS. ELDEST! In the conclusion of “Lament for a Fallen Crown,” the first Hulk, ENKIDU, brings Eldest’s empire of monsters crashing down! But he’s met his match in ELDEST, the first and most powerful of Earth’s ancient demigods. Can Eldest use Enkidu’s flesh to finally open the Mother of Horrors’ Divine Prison...or will the power of the GREEN DOOR be too much even for her? Eldest’s plans and the story of Enkidu are laid bare in this shocking conclusion!

Explore More
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Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Incredible Hulk Annual #1 [IW]
Comic Script by DEREK LANDY;
Illustrated by GEOFF SHAW and SARA PICHELLI;
Cover Design or Artwork by SALVADOR LARROCA

“INFINITY WATCH” PART SIX! The Mad Titan THANOS carves a path of destruction to his next doomed target—the current bearer of the MIND STONE! But there’s a very big, very green and very, very, VERY angry Hulk standing in Thanos’ way. Introducing the master of the Mind Stone—WORLDMIND!

Iron Fist
50th Anniversary Special #1
Comic Script by JASON LOO;
Comic Script by MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by WHILCE PORTACIO;
Cover Design or Artwork by ALAN DAVIS

CELEBRATING FIFTY YEARS OF THE IMMORTAL PROTECTOR OF K’UN–LUN! The LEGACY OF THE IRON FIST is a long-lived legend spanning centuries...all the way back to the year 10,000,000 B.C.E.! IN THIS ISSUE: Chris Claremont and Lan Medina bring you a classic tale featuring...WOLVERINE?! Alyssa Wong and Von Randal bring you a current tale of today’s IRON FIST, LIN LIE! PLUS: Justina Ireland and Elena Casagrande’s EMERGENCY CALL, featuring THE DAUGHTERS OF THE DRAGON! And Frank Tieri and Ty Templeton make the call to HEROES FOR HIRE! BUT THAT’S NOT ALL! The future of Danny Rand rests in the hands of JASON LOO and WHILCE PORTACIO... You won’t want to miss it!
Marvel 85th Anniversary Special
Comic Script by RYAN NORTH;
Illustrated by CARLO PAGULAYAN;
Cover Design or Artwork by KAARE ANDREWS
CELEBRATE MARVEL’S 50,000TH COMIC-BOOK RELEASE! In the far future of the year 50,000, the exploits of the heroes of the Marvel Age are the stuff of legend, half remembered but still celebrated! Come with us now on a tour of the greatest museum in all the cosmos, in which the few surviving relics of those bygone days have been assembled. Each piece tells a unique story—about the Contest of Champions and how it wrought an end to the Age of Heroes, about the greatest triumph of Ms. Marvel and the final, secret exploit of Excalibur! And more! Marvel’s greatest storytellers gather to commemorate the whole of Marvel history in a once-in-a-lifetime celebration!

Marble Super Heroes
Secret Wars #9 Facsimile Edition
Comic Script by TBA;
Illustrated by TBA;
Cover Design or Artwork by TBA
Spider-Man is back in action and learning all the fresh tricks at his disposal courtesy of his new black costume—but his excitement might be short-lived as the assembled heroes, reunited with the X-Men, must mount an assault on the World-Eater with everything at stake! It’s one of the all-time great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all!

### Additional Variants Available
Covers may not be final.

---

**Marvel 85th Anniversary Special**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>On Sale</th>
<th>FOC Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$4.99</td>
<td>Comic Book</td>
<td>6 5/8 x 10 3/16</td>
<td>9/4/24</td>
<td>7/22/24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Marvel Super Heroes
Secret Wars #9 Facsimile Edition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Size</th>
<th>On Sale</th>
<th>FOC Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$7.99</td>
<td>Comic Book</td>
<td>6 5/8 x 10 3/16</td>
<td>8/28/24</td>
<td>7/29/24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**75960620923100111**
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 9/4/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

**75960620816600911**
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$7.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
Miles Morales: Spider-Man #23
Comic Script by CODY ZIGLAR; Illustrated by FEDERICO VICENTINI; Cover Design or Artwork by FEDERICO VICENTINI
THE VULTURE—OUT FOR BLOOD! MILES MORALES is SPIDER-MAN, complete with all of the uncanny abilities of a spider! Super-strength. Wall-crawling. Unquenchable thirst for blood?! While the VULTURE swoops in on Brooklyn, Miles’ vampiric curse and thirst for blood grows stronger every second! He must find a cure. His mom, his dad, his sister—no one is safe. But...is he still one of the good guys? Can the heroes of NYC still trust a Spider-Man who must feed on the living?!}

Explore More

Miles Morales: Spider-Man Annual #1
Comic Script by CODY ZIGLAR; Illustrated by DAVID BALDEON; Cover Design or Artwork by FEDERICO VICENTINI
¡Vamos a San Juan! Miles Morales and the fam are headed on a family vacation to San Juan, Puerto Rico! But his mom, Rio, has relatives Miles has never met—relatives with secrets that could turn Spidey’s world upside down!

Explore More
Comics

NYX #2
Comic Script by COLLIN KELLY and JACKSON LANZING; Illustrated by FRANCESCO MORTARINO; Cover Design or Artwork by SARA PICHELLI
FROM THE SHADOWS COMES WOLVERINE! Every day, mutants are being stolen off the streets of Manhattan—unprotected and forgotten by the human world. Now a war-worn WOLVERINE will descend into NYC’s criminal underworld to bring them back into the light. Who is the mysterious mutant fixer known only as LOCAL? Can Laura stand alone against the dangerous forces working to control the future of New York’s mutants? What reality-bending threat waits in the night, already ten steps ahead? The shadows of NYX are calling. What secrets will you find lurking in that neon darkness?

Explore More

Namor #2
Comic Script by JASON AARON; Illustrated by PAUL DAVIDSON; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEXANDER LOZANO
THE WAR OF THE SEVEN KINGS RAGES! Barbarian hordes have gathered on the sunless plains of Attumacht Deep, 28,000 feet below the waves. They howl with bloodlust, ready to scour every inch of ocean to find the most hated traitor in all the seas. But that won’t be necessary now. Here comes Namor, the Sub-Mariner, fallen king of Atlantis...to swim the Crimson Swim.

Explore More

75960620743500211
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/21/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

75960620918700211
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Phases of the Moon Knight #1
Comic Script by BENJAMIN PERCY and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by MANUEL GARCIA and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by MATEUS MANHANINI
ILLUMINATING LOST LUNAR LORE! Though he is among the most recent, Marc Spector is far from the first FIST OF KHONSHU! The true history and depth of the legacy of the Moon Knight has been shrouded in the mystery of antiquity... UNTIL NOW! Featuring an awesome assembly of creators from across the industry, PHASES OF THE MOON KNIGHT begins with a story of the Moon Knight you know as he enacts his unique and violent vision of justice! PLUS! An all-new Moon Knight from the Marvel Universe’s ancient past: the Moon Knight of the Old Crusades! Forged in the crucible of a holy war, what long-forgotten secrets of the Marvel Universe are waiting to be discovered in his saga?

Phoenix #2
Comic Script by STEPHANIE PHILLIPS; Illustrated by ALESSANDRO MIRACOLO; Cover Design or Artwork by YASMINE PUTRI
JEAN GREY is dedicated to protecting innocents in deep space! Yes, space is vaster than imagination, greater and darker than the mind can comprehend—and yet, not big enough to stop family from dropping by without warning... But that’s how it goes when your father-in-law is CORSAIR of the STARJAMMERS! Leaving the pirate life behind, he’s got the inside line on huge news, and PHOENIX is the only one who can act to save untold lives—that is, if she can believe he’s telling the truth...
Scarlet Witch #3
Comic Script by STEVE ORLANDO; Illustrated by RUSSELL DAUTERMAN; Cover Design or Artwork by RUSSELL DAUTERMAN
LORE RETURNS! Scarlet Witch’s fight to reach the land of the living puts her face-to-face with her necromantic multiversal counterpart! Lore won’t stop until her death at Wanda’s hands is avenged—but another one of Wanda’s nemeses may hold the key to her survival!

Explore More

Spider-Boy #10
Comic Script by DAN SLOTT; Illustrated by NATHAN STOCKMAN; Cover Design or Artwork by PACO MEDINA
SPIDER-BOY meets the SPIDER-WARRIORS! Be careful, because each and every one of them is powered by spider-blood. Spider-blood? Yes, radioactive spider-blood! Guest-starring the SPIDER-SOCIETY. And featuring an event that will forever change how Spider-Man and Spider-Boy relate to each other—a major status quo change that will have massive repercussions for the two of them.

Explore More

75960620828900311
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/21/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

75960620785501011
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/14/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Spider-Gwen: The Ghost-Spider #4
Comic Script by STEPHANIE PHILLIPS; Illustrated by FEDERICA MANCIN; Cover Design or Artwork by MARK BROOKS
A FRESH START? Artist Paolo Villanelli (BLack Widow & Hawkeye) reunites with writer Stephanie Phillips as Gwen faces off with a classic 616 villain! Faces will come off. Literally. Plus, JESSICA JONES gives Gwen a chance at a fresh start!

Spider-Man: Black Suit & Blood #1
Comic Script by J.M. DEMATTEIS and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by ELENA CASAGRANDE and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by LEINIL YU
"THE RUMORS ARE TRUE!" An all-star lineup of writers and artists assemble to celebrate the 40th Anniversary of Spider-Man’s iconic black costume, "black, white & blood" style! J.M. DeMatteis returns to the pages of "Kraven’s Last Hunt" to tell a never-before-seen tale of Spidey’s past! J. Michael Straczynski rips Peter Parker’s (and the symbiote’s) heart out! And Dustin Nguyen’s stunning take on the wall-crawler will bring Spidey to uncharted heights against the backdrop of Dustin’s groundbreaking visual style!

75960620908800411
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

75960620956900111
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$5.99 • Comic Book • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 8/7/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Spider-Man: Reign 2 #2
Comic Script by KAARE ANDREWS; Illustrated by KAARE ANDREWS; Cover Design or Artwork by KAARE ANDREWS
Old Man Peter returns to the past! Can he save the future and, more importantly, Mary Jane? Not if MILES MORALES has anything to say about it. You don’t want to miss the latest chapter of the most notorious Spidey story ever told!

Spider-Society #1
Comic Script by ALEX SEGURA; Illustrated by SCOTT GODLEWSKI; Cover Design or Artwork by PETE WOODS
every Spider-Character you love! (and some you haven’t met yet!) May the first meeting of the Spider-Society commence! That’s right, every Spider-Character you love (and some you haven’t met yet) all show up in the same room for the most crazy meeting the Multiverse has ever seen. That’s right, every Spider-Person will be in the same room for the most crazy meeting the Multiverse has ever seen! Don’t miss the start of this incredible new miniseries!
The Spectacular Spider-Men #6
[DPWX]

Comic Script by GREG WEISMAN;
Illustrated by HUMBERTO RAMOS;
Cover Design or Artwork by HUMBERTO RAMOS

The noose tied by Arcade, Mentallo and their mysterious benefactor tightens on our two Spider-Men! Things already looked bleak, and when you meet the newest Spider-Villain who makes their debut this issue? Well, we may have to turn our title from Spider-Men to Spider-Man. PLUS: PART 7 OF DEADPOOL/WOLVERINE: WEAPON X-TRACTION!

Explore More
**Uncanny X-Men #266**

Facsimile Edition [New Printing]

Comic Script by CHRIS CLAREMONT;
Illustrated by MICHAEL COLLINS;
Cover Design or Artwork by ANDY KUBERT

Introducing the X-Man known as Gambit! The ragin’ Cajun makes his debonair debut in a thrilling chapter from the legendary Chris Claremont’s record-breaking UNCANNY X-MEN run! In her attempt to steal back some precious paintings, a young Storm falls into the clutches of the wicked Shadow King! But a mysterious and charismatic mutant thief comes to her aid while pulling the same heist. But can he be trusted? And working together, will Storm and Gambit manage to escape? Plus: the machinations of Nanny and Orphan Maker! And Mystique has a date with destiny! It’s one of the all-time-great Marvel comic books, boldly re-presented in its original form, ads and all! Reprinting UNCANNY X-MEN (1981) #266.

Explore More

**Uncanny X-Men #1**

Comic Script by GAIL SIMONE;
Illustrated by DAVID MARQUEZ;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID MARQUEZ

PROFESSOR X...IS GONE! A core group of essential X-Men rise FROM THE ASHES to face a world without a home—and without Professor X! All bonds among the mutant community seem to be slipping away, and ROGUE reluctantly finds herself as the hero designated to bring them back together...but a fearless, malignant power is out there hunting mutants, and it has a terrible secret that may destroy what remains of the X-Men!

Explore More

75960620917000111
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$5.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅛ x 10 ⅛
On Sale: 8/7/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

75960621082426611
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅛ x 10 ⅛
On Sale: 8/7/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Vengeance of the Moon Knight #8

Comic Script by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by DEVMALYA PRAMANIK; Cover Design or Artwork by DAVIDE PARATORE

THE END OF THE MIDNIGHT MISSION? Joined once again by guest artist Devmalya Prevalik, Jed MacKay continues his senses-shattering saga starring MOON KNIGHT! Still reeling from the revelations of the last two issues, the members of the Midnight Mission find themselves once more asked to do the impossible! BUT CAN THEY?! Or, like Marc Spector, will their luck finally run out?

Venom #36 [VW]

Comic Script by TORUNN GRONBEKK; Illustrated by CAFU; Cover Design or Artwork by CAFU

VENOM WAR RAGES ON! As Eddie and Dylan Brock’s father/son war breaks out, ANOTHER Dylan Brock is on a mission to make sure things go the way they’re supposed to. And he’s an OLDER Dylan Brock. That’s right—OLD MAN VENOM is jumping through time to guarantee the correct victor in the Venom War—starting with a jaunt that takes him right into Spider-Man’s history!

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Venom War: Spider-Man #1 [VW]

Comic Script by COLLIN KELLY and JACKSON LANZING; Illustrated by GREG LAND; Cover Design or Artwork by GREG LAND

THE SPIDER-MAN IN BLACK! Eddie Brock wants the symbiote, Dylan Brock wants the symbiote…but they’re forgetting about the first host to ever wear the black…PETER PARKER!

That’s right—Spider-Man is back in black again, and this time, he’s liking how it fits him! Maybe the winner of the Venom War could be the OG!

Explore More

Venom War: Carnage #1 [VW]

Comic Script by TORUNN GRONBEKK; Illustrated by PERE PEREZ; Cover Design or Artwork by KEN LASHLEY

You can’t have a war without CARNAGE! As Dylan and Meridius rally their troops, Carnage has plans of his own. Could they involve the new deadly-to-symbiotes weapon he discovered in CARNAGE #8? And whose side will he ultimately be on? Writer Torunn Grønbekk and artist PERE PÉREZZ bring you a new series that’s just as blood soaked as you would hope!

Explore More

75960621019000111
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅛ x 10 ⅝
On Sale: 8/21/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

75960620954500111
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅛ x 10 ⅝
On Sale: 8/14/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Dead or Alive? Or Both? As the two Venoms face off, a darker strain of symbiote has slithered across New York City— one that can reanimate the dead and turn the living into an engine of mindless hunger with just one bite! That’s right—zombie symbiotes making symbiote zombies! And you thought they liked eating brains before!

The Venomous Black Widow! Black Widow and her newly trained symbiote are jumping into the Venom War and picking a side! Fresh off their new understanding from the BLACK WIDOW: VENOMOUS one-shot, Widow starts looking into horrific experiments Alchemax has been running based on their symbiote program... but she isn’t the only one! Natasha’s old teammate from her Secret Avengers days, now known as Agent Anti-Venom, is also on the case!
Comics

Venom: Separation Anxiety #4
Comic Script by DAVID MICHELINIE; Illustrated by GERARDO SANDOVAL; Cover Design or Artwork by PAULO SIQUEIRA
RHINO’S REARING FOR A REMATCH! EDDIE BROCK IS VENOM! Or he was. With every passing second, that becomes less true as THE PURPLE MAN’S hold over Eddie’s symbiote partner grows...and Eddie’s bond weakens. Venom risks everything on one final stand to put the Purple Man down for good—only Brock didn’t figure on THE RHINO’S return!

Venomverse Reborn #3
Comic Script by GERRY DUGGAN and STEVE FOXE; Illustrated by KEI ZAMA; Cover Design or Artwork by TONY DANIEL
A VENOM FOR EVERY UNIVERSE! Our journey of Venomous beings across the Multiverse continues with darkness, light and everything in between! First up, Gerry Duggan brings us the tragic tale of Venom’s biggest fan! Then Ryan North & Matthew Waite bring us a surprising tail of Venom Rex! Next up is the reveal of the all-new symbiote who fights Spider-Verse breakout star, Web-Weaver, from Steve Foxe & Kei Zama! And it’s all wrapped up in a special black suit spun by Al Ewing & Danilo S. Beyruth!

Explore More

75960620855500411
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

75960620993400311
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
**Wolverine #1**

Comic Script by TBA;  
Illustrated by TBA;  
Cover Design or Artwork by TBA

There’s a killer in the woods—and as WOLVERINE’s attempt at peace is shattered, an OLD ENEMY will re-emerge as a NEW VILLAIN rises who will bring LOGAN to the brink of his berserker rage. Logan will have to unleash his claws, push his healing factor to the limit and demonstrate he’s the best there is at what he does once and for all!  
Collector’s Note: A key FIRST APPEARANCE and a major addition to the lore of Wolverine in this issue!

**Wolverine Annual #1 [IW]**

Comic Script by EZRA DANIELS and DEREK LANDY;  
Illustrated by YILDIRAY CINAR and SARA PICHELLI;  
Cover Design or Artwork by SALVADOR LARROCA

“INFINITY WATCH” PART FIVE! WOLVERINE vs. INFINITY WATCH, and the whole world hangs in the balance! Logan’s efforts to rescue a community from destruction are upended when the new Infinity Watch crashes into town! The claws come out to protect the innocents, but can even adamantium withstand the raw power of the INFINITY STONES? The best there is must summon the best he’s got to survive!  
PLUS: Derek Landy and Sara Pichelli bring NICK FURY’s investigation to a head as he closes in on the Death Stone bearer!

Explore More

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
**Wolverine: Deep Cut #2**

Comic Script by CHRIS CLAREMONT; Illustrated by EDGAR SALAZAR; Cover Design or Artwork by PHILIP TAN

LOGAN VS. THE MARAUDERS! WOLVERINE got the scent from SABRETOOTH’s attack last issue, and it’s led him back to some old enemies: THE MARAUDERS! But if LOGAN can survive against RIPTIDE, VERTIGO, SCRAMBLER, BLOCKBUSTER, PRISM and the rest, he will have to face a darker SECRET that will cut them all to the bone! At last—Chris Claremont reveals Wolverine’s never-before-told mission before UNCANNY X-MEN #251 in this all-new series!

**Wolverine: Revenge – Red Band #1 [Polybagged]**

Comic Script by JONATHAN HICKMAN; Illustrated by GREG CAPULLO; Cover Design or Artwork by GREG CAPULLO

An even bloodier cut of WOLVERINE: REVENGE #1, with exclusive pages and elevated violence you won’t see anywhere else! Polybagged for the protection of innocent eyes!

**Wolverine: Revenge – Red Band #1**

Comic Script by JONATHAN HICKMAN; Illustrated by GREG CAPULLO; Cover Design or Artwork by GREG CAPULLO

Explore More

---

**75960620994100211**

MARVEL UNIVERSE

$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅝ x 10 ⅜

On Sale: 8/7/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

**75960620996500111**

MARVEL UNIVERSE

$5.99 • Comic Book • 6 ⅝ x 10 ⅜

On Sale: 8/21/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
**Wolverine: Revenge #1**

Comic Script by JONATHAN HICKMAN; Illustrated by GREG CAPULLO; Cover Design or Artwork by GREG CAPULLO

HICKMAN AND CAPULLO JOIN FORCES FOR A WOLVERINE EPIC LIKE NO OTHER! Greg Capullo makes his grand return to Marvel Comics storytelling as he and Jonathan Hickman pit WOLVERINE against a cadre of foes who will turn his world upside down! He’s been beaten! He’s been bloodied! And LOGAN only has one thought on his mind: REVENGE! Don’t miss this prestige miniseries, set to become one of the defining tales in Wolverine’s storied legend!

**X-Factor #1**

Comic Script by MARK RUSSELL; Illustrated by BOB QUINN; Cover Design or Artwork by GREG LAND

FAME, FORTUNE, MUTANTS! From the ashes of Krakoa, a new mutant arms race sweeps the globe! International governments are building their own mutant armies. But only America’s X-Factor has the most powerful, most patriotic, most marketable mutant heroes to stem the tide and make the world safe for democracy! Join Angel, Havok, Frenzy, Feral, Pyro and more as they go from one death-defying mission to another. Who will die? Who will fall in love? Who will be the first to sell out? Like, comment and subscribe to find out!

---

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
X-Men #2 [DPWX]
Comics Script by JED MACKAY;
Illustrated by RYAN STEGMAN;
Cover Design or Artwork by RYAN STEGMAN
INVASION! The X-Men fly to the rescue of a mutant in crisis in San Francisco. The problem? Alien invaders seem to have a similar idea. Six X-Men vs. an invading alien fleet? Sounds about right. PLUS: THE CONCLUSION OF DEADPOOL/WOLVERINE: WEAPON X-TRACTION!

X-Force #2
Comics Script by GEOFFREY THORNE;
Illustrated by MARCUS TO;
Cover Design or Artwork by STEPHEN SEGOVIA
WARFARE IN WAKANDA! FORGE leads X-FORCE in their new, custom BLACKBIRD to the next world fracture in WAKANDA. But as the ground literally changes under their feet, the team will have to stop...the BLACK PANTHER?! That can’t be right, can it?! And what secret is bubbling under the surface that just might tear the X-Force team asunder? The new X-FORCE ongoing hits its stride in this issue—don’t miss jumping on early!

75960620919400211
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$3.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

75960620919400211
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/14/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
**Ultimate Black Panther #7**

Comic Script by BRYAN HILL; Illustrated by STEFANO CASELLI; Cover Design or Artwork by STEFANO CASELLI

"WAR OF THE KINGDOMS" STARTS HERE! While T’Challa has sought to grow his power, so too have the forces of Moon Knight... And with access to a unique new resource, Ra and Khonshu are stronger than ever! How will Wakanda stand in its resistance against the kings of the Upper and Lower Kingdoms? And is T’Challa prepared to bear the consequences of tapping into such dangerous wells of power?

Explore More

---

**X-Men #3**

Comic Script by JED MACKAY; Illustrated by RYAN STEGMAN; Cover Design or Artwork by RYAN STEGMAN

SCOTT SUMMERS VS. THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA! How did the X-Men come to possess their HQ, the Factory, and how difficult a position does that put them in? As Cyclops meets the implacable Agent Lundqvist, the X-Men come to find that their new home may not be as secure as they had thought...

Explore More

---

Additional variants available. Covers may not be final.
Ultimate Spider-Man #8
Comic Script by JONATHAN HICKMAN; Illustrated by MARCO CHECCHETTO; Cover Design or Artwork by MARCO CHECCHETTO
KINGPIN’S SINISTER SIX! Kingpin gathers a team to deal with his masked-vigilante problem... But a group of super villains isn’t the only challenge Spider-Man will face! Meanwhile, Green Goblin joins forces with...Doc Ock?

Ultimate X-Men #6
Comic Script by PEACH MOMOKO; Illustrated by PEACH MOMOKO; Cover Design or Artwork by PEACH MOMOKO
THE ACTION-PACKED FINALE OF THE FIRST ARC! Armor, Maystorm and the rest of the team hunt down the mysterious shadow! But is this group of scrappy teens prepared to face true darkness? And don’t miss the reveal of the final member of the group on the last page!

75960620796100811
ULTIMATE UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/21/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

75960620798500611
ULTIMATE UNIVERSE
$4.99 • Comic Book • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/28/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
Ultimates #3

Comic Script by DENIZ CAMP;
Illustrated by JUAN FRIGERI;
Cover Design or Artwork by DIKE RUAN

INTRODUCING...THE SHE-HULK! The Ultimates search for a means of destroying the Maker’s most powerful pawn, the Hulk! And in the process they uncover an army of Hulks hidden away from the world... ...with She-Hulk at the helm!
NON-FICTION FAVORITES

The Complete Persepolis 20th Anniversary Edition
(9780375714832)

Anne Frank’s Diary: The Graphic Adaptation
(9781101871799)

I’m So Glad We Had This Time Together
(9780307908735)

Rescue Party
(9780593316801)

Breakdowns
(9780375715389)

Maus
(978039447231)

Esther’s Notebooks
(9780593316824)

Seek You
(9781524748067)

ACCLAIMED GRAPHIC NOVELS

Jimmy Corrigan: The Smartest Kid on Earth
(9780375714542)

Our Colors
(9781524748562)

Victory Parade
(9780805243444)

Boys Weekend
(9780593316719)

Shubeik Lubeik
(9781524748418)

Mythology
(9780375422409)

Final Cut
9780593701706

The Blood of the Virgin
9780593316696
The Ministry of Compliance, Vol. 1
Written by JOHN RIDLEY;
Illustrated by STEFANO RAFFAELE

Thirty-seven years ago, Earth was secretly invaded by an alien force known as the Devolution, and they’ve been shaping the direction of humanity ever since. Why? To prepare us to be assimilated into their empire...

The Devolution has 13 ministries, each responsible for manipulating a different aspect of human life. The Ministry of Compliance, the most feared of all the ministries, led by the fierce Avigail Senna, keeps every ministry in line and focused on the empire’s mission. Just as their mission is on the verge of success and Earth is about to be assimilated, the empire suffers a horrific blow.

For the survival of her people and herself, Avigail must rally the ministries together. A feat made near impossible as tensions and conspiracies run rampant.

Eisner Award–nominated filmmaker and critically acclaimed comic book writer John Ridley (The Other History of the DC Universe, I Am Batman) and acclaimed artist Stefano Rafael (The Joker, GCPD: The Blue Wall) deliver a bold, new vision of science fiction with MINISTRY OF COMPLIANCE.

Explore More
Archie Horror Presents: Terrifying Tales

Written by CULLEN BUNN, ELIOT RAHAL, SAM MAGGS, TIM SEELEY and MAGDALENE VISAGGIO

Archie Horror continues to terrify with this collection of seven tales featuring final girls, grotesque gormands, frightening fandom, summer camp slashers and more! This collection is a feast for any horror-hungry fans, with everything from psychological thrillers to dimension-bending sci-fi. Madam Satan and Jinx are joined by Danni Malloy, Bingo Wilkin and others in a true terror tour through the depths of Hell and back. Beware as you read stories from every corner of the Archie Horror Universe! Featuring a retro, distressed cover by horror comic master Robert Hack.

Assassin’s Apprentice Volume 2 (Graphic Novel)

Written by JODY HOUSER and ROBIN HOBB; Illustrated by RYAN KELLY and JORDIE BELLAIRE

In the second installment of Assassin’s Apprentice, Fitz is given a mission to infiltrate a nobleman’s estate for signs of treason, the kingdom is plagued by Red-Ship Raiders, and the fate of the realm hinges on Fitz’s choices. Tensions rise, and a determined stranger’s arrival adds to the uncertainty. When King Shrewd decides that Fitz must learn The Skill, the harsh training of the Skillmaster Galen will bring Fritz to a breaking point. Fitz’s journey of resilience and self-doubt takes an emotional toll, while Burrich and Molly offer support. Dark Horse Comics is proud to present part 2 of Robin Hobb’s Assassin’s Apprentice! Collects Assassin’s Apprentice II #1–#6.

979-88-89679-90-5
ARCHIE COMICS
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

978-1-5067-2898-8
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$29.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/15/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Black Hammer Omnibus Volume 3
Written by JEFF LEMIRE; Illustrated by CAITLIN YARSKY, MALACHI WARD and MATTHEW SHEEAN
Years after Black Hammer and the rest of Spiral City’s greatest heroes seemingly died defeating the cosmic despot known as Anti-God, Lucy Weber, the daughter of Black Hammer, took up his mantle and carried on the legacy of her father.

Years after that, Lucy, and the world, have moved on. Living in the suburbs of Spiral City, Lucy is married and has children. But all is not blissful. Her marriage is falling apart, her job has reached a dead end, and for mysterious reasons, she hasn’t picked up the hammer in years. But, as her domestic life begins to crumble, the secrets of the last twenty years, and the reasons Lucy really gave up being Black Hammer, begin to resurface.

Blacking Out
Written by CHIP MOSHER; Illustrated by PETER KRAUSE, GIULIA BRUSCO and ED DUKESHIRE
A disgraced ex-cop, Conrad, seeks redemption by unraveling an unsolved murder during Southern California’s fire season. Conrad follows a lone clue—a discarded crucifix—to unravel the death of Karen Littleton, whose body was found amid a blaze that scorched 10,000 acres. The search leads him to clash with the victim’s father and prime suspect, Robert Littleton, as well as hostile former colleagues on the local police force. All the while, Conrad combats his consuming alcoholism and fading faculties. Will his “questionable” methods net him a murderer, or will the grizzled detective be brought to his knees by heartbreak and addiction?

978-1-5067-3148-3
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅞
On Sale: 10/8/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

978-1-5067-4091-1
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Hardcover • 8 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
**Cyberpunk 2077 Omnibus Volume 1**

Written by BARTOSZ SZTYBOR and CULLEN BUNN; Illustrated by MIGUEL VALDERRAMA, JESÚS HERVÁS and ROBERTO RICCI

A collection of over 300 pages of blood, flesh, and steel cyberpunk action!

In Trauma Team, the sole surviving member of a trauma team squad goes back into the field only to face her living nightmare once again. In You Have My Word, a family is torn apart, forcing a grandmother to return to a life she left behind to seek revenge. And in Blackout, a braindance technician fights his inner demons while planning the perfect heist.

Collects Cyberpunk 2077: Trauma Team #1–#4, Cyberpunk 2077: You Have My Word #1–#4, and Cyberpunk 2077: Blackout #1–#4, and features a cover gallery and expanded sketchbook section!

Explore More

**Blue Book Volume 2: 1947**

Written by JAMES TYNION IV; Illustrated by MICHAEL AVON OEMING

In 1947, Kenneth Arnold flew his Call-Air A-2 over the skies of the Pacific Northwest when all of a sudden he saw a blinding flash of silver light. What followed was a bizarre and difficult to explain encounter with several flying objects that would change the course of his life forever.

Tiny Onion Studios and Dark Horse Comics present a line of upcoming creator-owned work from the mind of James Tynion IV across a broad spectrum of his interests, from non-fiction supernatural encounters to high concept coming-of-age monster comics.

Collects the Dark Horse Comics series Blue Book: 1947 #1–#5.

Explore More

**978-1-5067-2682-3**

DARK HORSE BOOKS

$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾

On Sale: 10/22/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

**978-1-5067-3775-1**

DARK HORSE BOOKS

$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾

On Sale: 10/22/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
DEN Volume 4: Dreams and Alarums
Written by RICHARD CORBEN; Introduction by CULLEN BUNN

This special edition collects the fourth volume of the long out-of-print Den, and also features bonus material, art pages restored by long-time Corben collaborator José Villarrubia, re-lettered by Nate Piekos of Blambot, and an introduction by Cullen Bunn, all presented in a gorgeous hardcover with a dust jacket.

Several years after our last adventure, Den is battered and broken after Kath abandons him. Determined to get her back he transforms to muscular glory and fights his way back to Neverwhere on another bizarre journey.

Den Volume 4: Dreams and Alarums is the next book in a series of deluxe graphic novels from renowned creator Richard Corben’s library to be published by Dark Horse Comics.

FOR MATURE READERS

Dracula Book 1: The Impaler
Written by MATT WAGNER; Illustrated by KELLEY JONES and JOSE VILLARRUBIA

Comic book veterans Matt Wagner and Kelley Jones join forces on this new graphic novel take on the world’s most famous vampire!

The first of four planned volumes, The Impaler explores the legendary count before his debut in the novel—from his first foray into the dark arts to his rise to lord of the undead!

Wagner and Jones explore the veiled stories from Dracula, diving into the bloody, horrifying events between the lines of the famed horror novel.

FOR MATURE READERS

978-1-5067-3595-5
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 ½ x 11
On Sale: 10/15/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

978-1-5067-3992-2
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$34.99 • Hardcover • 8 x 11
On Sale: 10/22/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

Covers may not be final
Fortune and Glory: The Musical
Written by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS;
Illustrated by BILL WALKO and WES DZIOBA
In the midst of the unprecedented success of Brian Michael Bendis’s character-defining run writing Ultimate Spider-Man, and the box office record-breaking Spider-Man films, the writer received a phone call that no one could have predicted. Spidey was going to Broadway, and Bendis was being tapped to collaborate with rock royalty to help the webslinger “find his voice” on stage. Could he overcome his own ignorance about musicals, or would he exit stage left before production began?
This is the second book in his celebrated and award-winning autobiographical tell-all graphic novels that proves there really is “no business like show business” (thank god!).

Eerie Archives Volume 8
Written by ESTEBAN MAROTO and DOUG MOENCH;
Illustrated by ESTEBAN MAROTO, JOSE BEA and KEN KELLY
The first name in sci-fi, fantasy, and horror continues its spectacular run, now in an affordably priced, oversized paperback! Warren Publishing’s outlet for everything fantastic, sinister and otherworldly travels into the early ’70s at light speed!
Eerie Archives Volume 8 collects issues #37–#41 of the original Eerie magazine series. This excursion features the work of comic book luminaries Ernie Colón, Mike Ploog, and Dave Cockrum, as well as fan-favorite Eerie creators Doug Moench, Don Glut, Tom Sutton, Sanjulian, Esteban Maroto, and Steve Skeates. Collects Eerie magazine #37–#41.

978-1-5067-4471-1
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/22/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

978-1-5067-3719-5
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¼ x 8 ½
On Sale: 10/8/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
**Hellboy and the B.P.R.D.: 1952–1954**

Written by **MIKE MIGNOLA, JOHN ARCUDI** and **CHRIS ROBERSON**; Illustrated by **DAVE STEWART** and **ALEX MALEEV**

Hellboy’s career in the B.P.R.D. kicks off in this new paperback edition collecting his earliest missions!

From his very first official case in 1952 tracking down a mad scientist in Brazil, Hellboy moved straight on to punching monsters across the globe. Revisit those very first adventures with Hellboy and the team that made him the agent he is with this new collection, featuring cases from 1952, 1953, and 1954!

Features the work of Mike Mignola, John Arcudi, Chris Roberson, Ben Stenbeck, Stephen Green, Dave Stewart, and many other powerhouse creators, and includes a bonus sketchbook section.
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**Medusa**

Written by **TONY PARKER**; Illustrated by **TONY PARKER**; Contributions by **TAMRA BONVILLAIN**

A superhero graphic novel with a mythological twist by Eisner-nominated artist Tony Parker (God of War and Mass Effect).

Everything you know about Medusa is a lie.

Forever cursed to be remembered as a monster, this ageless yet very mortal hero has spent millennia saving humanity from the horrors of legend.

But now, today, in Scotland, she has met a foe that makes even the gods hide in fear. Armed with unwavering resolve, will the mighty Medusa be able to save mankind one last time?
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Graphic Novels

Mortal Terror Volume 1
Written by CHRISTOPHER GOLDEN and TIM LEBBON;
Illustrated by PETER BERGTING, CHRIS O’HALLORAN and CLEM ROBINS
A vampire-flipped Dracula in which mortality means life…and life means death.
Vampires Jonathan Harker, Lucy Westenra, and Mina Murray live in underground London, trying to keep the undead city safe from the rumored mortals above who seek to give them life, only to kill them. But when the authorities refuse to believe mortals, let alone the mysterious Count Dracula, are anything more than myth, they are on their own to keep their city eternally dead.
New York Times best-selling writers Christopher Golden and Tim Lebbon team up with award-winning horror and fantasy artist Peter Bergting for this revamped twist on Dracula!

Naked City: A Graphic Novel
Written by ERIC DROOKER;
Illustrated by ERIC DROOKER
A young singer poses for a painter who has shifted from landscapes to nudes, and both of them learn a thing or two about the purpose of art and the meaning of success. The original graphic novel Naked City takes us inside the head of native New York artist, Eric Drooker (frequent cover artist for The New Yorker). His award-winning graphic novels—beginning with Flood—have charted new terrain for the form, and Blood Song is soon to be a major motion picture. Don’t miss this epic meditation on art and life.

Explore More

978-1-5067-4055-3
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$29.99 • Hardcover • 6 1/4 x 10 3/4
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**Satan’s Swarm**
Written by STEVE NILES; Illustrated by PIOTR KOWALSKI
A brand-new horror story as a fully self-contained, original graphic novel by Steve Niles (30 Days of Night)!
Dr. Philip Morgan invites entomologists, young influencers, and a reporter amongst others to his secluded coastal research facility for a mysterious and bizarre study. What they find is a zoo of death, where local residents have been eaten to the bone, and the specimens they have come to understand have them on the menu next.

**Space Western Comics: Cowboys vs. Aliens, Commies, Dinosaurs, & Nazis!**
Written by WALTER GIBSON; Illustrated by JOHN BELFI, LOU MORALES and STAN CAMPBELL; Edited by CRAIG YOE
The wild, WILD West!
Spurs Jackson and his Space Vigilantes bravely defended the frontier against Martians, Venusian spies, Meteor Men, moon bats, and of course, Hitler and his space Nazis. Oh, and dinosaurs!
With stories by Walter Gibson, famed creator/writer of The Shadow pulps, and art by John Belfi, Stan Campbell, and Lou Morales, Space Western Comics were one of the weirdest, most fun comics series of the ’50s and are collected and restored here, including a “lost” story! Profusely illustrated intro by Eisner-award winning comics historian Craig Yoe. To Arizona . . . and beyond!

978-1-5067-3456-9
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$22.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ½
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

978-1-5067-4057-7
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 7 x 10
On Sale: 10/8/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
**Star Wars: Hyperspace Stories—Qui-Gon**

Written by GEORGE MANN;
Illustrated by ANDREA MUTTI,
GIGI BALDASSINI, COMICRAFT
and MICHAEL CHO

To celebrate the 25th anniversary of Star Wars: The Phantom Menace, this unique series of books kicks off with...Qui-Gon Jinn, one of the most revered Jedi of all time.

Our story spans his life as a series of recurring events slowly ties together over the years to help Qui-Gon complete the puzzle of one of the Force’s many mysterious cults...The Brotherhood of the Ninth Door.

The Brotherhood’s secret Force abilities could make them a great ally to the Jedi, or a powerful enemy. Master Qui-Gon and his eager young Padawan learner Obi-Wan Kenobi, must uncover their secrets before they fall into the wrong hands!

**The Complete Harrow County**

Written by CULLEN BUNN;
Illustrated by TYLER CROOK

Emmy always knew that the woods surrounding her home crawled with ghosts and monsters. But on the eve of her eighteenth birthday, she learns that she is connected to these creatures—and to the land itself—in a way she never imagined. Could Emmy be the reincarnation of an infamous witch? As supernatural forces that baffle the imagination align against her, Emmy must decide whether she will embrace or deny her destiny...with the fate of every soul—living or otherwise—hanging in the balance!

This volume collects the entirety of HARROW COUNTY, the dark southern gothic fairy tale by Cullen Bunn and Tyler Crook, along with all extras from every library edition!

Collects Harrow County #1–#32.

---

Covers may not be final.
The Legend of Vox Machina: The Whitestone Chronicles Volume 1—Ripley

Written by CRITICAL ROLE and MARIEKE NJUKAMP; Illustrated by TYLER WALPOLE

A prequel to Amazon Studios’ The Legend of Vox Machina!

Fans of the fantasy animated series from Critical Role and Amazon Studios won’t want to miss this original graphic novel—the first of three interconnected prequel stories!

Tragedy strikes the renowned de Rolo family of Whitestone when they’re massacred by the vicious Briarwoods. Luckily for Dr. Anna Ripley, the bloodshed and regime change presents the perfect opportunity for her to further her own dark plans in service to Whitestone’s new ruling family. But just how much of her loyalty lies with the family, when compared to her work?

Explore More

978-1-5067-3227-5
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Hardcover • 6 ¾ x 10 ¼
On Sale: 10/29/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

The EC Archives: The Vault of Horror Volume 5

Written by CARL WESSLER; Illustrated by JOHNNY CRAIG, GRAHAM INGELS and BERNIE KRIGSTEIN; Foreword by DANIEL CHABON

Dark Horse Comics brings even more macabrely majestic stories from the Vault!

Now in an affordable oversized paperback, this terrifying tome features dozens of horrifying tales drawn by all-star comic artists Johnny Craig, Graham Ingels, Joe Orlando, Jack Davis, Jack Kamen, Graham Ingels, and George Evans!

Collects Vault of Horror issues #36–#40.

Explore More

978-1-5067-3640-2
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 ¾ x 10 ⅛
On Sale: 10/22/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

978-1-5067-3640-2
DARK HORSE BOOKS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 ¾ x 10 ⅛
On Sale: 10/22/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
The Midnight: Shadows

Written by ZACK KAPLAN;
Illustrated by STEPHEN THOMPSON, THIAGO ROCHA, DC HOPKINS and ELISABETTA D’AMICO

Jason has spent his life running from his problems, but now he and his childhood sweetheart are on the precipice of parenthood, and he’s struggling with the loss of his adolescence. Then he re-discovers his favorite old video game, THE MIDNIGHT. Seeking to repair his broken game, Jason ends up at a mysterious arcade in an abandoned 1980s mall, where he plays the old arcade game of The Midnight and suddenly he’s transported to…

...a post-apocalyptic Neverland in the year 2085. A world of perpetual night where time stands still. A final bastion of humanity in a glistening futuristic city.

The Lonesome Hunters Library Edition

Written by TYLER CROOK

From Russ Manning award-winning and Eisner-nominated Harrow County co-creator Tyler Crook comes this supernatural fantasy about loss, power, and destiny.

An old and out-of-practice monster hunter in hiding crosses paths with a young girl that forces him to confront these chaotic creatures. As the beasts invade their tenement, they set off on a supernatural road trip to stop these ancient evils in a story that explores the ways that youth informs adulthood and how early traumas can haunt us in old age.

Collects Lonesome Hunters series I and II together for the first time in a deluxe, library edition hardcover book with a dustjacket and a new cover.

Explore More

Cover may not be final
Graphic Novels

American Vampire: Book One
Written by SCOTT SNYDER and STEPHEN KING; Illustrated by RAFAEL ALBUQUERQUE
Containing stories written by the brilliant authors Scott Snyder and Stephen King, American Vampire: Book One is a must-read for any horror fan.

In Snyder’s story, a young woman living in 1920s Los Angeles, is brutally turned into a vampire and sets out on a path of righteous revenge against the European monsters who tortured and abused her. And in King’s story set in the days of America’s Wild West, readers learn the origin of Skinner Sweet, the original American vampire – a stronger, faster creature than any vampire ever seen before.

Explore More

Alan Scott: The Green Lantern
Written by TIM SHERIDAN; Illustrated by CIAN TORMEY
This is a story about love, about fear, and most of all about courage to stand up to that fear. Alan Scott’s past is the key to his future when the Red Lantern appears, ready to strike down the mighty Green Lantern! Can Alan Scott stop his enemy’s monstrous plans?
Alan Scott: The Green Lantern by Tim Sheridan and artist Cian Tormey is the first solo series starring DC’s first Green Lantern in decades, telling an emotional story of a closeted gay hero in the 1940s.
This volume collects Alan Scott: The Green Lantern #1-6.

Explore More

978-1-77952-754-7
DC COMICS
$39.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

978-1-77952-721-9
DC COMICS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

Covers may not be final
Aquaman by Peter David Omnibus
Written by PETER DAVID; Illustrated by MARTY EGELAND and VARIOUS
Arm the Atlantean! Experience one of the seminal comic book runs on Arthur Curry (Aquaman) that influenced the character we know and love in popular culture.
Re-discover the story behind the protector of the deep, The Aquaman. As the King of Atlantis, Arthur Curry must rule a kingdom, while also being it’s greatest protector. As new threats invade from the shadows, how will this legendary hero also become the king his people need?
Collects Aquaman (1994-) #0-49, Aquaman Annual #1-4, Aquaman: Time & Tide #1-4, Tempest #1-4, and more.

Explore More

Animal Man by Grant Morrison and Chaz Truog Compendium
Written by GRANT MORRISON; Illustrated by CHARLES TRUOG
Eisner Award-winning and New York Times bestselling writer Grant Morrison redefined DC’s Animal Man for an entire generation. The groundbreaking series follows Buddy Baker, the hero with animalistic powers wrestling between his life as a caped crusader and supporting animal rights. With the pressure of being both a father and “the world famous” Animal Man, Buddy Baker’s life is about to change in ways that could only be told through pen and paper.
It was the tale that not only rocked the world of comics but changed the way stories are told. The genre-bending tale from Grant Morrison, Chaz Truog, and inker Doug Hazlewood influenced a generation of creators and continues to inspire and captivate readers across the globe.

Explore More
Batman by Grant Morrison
Book One

Written by GRANT MORRISON; Illustrated by DOUG MAHNKE and J. G. JONES

Acclaimed storyteller Grant Morrison takes on the Dark Knight in a story that redefined the Caped Crusader forever.

Eisner-Award winning writer and comics legend Grant Morrison, who redefined Animal Man and Doom Patrol, takes Batman to the edge of madness, the grave, and beyond. With the introduction of the fan-favorite Robin, Damian Wayne, Morrison delivered fans an epic tale that has inspired fans and creators alike!

Explore More

Batman Incorporated: The Complete Series

Written by ED BRISSON; Illustrated by JOHN TIMMS

In this series from the all-star creative team of writer Ed Brisson and artist John Timms, the team’s trust issues and detective skills are immediately put to the test when someone from Ghost-Maker and Batman’s recent past is brutally murdered... Is this an isolated event, sending a message to the two? Or is this the start of something darker and more sinister? (Hint—it’s sinister and dark!)

Speaking of sinister and dark...when Batman Incorporated attract the attention of a villain worthy of their talents, the problem is that this villain isn’t just one Clown Prince of Crime—it’s a whole international circus of Jokers!

This volume collects Batman Incorporated (2022) #1-12, the full series.

Explore More

978-1-77952-751-6
DC COMICS
$29.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 3/16
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

978-1-77952-749-3
DC COMICS
$39.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 3/16
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

Covers may not be final
Green Lantern Vol. 1: Girl in a Crisis

Written by TINI HOWARD and SWEENEY BOO

Ever have one of those days where ya just can’t catch a break?

A day where you’re really trying not to get into trouble while your girlfriend is out of town, but then some jerk attacks you at brunch, you get arrested for some teensy-weensy property damage, and you’re sentenced to community service?

Well Harley Quinn has and it’s enough to make a gal start seeing cartoon fishies every which way and such!

And when Harley finds out she’s been cursed, she’ll need to use magic and travel the Multiverse and deal with...cartoon fish and higher beings?!

Explore More

Harley Quinn Vol. 1: Girl in a Crisis

Written by TINI HOWARD and SWEENEY BOO

Ever have one of those days where ya just can’t catch a break?

A day where you’re really trying not to get into trouble while your girlfriend is out of town, but then some jerk attacks you at brunch, you get arrested for some teensy-weensy property damage, and you’re sentenced to community service?

Well Harley Quinn has and it’s enough to make a gal start seeing cartoon fishies every which way and such!

And when Harley finds out she’s been cursed, she’ll need to use magic and travel the Multiverse and deal with...cartoon fish and higher beings?!

Explore More
John Constantine, Hellblazer by Jamie Delano Omnibus Vol. 1
Written by JAMIE DELANO; Illustrated by JOHN RIDGWAY

The Hellblazer era begins in this massive collection of early stories starring DC’s beloved antihero, John Constantine!

Now, fans can revisit—or experience for the first time—his earliest solo adventures in the John Constantine, Hellblazer by Jamie Delano Omnibus Vol. 1, collecting the first Hellblazer stories from writer Jamie Delano and artists including John Ridgway, Richard Piers Rayner, Stephen R. Bissette, and more. Hellblazer helped usher in DC’s seminal Vertigo label, and stands as the longest-running series of that imprint—and now the earliest stories of that era are available in the omnibus format, alongside a host of extras.

Explore More

---

Jay Garrick: The Flash
Written by JEREMY ADAMS; Illustrated by DIEGO OLORTEGUI

Jay Garrick, the first speedster to wear the mantle of The Flash, is reunited with his long-lost daughter, Judy. After being pulled from the timeline, Judy returns to a world where she and her dad aren’t the only ones that ride the lightning, but is there enough space for her in Jay and Joan’s life? And can they keep up with their teenage daughter and make up for lost time?

They’ll need to figure it out fast as enemies from Jay Garrick’s past are targeting his daughter across the decades, in a sinister plot 80 years in the making!

This volume collects Jay Garrick: The Flash #1-6.

Explore More

---

978-1-77952-784-4
DC COMICS
$150.00 • Hardcover • 7 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/15/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

978-1-77952-774-5
DC COMICS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Speed Force
Written by JARRETT WILLIAMS; Illustrated by DANIELE DI NICUOLO
Young speedster heroes unite, as Wallace West and Avery Ho race from the pages of The Flashto save their city from a brainwashing app!
Wallace West and Avery Ho: the young speedsters have been Teen Titans, Justice Leaguers, and above all, members of the Flash Family. As they become aware of mysterious changes happening to the Speed Force, they race to Keystone City, where they encounter old friends, new threats, and a chance to forge their own paths.
Get ready for chaos at S.T.A.R. Labs, and musical mayhem spreading across both Keystone and Central City—and the only way to save the day is... a sing-off?!
This volume collects Speed Force #1-6, the full series.

Legion of Super-Heroes: The Great Darkness Saga
Written by PAUL LEVITZ; Illustrated by CURT SWAN, KEITH GIFFEN and PAT BRODERICK
The godlike Darkseid emerges in the 30th century with an ingenious plot to finally conquer the universe in Paul Levitz and Keith Giffen’s timeless Legion of Super-Heroes epic! Using his faithful minions to acquire all of the mystic artifacts of the time, Darkseid gains mental control over a race of three billion all-powerful beings.
Now, as their universe teeters on the edge of Armageddon, the Legion of Super-Heroes amass their own army of every champion who ever held the status of Legionnaire to stand against the Dark Lord and his invincible soldiers.

Covers may not be final

978-1-77952-776-9
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

978-1-77952-778-3
DC COMICS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Superman ‘78: The Metal Curtain
Written by ROBERT VENDITTI; Illustrated by GAVIN GUIDRY
The hit series Superman ‘78, set in the universe of the iconic 1978 Superman film, returns with a story that introduces Superman’s foe Metallo!
When the planet Krypton exploded, its last son was rocketed across the cosmos and came to settle in a small town in Kansas. But what else came with him, and what if a piece of his home landed somewhere we never knew about?
As Superman has become a symbol of strength and pride for America, the Soviet Union looks to crush that image with a creation of their own, built by their own might and forged by their own power!

Explore More

978-1-77952-782-0
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 10/8/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

Suicide Squad: Kill Arkham Asylum
Written by JOHN LAYMAN; Illustrated by JESÚS HERVÁS MILLÁN
Amanda Waller has taken control of the recently rebuilt Arkham Asylum, and her brutal tactics and merciless methods have led to the most secure Arkham Gotham has ever known. But when the cell doors open and the inmates are left in a free-for-all deathmatch, Waller’s true intentions reveal themselves: Identify the strongest, smartest, and most brutal inmates of the Asylum to serve her on Task Force X. Things are gonna get messy in this prequel to Rocksteady’s Suicide Squad: Kill The Justice League!
Collects Suicide Squad: Kill Arkham Asylum #1-5

Explore More

978-1-77951-838-5
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ⅜
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

Covers may not be final
Graphic Novels

The Joker: The Man Who Stopped Laughing: The Complete Series
Written by MATT ROSENBERG; Illustrated by CARMINE DI GIANDOMENICO and FRANCESCO FRANCAVILLA
From the brilliant minds of Matthew Rosenberg, Carmine DiGiandemenico, and Francesco Francavilla comes a violent, mind-bending collection that picks up from the cataclysmic end of The Joker and follows the mayhem across the United States.
With the Clown Prince of Crime setting out on his most bizarre caper yet, will a fan-favorite vigilante be able to prevent certain tragedy? Or is he in on the joke? In the back-up—Joker’s got a hot date but he’s going to need a mirror to make sure he looks nice. Maybe Mirror Master can help.

Explore More

The Filth (New Edition)
Written by GRANT MORRISON; Illustrated by CHRIS WESTON
From the twisted imagination of Grant Morrison comes a groundbreaking, mind-altering voyage of conspiracies and revelations.
Greg Feely is a “dodgy bachelor” living a quiet life in London alone with his elderly cat. Everything changes when a strange woman named Miami Nil confronts him. She informs him that “Greg Feely” is actually a “para-personality”—in effect, a secret identity—and that he is in fact Ned Slade, the top agent for an organization called the Hand, a group of extra-dimensional agents who need Greg/Ned back in action!

Explore More

978-1-77952-753-0
DC COMICS
$34.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

978-1-77952-960-2
DC COMICS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 3/16
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Jim Lee DC Legends Artist’s Edition
Illustrated by JIM LEE
Jim Lee began his career at Marvel comics in the mid-1980s. Rising in popularity at a rapid pace, he soon took over the company’s flagship title and made it his own: The X-Men. In the ’90s, Lee formed his own company, WildStorm Productions, which was later bought by DC Comics, allowing artists the opportunity to draw the adventures of some of comics’ oldest and most iconic superheroes: Batman, Superman, and Wonder Woman, to name a few.

Explore More

979-88-87241-16-6
IDW ARTIST’S EDITIONS
$150.00 • Hardcover • 12 x 17
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

Explore More

979-88-87240-03-9
IDW ARTIST’S EDITIONS
$150.00 • Hardcover • 14 ½ x 21
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

David Mazzucchelli’s Batman Year One Artist’s Edition
Written by FRANK MILLER; Illustrated by DAVID MAZZUCHELLI
In 1986, Frank Miller and David Mazzucchelli produced this groundbreaking reinterpretation of the origin of Batman: who he is and how he came to be. Sometimes careless and naive, this Dark Knight is far from the flawless vigilante he is today. In his first year on the job, Batman feels his way around a Gotham City far darker than the one he left.

This edition includes the complete graphic novel and a new introduction by David Mazzucchelli. All of Mazzucchelli’s layouts are presented, giving true insight into a master storytellers process from initial spark to completed page.

Explore More

Covers may not be final
Covers may not be final

30 Days of Night Deluxe Edition: Book Two
Written by STEVE NILES and MATT FRACTION; Illustrated by BEN TEMPLESMITH and KODY CHAMBERLAIN
Revisit the vampire tale that kick-started a modern horror comics revival in this second collected deluxe edition.
A town plunged into darkness, a group of vampires hungry for blood, and only a husband-and-wife sheriff’s team to stop them. This premise set the stage for an iconic horror franchise that went on to become a feature-length film from Sony Pictures in 2007. The story continues far beyond Barrow in this second deluxe edition.

Dark Spaces: Dungeon
Written by SCOTT SNYDER; Illustrated by HAYDEN SHERMAN
“TELL NO ONE” what you find in a secret torture dungeon. Or the previous owner might come back. Snyder and Sherman reunite for this installment of the Dark Spaces horror anthology. A family moves from the rustle and bustle of the Big Apple to upstate New York. However, their father’s dream of a quiet rural life are shattered when he discovers a DUNGEON underneath their land, filled with torture devices, weapons, and a threatening message on the wall that reads, “TELL NO ONE.” Paranoia sets in rapidly as the father realizes anyone in his new hometown could be the dungeon master. Who can he trust? And how will he keep this secret from his family while keeping them SAFE?

Explore More

979-88-87241-05-0
IDW PUBLISHING
$34.99 • Hardcover • 6 ½ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

979-88-87241-10-4
IDW PUBLISHING
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ½ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
Godzilla Rivals: Round Three
Written by MARK MARTINEZ, MATT FRANK and NOLA PFAU;
Illustrated by MEGAN HUANG and WINSTON CHAN
Step into the arena as Godzilla’s most dangerous allies and scariest nemeses square off in a series of sense-shattering showdowns!
The world is pretty big. You’d think there’d be enough room for all the kaiju to claim their stomping grounds, but even giant monsters aren’t above needing to protect their territory.
Godzilla has friends and foes, and in turn, they vie against one another for dominance. In this quartet of standalone stories, different denizens of Monster Island go claw-to-claw for exciting, earth-shaking matchups. Marvel as the King of the Monsters throws down with Mechagodzilla! Cheer on Jet Jaguar tussling with Megalon! Godzilla battling SpaceGodzilla! And, flight meets might as Mothra clashes with M.O.G.U.E.R.A!

Jack Kirby’s The Eternals Pencils and Inks Artisan Edition
Illustrated by JACK KIRBY
Explore side-by-side presentations of restored photocopies of Jack Kirby’s pencils next to the finished inks scanned from the original art.
Several complete stories featuring The Eternals, including covers, will give a keen insight into the creative process of Jack Kirby, making this book a must-have for any fan of the artist, or any fan of the artform.
An Artisan Edition collects stories, covers and pages that have been reproduced from the original art.

978-88-87241-14-2
IDW PUBLISHING
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

978-1-68405-921-8
IDW PUBLISHING
$49.99 • Hardcover • 8 x 12
On Sale: 10/22/24 • FOC Date: 9/16/24
Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Compendium, Vol. 3

Written by KEVIN EASTMAN and PETER LAIRD; Illustrated by JIM LAWSON

Complete your journey following the early exploits of the TMNT in this collection of stories from the original Mirage comics!

This third and final compendium completes Mirage’s first run of Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles comics, collecting issues #38–62. Included are stories by contributors Rich Hedden, Tom McWeeney, Matt Howarth, Rick McCollum, Bill Anderson, Paul Jenkins, A.C. Farley, Rick Arthur, Dan Berger, and Michael Dooney.

The volume ends with “Shades of Gray” and the 13-part epic “City at War” that concludes the series by co-creators Kevin Eastman and Peter Laird with Jim Lawson.
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Sleeping Beauties: Deluxe Remastered Edition (Graphic Novel)

Written by OWEN KING, STEPHEN KING, RIO YOUERS and ALISON SAMPSON

A bizarre sleeping sickness called Aurora has fallen over the world. Its victims can’t wake up. And all of them are women. As nations fall into chaos, those women still awake take desperate measures to stay that way, and men everywhere begin to give in to their darkest impulses.

Meanwhile, in the small town of Dooling, a mysterious woman has walked out of the woods. She calls herself Eve and leaves a trail of carnage in her wake. Strangest of all, she’s the only woman who can wake up.

Explore More

979-88-87241-56-2
IDW PUBLISHING
$33.99 • Hardcover • 6 3/8 x 10 3/8
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

979-88-87241-52-4
IDW PUBLISHING
$33.99 • Hardcover • 6 3/8 x 10 3/8
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
**Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: The IDW Collection Volume 4**

Written by KEVIN EASTMAN, TOM WALTZ and PAUL ALLOR; Illustrated by SOPHIE CAMPBELL and MATEUS SANTOLOUCO

Presenting the complete TMNT stories in recommended reading order, including one-shots, crossovers, and event series. Everything a beginner could need, everything a diehard could want.

Recovering from the events of “City Fall,” the Turtles seek sanctuary in the countryside, but questions remain unanswered and tension festers among the brothers. Meanwhile, in New York, Shredder tightens his grip on the city in their absence and Krang’s plan to destroy the Earth is ramping up, but Baxter Stockman has ideas of his own.

Collects issues #29–37 of the Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ongoing series, Utrom Empire, and the 2014 Annual.

2018 Pubwest Design Awards - Gold Winner for Graphic Album, Previously Published Material

**Space Junk**

Written by JULIAN HANSHAW

Faith has a metallic mystery bolted to her head. Hoshi keeps his rage in check with an emotional support chicken. On a dying world where most adults have already left and the remaining kids are training for their turn, these two are starting to wonder “what’s the point?” Gradually, a cluster of lonely souls who’ve spent their lives emotionally adrift are pulled into one another’s orbits as they try to stay in place in a universe that is moving all too quickly.

With Space Junk, the startling imagination of award-winning graphic novelist Julian Hanshaw explores profound questions of past and future, trauma and recovery, staying grounded and taking flight.
Micronauts: The Original Marvel Years Omnibus Vol. 3
Written by BILL MANTLO and PETER B. GILLIS; Illustrated by BUTCH GUICE and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by MICHAEL GOLDEN

As Bill Mantlo reaches the end of his ground-breaking creative run, he pulls out all the stops! The Micronauts must once again wage war with Baron Karza, though this time there may be no winning for the people of Homeworld. In the aftermath, Peter B. Gillis and Kelley Jones take the reins and lead our heroes on a new voyage of exploration throughout the Microverse! It’s a bold era of sci-fi adventure as Commander Rann and his crew encounter new civilizations, new allies Solitaire and Scion, and uncover the secrets of the Makers. But it all must end where it began as the Micronauts face the ultimate sacrifice!

Aliens: What If...?
Written by PAUL REISER and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by GUIU VILLANOV A and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by PHIL NOTO

The Aliens franchise gets the Marvel What If treatment, featuring notorious corporate man Carter Burke in an all-new adventure!
For years, fans of James Cameron’s legendary ALIENS film questioned whether Carter Burke, a company man more hateable than the Xenos themselves, had actually survived the traumatic events on the terraforming colony Hadley’s Hope. Now the actor behind the beloved villain, Paul Reiser, joins his son Leon and a star-studded team of writers and producers for a journey back to Hadley’s Hope and the twisted escape of a man who should have died!
COLLECTING: Aliens: What If...? (2024) 1-5
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DM Only Editions Available:
Arthur Adamas Cover: 9781302956806
Kelly Jones Cover: 9781302959548
Star Wars: Thrawn Alliances
Written by TIMOTHY ZAHN and JODY HOUSER;
Illustrated by ANDREA DI VITO and PAT OLLIFFE;
Cover Design or Artwork by ROD REIS
As rivals for the favor of the Emperor, Grand Admiral Thrawn and Darth Vader may seem like unlikely partners for a crucial mission! Yet this formidable twosome has worked together before. Years ago, Thrawn and the man once known as Anakin Skywalker were joined in the hunt for Padmé Amidala. Now, as each man carves his own way through the galaxy, they will find themselves bound together once more by the Emperor’s will—and they will be each be tested to their limits by an enemy worthy of their formidable combined might!

COLLECTING: Star Wars: Thrawn Alliances (2024) 1-4

Star Wars Legends: The Empire Omnibus Vol. 3
Written by JIM WOODRING and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by ART WETHERELL and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by KEN KELLY
Darth Vader and Boba Fett: enemies and allies! The Empire rules the galaxy, but Vader schemes for even greater power—and strikes a deal with the deadly bounty hunter that will have unexpected consequences for them both! But Boba Fett is more than a means to an end: Whether becoming an enemy of the Empire, being framed for murder or dealing with sins of his past, every mission will be dealt with—on his own terms! Plus: Meet Starkiller, Vader’s secret apprentice! Young Leia Organa joins her father in the formation of a rebellion! And crimelord Jabba the Hutt deals with bartering, backstabbing, betrayal...and Han Solo!

**Daredevil by Chip Zdarsky Omnibus Vol. 2**

Written by CHIP ZDARSKY and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by MIKE HAWTHORNE and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by RAFAEL DE LATORRE

The Angel of Death has come to Hell’s Kitchen. As a series of grisly murders tests Elektra’s mettle—and her commitment to her new role as Daredevil—the city spirals into a state of panic. Because this killer can be in more than one place at a time! Meanwhile, Matt Murdock faces challenges behind bars—and New York mayor Wilson Fisk brings his full criminal and political power to bear on the super heroes who call NYC home! But in the wake of the Kingpin’s ultimate power play, it’s a new era for New York—and both the Man and Woman Without Fear!

**Dead X-Men**

Written by STEVE FOXE; Illustrated by VINCENZO CARRATU, BERNARD CHANG and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by LUCAS WERNECK

Death was only the beginning! When the world turned against Krakoa, these five mutants lost their lives…but their mission as X-Men is just getting started. To preserve Xavier’s dream, they must accomplish the impossible—or die again trying! But who are the Dead X-Men?! And who has recruited them? As they leap across time and space in a last-ditch effort to prevent catastrophe, it turns out they’re not the only ones breaking through the fabric of reality! As this fearless five go places no one has gone before, a cloaked figure stalks them from the shadows…and nothing will survive if she reaches her goal!

COLLECTING: Dead X-Men (2024) 1-4

**Daredevil by Chip Zdarsky Omnibus Vol. 2**


**Dead X-Men**

Deadpool & Wolverine: WWIII
Written by JOE KELLY; 
Illustrated by ADAM KUBERT; 
Cover Design or Artwork by ADAM KUBERT
They’re the most intensely mismatched team-up in comics and pop culture—reunited for an all-new edge of your seat adventure! Yes, Wade Wilson and Logan are at the ends of the Earth—and at each other’s throats! The mysterious Delta believes in change. Change is good. But as he sets his sights on Deadpool, and Wolverine finds himself caught up in the plot, is the third time really the charm—or the curse? Get ready for WWIII to erupt on the scene with the wildest pairing in comics!
COLLECTING: Deadpool & Wolverine: WWIII (2024) 1-3

Fantastic Four Epic Collection: Counter-Earth Must Die
Written by ROY THOMAS; 
Illustrated by MARVEL VARIOUS, GEORGE PEREZ and MARVEL VARIOUS; 
Cover Design or Artwork by JACK KIRBY
Writers Roy Thomas and Len Wein, the artist brothers Buscema and breakout talent George Pérez are here to bring you some of the greatest Fantastic Four tales of the 1970s! The Thing cured! Luke Cage joins the team! Hulk vs. the Thing...and both of them vs. the FF! Galactus vs. the High Evolutionary! They’re edge-of-your-seat adventures that prove why FANTASTIC FOUR is “The World’s Greatest Comic Magazine!” Then, Reed Richards is replaced by his evil Counter-Earth counterpart! It’s a saga so massive in scope that Thundra, Tigra, the Mad Thinker and Annihilus are pulled into it, while Reed battles for his life in the Negative Zone.
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9781302953478
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

9781302955441
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$49.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
**Fantastic Four Epic Collection:**
*World’s Greatest Comic Magazine TPB [New Printing 2]*

Written by STAN LEE;  
Illustrated by JACK KIRBY;  
Cover Design or Artwork by JACK KIRBY

In 1961, Stan Lee and Jack Kirby lit the fuse of the greatest revolution in comic book history—the Marvel Age of Comics—and it started right here, in the pages of FANTASTIC FOUR! With the space race on, Reed Richards, Ben Grimm, Sue Storm and Johnny Storm shoot for the stars—but after their craft is bombarded by cosmic rays, they return to Earth with the startling powers of the Fantastic Four! These weren’t just any super heroes, though—the Fantastic Four were a realistic, relatable, bickering and loveable family that couldn’t pay their rent and didn’t always love their powers.

**COLLECTING:** FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #1-18

**Incredible Hulk Epic Collection:**
*Man or Monster? [New Printing 2]*

Written by STAN LEE;  
Illustrated by JACK KIRBY, STEVE DITKO and DICK AYERS;  
Cover Design or Artwork by JACK KIRBY

Dr. Robert Bruce Banner may look like a mild-mannered scientist, but after being caught in a gamma bomb explosion, he became the unstoppable engine of destruction known as the Hulk! Stan Lee and Jack Kirby’s atomic update on the Dr. Jekyll/Mr. Hyde paradigm mixed the might of giant monsters with Cold War intrigue and psychological drama. Decades later, it’s a formula that still has readers clamoring for more! For the first time, this Epic Collection follows Hulk’s every adventure.

**COLLECTING:** INCREDIBLE HULK (1962) #1-6, FANTASTIC FOUR (1961) #12 and #25-26, AVENGERS (1963) #1-3 and #5, AMAZING SPIDER-MAN (1963) #14 and material from TALES TO ASTONISH (1959) #59 and JOURNEY INTO MYSTERY (1952) #112.
Invincible Iron Man
by Gerry Duggan Vol. 3:
Iron & Diamonds
Written by GERRY DUGGAN; Illustrated by JUAN FRIGERI, ANDREA DI VITO and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by KAELENGU
With the X-Men facing extermination at the hands of Orchis and their Stark Sentinels, Iron Man—now married to Emma Frost—is desperate to make things right. To do that, he’ll need more than an armor—he’ll need an army. But who will answer the call? And can they possibly pull off every element of his impossible plan? As D-day approaches, Iron Man will face his new nemesis, Feilong. Get ready for the biggest clash of armor you’ve ever seen! But will even an unlikely alliance between Iron Man and Magneto be enough to take down every Sentinel on Earth?
COLLECTING: Invincible Iron Man (2022) 13-20

Iron Man Epic Collection: Age of Innocence
Written by TERRY KAVANAGH and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by JIM CHEUNG and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by JOE BENNETT
With Iron Man revealed as a traitor in their midst, the Avengers turn to...a younger Tony Stark! But will Teen Tony join their cross-dimensional mission? And when Iron Man battles Iron Man, who will prove themselves invincible? Finding his way in the modern day, Teen Tony joins Captain America and Thor in battle with the Zodiac, and faces a chilling encounter with Frostbite! But young love leads to a date with disaster—and when Tony’s cousin Morgan Stark sets his sights on all the Iron Man armors, War Machine lends a hand!

9781302957094
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ⅔ x 10 ⅓
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

9781302959586
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$44.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ⅔ x 10 ⅓
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
Marvel Masterworks:
Marvel Team-Up Vol. 8
Written by CHRIS CLAREMONT and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by SAL BUSCEMA and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by RICH BUCKLER
This Masterworks volume delivers more exciting Spider-Man action as brought to you by Chris Claremont, the man who made X-MEN an international hit, and Sal Buscema, the master visual storyteller with over 100 issues of Spidey under his pencil! Together they craft a four-part thriller that unites Marvel’s action and espionage icons the Black Widow, Nick Fury and Shang-Chi. Then, Spidey goes occult with Clea, the Devil’s Daughter and a werewolf Doctor Strange! Also featuring adventures with the Guardians of the Galaxy, the Black Panther, the FF’s Invisible Girl and a rare early appearance of the X-Men’s Nightcrawler!
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Marvel Masterworks:
The Mighty Thor Vol. 23
Written by WALT SIMONSON and ALAN ZELENETZ; Illustrated by WALTER SIMONSON and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by WALTER SIMONSON
“DOOM!” With that iconic effect, Walter Simonson shattered all expectations. As both writer and artist, his THOR was nothing short of a revelation, one that has been held up next to Stan Lee and Jack Kirby’s as the greatest of all time. Simonson’s stories instantly establish cosmic stakes and a mastery of the series’ characters. As his epic unfolds, he introduces Beta Ray Bill—a hero so bold and true that he can lift Mjolnir—and Malekith, a villain so cunning that he could unleash the Casket of Ancient Winters...and worse! And so, the Marvel Masterworks are very proud to begin their presentation of Walter Simonson’s MIGHTY THOR, painstakingly restored from his original art and matching the coloring of the original comics!


Explore More
Marvel: The End Omnibus
Written by PETER DAVID
and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by DALE KEOWN
and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by JIM STARLIN
All-star creators imagine the final chapters for Marvel’s greatest heroes in this colossal omnibus!
Part of every story is the end! And in these shocking sagas, witness the last days of all your favorite characters—including Captain America, Iron Man, Captain Marvel, Hulk, Wolverine, Deadpool, Miles Morales and Venom! The X-Men get a suitably epic, star-spanning climax—but things get really cosmic as the entire Marvel Universe meets its end!

Explore More

Moon Knight Epic Collection: The Trial of Marc Spector
Written by CHUCK DIXON
and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by SAL VELLUTO
and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by MARK BAGLEY
As Acts of Vengeance from a dark alliance of villains wreak havoc on the Marvel Universe, Moon Knight deals with chaos on the streets—and faces unfamiliar foes including Flag-Smasher, Killer Shrike and the Ringer! Marc Spector joins deadly mercenaries to free Burunda from its ruthless dictator: his old nemesis, Bushman! But the lethal Arsenal is out to kill them both! Then, Marc’s history catches up with him as he’s put on trial, accused of murder! No matter what the jury decides, the shadowy Secret Empire will declare a death sentence! To take down this sinister organization, Moon Knight will need some help from Spider-Man and the Punisher.

Explore More
New Avenges Omnibus Vol. 1 [New Printing]

Written by BRIAN MICHAEL BENDIS and WARREN ELLIS; Illustrated by DAVID FINCH and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID FINCH

The first half of Brian Michael Bendis’ radical Avengers revamp is collected in one massive volume! When the Avengers are disassembled by an insane Scarlet Witch, a new and decidedly different team rises to take their place—including Spider-Man, Wolverine and Luke Cage! These New Avengers face down a prison break, the secrets of the Sentry, the menace of the multi-powered Collective and more—and even find time to celebrate the marriage of one of their own. But when a terrible tragedy kicks off a superhuman Civil War, will the newly created team be irrevocably shattered?

Explore More


Night Thrasher: Remix

Written by J. HOLTHAM;
Illustrated by NELSON DANIEL;
Cover Design or Artwork by ALAN QUAH

It’s time to thrash the night! Dwayne Taylor’s days as the skateboarding super hero Night Thrasher are long over. But when the death of a loved one draws him back to New York City, Dwayne finds the past difficult to outrun—especially when Silhouette, his ex-girlfriend and former New Warriors teammate, seeks his help against a new criminal called the O.G.! As the reunited pair see their relationship heat up, Dwayne is betrayed by one of his oldest and closest allies—and takes on a new look for a new era.

Explore More

9781302959142
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$125.00 • Hardcover • 7 ¼ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 1/7/25 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

9781302957520
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/8/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
Scarf Wife by Steve Orlando
Vol. 3: Scarlet Witch & Quicksilver

Written by STEVE ORLANDO and STAN LEE; Illustrated by LORENZO TAMMETTA and JACK KIRBY; Cover Design or Artwork by RUSSELL DAUTERMAN

Wanda and Pietro Maximoff have been mighty heroes, Avengers…and sometimes even villains. But above all, they are twins who will look out for each other, no matter what. So when Wanda receives a letter from their recently deceased father figure, Magneto, that she knows would upset Pietro, she burns the letter before her brother can read it. She may have the best intentions, but you know where that leads…and her fateful decision will drive the Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver apart at the worst possible time. Because a new threat heralded by the Wizard—with a horrifying eldritch upgrade—is coming for their heads, and if they can’t find a way to repair their damaged bond, it will cost them their lives!

Secret Wars by Jonathan Hickman Omnibus

Written by JONATHAN HICKMAN; Illustrated by STEFANO CASELLI, MIKE DEODATO JR. and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS

For Earth’s Mightiest Heroes, it’s all been building to this. One by one, the realities of the Multiverse have collided and been destroyed, leaving theirs as one of the last dimensions standing. Now the Final Incursion is here—and neither the Avengers nor the Illuminati will be able to prevent time running out on the Marvel Universe! And when the end comes, all that’s left of the Multiverse is a single, patchwork planet where the survivors from the different realities that form it all bend their knee to its master: Doctor Doom! What strange creatures inhabit this Battleworld? Which familiar faces will return? And what happens when the planet’s various domains go to war?

9781302957469
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¼ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/8/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

9781302959777
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$100.00 • Hardcover • 7 ¼ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 12/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
She-Hulk By Rainbow Rowell
Vol. 5: All In
Written by RAINBOW ROWELL;
Illustrated by IG GUARA and ANDRES GENOLET;
Cover Design or Artwork by JEN BARTEL
Beloved YA writer Rainbow Rowell continues her sensational She-Hulk run—and some of She-Hulk’s very best friends are along for the ride!
She-Hulk, Hellcat and Captain Marvel were supposed to have a nice night out at Patsy Walker’s favorite bar…but it’s the Marvel Universe and, in the Marvel Universe, we can’t have nice things. With their very souls at stake, Carol Danvers asks Jennifer Walters a question that could have absolutely huge consequences! In the meantime, Jen and Jack of Hearts’ space vacation gets quite dangerous. Lingering questions from years ago are going to be asked again, and the answers may just destroy the new It Couple of Comics!
COLLECTING: Sensational She-Hulk (2023) 6-10
Explore More

Spider-Man/Deadpool Modern Era
Epic Collection: ‘Til Death Do Us...
Written by JOSHUA CORIN
and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by SCOTT KOBLISH
and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAVE JOHNSON
Nobody does slapstick like Spidey and Deadpool do slapstick! Except maybe...Slapstick? But the walking cartoon has terrible comic timing, showing up exactly when Wade Wilson and Peter Parker have declared: no more jokes! Then, when Spider-Man learns that Deadpool is selling S.H.I.E.L.D. tech on the black market, it’s the last straw: team-up over! The ensuing battle takes them across the Marvel Universe, and climaxes in a face-off with the leveled-up Chameleon! But as disaster strikes across two eras, get ready to meet Old Men Parker and Wilson! Timelines are about to collide, courtesy of Clonepool! But who is he, what is he, and where did he come from?
Explore More

9781302957124
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

9781302959838
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$44.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
**Superior Spider-Man Vol. 2: Superior Spider-Island**
Written by DAN SLOTT; Illustrated by MARK BAGLEY; Cover Design or Artwork by MARK BAGLEY
The Spidey super-team of Dan Slott and Mark Bagley continue their Superior Spider-Man saga, featuring Doctor Octopus!
Supernova is the living embodiment of Otto Octavius’ life’s work, and she wants him dead. Anna Maria Marconi is the woman Otto loves, but who will never love him back. Her life hangs in the balance. Can he save her? Can he save himself? This isn’t a job for a hero OR a villain. This situation calls for something far more... superior!

**The Spectacular Spider-Men Vol. 1: Arachnobatics**
Written by GREG WEISMAN; Illustrated by HUMBERTO RAMOS; Cover Design or Artwork by HUMBERTO RAMOS
Marvel’s wall-crawling superstars—Peter Parker & Miles Morales—come together in their first ever ongoing team-up series!
That’s right—it’s two webslingers for the price of one! Peter Parker and Miles Morales have decided to start hanging out on the regular, comparing notes...and then using said notes to take down some of both Spideys’ most dangerous bad guys! Together, this duo is better than amazing, sensational, superior...they are spectacular!

Explore More

---

**Superior Spider-Man Vol. 2: Superior Spider-Island**
9781302955946
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

**The Spectacular Spider-Men Vol. 1: Arachnobatics**
9781302955953
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$17.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/8/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

Covers may not be final
Venom By Al Ewing Vol. 7: Exsanguination
Written by AL EWING and TORUN GRONBEKK; Illustrated by KEN LASHLEY and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by CAFU
Carnage is back! Born anew in symbiote goo and blood, Cletus Kasady is more dangerous and violent than ever before—and he has his sights dead set on an unsuspecting Venom! Untested against the might of his symbiotic sibling without his father by his side, can Dylan Brock hold the sadistic serial killer at bay? Will Carnage live up to its namesake and leave another brutalized symbiote host in its wake? Or is Dylan just bait for Eddie Brock, the King in Black himself? In the greatest depths of space and at the end of existence, some carnivorous new species has blossomed. Something blood red, with thorns—and an appetite! Plus: There’s one thing that can still kill Carnage: Anti-Venom!

Venom Modern Era Epic Collection: Shiver
Written by DANIEL WAY; Illustrated by FRANCESCO HERRERA, PACO MEDINA and MARVEL VARIOUS; Cover Design or Artwork by PACO MEDINA
The first-ever ongoing series starring Venom gets the Epic Collection treatment!
Daniel Way’s tense and thrill-packed run is collected in one volume! Somehow separated from Eddie Brock, the Venom symbiote has resurfaced near the Arctic Circle—hopping from host to host with the greatest of ease and on the run from enigmatic forces with their own agenda for the elusive alien. Ravenously hungry and craving adrenaline to satiate its appetite, the symbiote seeks out people experiencing intense, base emotions such as rage, jealousy and hatred. As it cuts a bloody swath toward civilization through Canada’s northern regions, it sets its sights on a short, hairy guy with a bad temper: the X-Men’s Wolverine!
In the black-and-white of night, Jack Russell races to halt the sacrifice of a young girl at the hands of monsters. Elsa Bloodstone, in all her colorful monster-hunting glory, isn’t far behind. But can these old flames put their differences aside long enough to save the day? Speaking of differences, Jack and Moon Knight have clashed before—and a prophecy in the terrifying tome known as the Darkhold will put them at odds once again! To kill a god requires the blood of the Fist of Khonshu—but Moon Knight doesn’t bleed easily!

Explore More

**Venom: The Saga of Eddie Brock**
Written by DAVID MICHELINIE and PETER DAVID;
Illustrated by TODD McFARLANE and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by ALEX ROSS

It is the living costume rejected by Peter Parker. He is the discredited reporter who blames Spider-Man for ruining his life. Together...they are Venom! Discover how Eddie Brock became Spidey’s deadliest foe in the stories that made Venom a symbiotic superstar! He’s bigger and stronger than the webbed wonder, he knows Spider-Man’s secret identity and he doesn’t even trigger Peter’s spider-sense! So can Spidey find a way to survive their brutal first encounter? And even if he does, will he be prepared for Eddie’s revenge plot: exploiting Peter’s greatest weakness, Aunt May?! When Eddie stands trial, Matt “Daredevil” Murdock is his defense attorney—setting the stage for a blockbuster rematch with Spider-Man that redefines Venom for his future as the Marvel Universe’s lethal protector!

Explore More

**Werewolf By Night: Unholy Alliance**
Written by DEREK LANDY and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by FRAN GALAN and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by DAVID YARDIN

In the black-and-white of night, Jack Russell races to halt the sacrifice of a young girl at the hands of monsters. Elsa Bloodstone, in all her colorful monster-hunting glory, isn’t far behind. But can these old flames put their differences aside long enough to save the day? Speaking of differences, Jack and Moon Knight have clashed before—and a prophecy in the terrifying tome known as the Darkhold will put them at odds once again! To kill a god requires the blood of the Fist of Khonshu—but Moon Knight doesn’t bleed easily!

Explore More
X-Force Omnibus Vol. 1
[New Printing]
Written by ROB LIEFELD and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Illustrated by ROB LIEFELD and MARVEL VARIOUS;
Cover Design or Artwork by ROB LIEFELD
Beset from all sides by a growing roster of vicious foes, the New Mutants and their mysterious mentor Cable have no choice but to transform into a proactive, butt-kicking, take-no-prisoners mutant strike team! But can their new X-Force survive head-on clashes with Deadpool, the Morlocks, Proteus, Stryfe and his Mutant Liberation Front, the Juggernaut, the new Brotherhood of Evil Mutants, and…S.H.I.E.L.D.? And what secrets are Cable and Domino hiding? It’s high-stakes adventure with all-out action, in-your-face attitude and enormous guns! Nineties’ nostalgia at its finest—guest-starring Spider-Man, the New Warriors, X-Factor and more!
Collecting X-FORCE (2020) #47-50.

Explore More

9781302954741
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$15.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

9781302959128
MARVEL UNIVERSE
$100.00 • Hardcover • 7 ¼ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 12/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Dream Machine
A Portrait of Artificial Intelligence
Written by APPUPEN and LAURENT DAUDET

Hugo, a Parisian entrepreneur, has launched his startup on Large Language Model technology at the heart of the revolution embodied by ChatGPT. On the verge of securing the deal of the century with the digital giant REAL, he wonders about the latter’s real motivations: is this the making of a dream or a nightmare? Could Hugo’s developments be used for social and political control? REAL’s plans for the international launch of their “immortality game” seem to be increasingly opaque, and as useful and efficient AI promises to be, he begins to realize it may also be a potential source of catastrophic outcomes and indecent concentrations of wealth.

Explore More

Ultimate Black Panther Vol. 1: Peace And War

Written by BRYAN HILL;
Illustrated by STEFANO CASELLI and CARLOS NIETO;
Cover Design or Artwork by STEFANO CASELLI

In the wake of ULTIMATE INVASION, Khonshu and Ra—the force known together as Moon Knight—are seeking to expand their brutal control of the continent of Africa. In response, the lone bulwark against them, the isolated nation of Wakanda, will send forth its champion…its king…the Black Panther! After Moon Knight’s forces attack the stronghold of Wakanda, T’Challa can no longer resist Shuri and the Dora Milaje’s calls to action. Grieving and enraged, the Panther demands to know who has been leaking information about Wakanda to their enemy…and the source shocks him to his core. Plus: A prophecy about T’Challa threatens to upend the war—and all of Wakandan life!

COLLECTING: Ultimate Black Panther (2024) 1-4

978-0-262-55129-8
THE MIT PRESS
$29.95 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 9 ½
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

9781302957308
ULTIMATE UNIVERSE
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾
On Sale: 10/1/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
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Cheer courtside for a Muslim teen as she joins an all-girls, hijab-wearing basketball team and learns that she’s much more than a score. This energetic graphic novel is inspired by a true story!

**We Are Big Time**

(A Graphic Novel)

Written by HENA KHAN; Illustrated by SAFIYA ZERROUGUI

Aliya is new to Wisconsin, and everything feels different than Florida. The Islamic school is bigger, the city is colder, and her new basketball team is...well, they stink.

Aliya’s still excited to have teammates (although the team’s captain, Noura, isn’t really Aliya’s biggest fan), and their new coach really understands basketball (even if she doesn’t know much about being Muslim). This season should be a blast...if they could just start to win. As they strengthen their skills on the court, Aliya and the Peace Academy team discover that it takes more than talent to be great—it’s teamwork and self-confidence that defines true success.

For fans of *The Crossover* and *Roller Girl*, this graphic novel goes big with humor and heart as it explores culture and perceptions, fitting in and standing out, and finding yourself, both on and off the court.

**Explore More**

Hardcover Available ISBN: 978-0-593-43048-4
A local team is making history and heroes. The Peace Academy girls’ volleyball basketball team be on all-Muslim teams in the school and their opponents.

A local team is making history and heroes. The Peace Academy girls’ volleyball basketball team be on all-Muslim teams in the school and their opponents.

You’re going to be fantastic!

Are you sure you’re recording me?

I can’t believe my family got to see U. Before me.

Help! Let’s go to the main website. Tiny interviewed a few of us.

Ow! It’s starting.

The team has been working very hard and improving a lot this season.

I’m happy that these girls play completely.

Sometimes we get locked or done, and we want to prove that we can really play.
Archie's Halloween Hijinks
Written by ARCHIE SUPERSTARS
Trick or treating has never been more fun than with Archie and all his friends in Riverdale!
From haunted houses to mysterious mazes, Archie, Betty, Veronica, Jughead and the whole Archie crew will bring you along for a spooktacular adventure! There might even be a new face or two, including the new spirits of Halloween, Trick and Treat! Now, grab your costumes and don’t load up on too much candy; you won’t want to miss out on any of the Halloween hijinks!

Explore More

Archie 1000 Page Comics Spectacle
Written by ARCHIE SUPERSTARS
We’ve got 1,000 more pages of hijinx and hilarity for our adoring fans!
For over eight decades, Archie and his friends have been making everyone laugh, with their dating hijinx and misadventures at Riverdale High School! This volume collects 1,000 pages of iconic Archie comic stories, featuring the same mix of wild humor, awkward charm and genuine relatability that has kept Archie and the gang popular with kids and families for all these years.

Explore More
**Ghostbusters Volume 1: Back in Town**

Written by DAVID M. BOOHER; Illustrated by BLUE DELLIQUANTI, MILDRED LOUIS, JIMMY BETANCOURT and CRIS PETER

A year and a half after the events of Ghostbusters: Afterlife, the Ghostbusters are officially back in business and headed to where it all began: New York City!

Callie, Gary, Trevor, and Phoebe are moving into the Firehouse and ready to take on the Spengler family business...or are they? Ghostbusting on top of changing family dynamics has a way of going awry—and that’s exactly what one sinister paranormal force is counting on.

Collects Ghostbusters: Back in Town #1–#4.

Featuring writing by David M. Booher, art by Blue Delliquanti, and colors by Mildred Louis and Cris Peter.

**Dudley Datson and the Forever Machine**

Written by SCOTT SNYDER; Illustrated by JAMAL IGLE

From New York Times bestselling creators Scott Snyder and Jamal Igle comes this rollicking sci-fi adventure story about a boy, his dog, and a machine that controls time and space! What could go wrong?

Have you ever wondered why all the great figures in history had a pet companion, and if they were all running from the same mysterious threat? Such questions have never crossed the mind of Dudley Datson, a fifteen-year-old with a penchant for invention. But when dastardly foes turn his world upside down, Dudley is going to have to start facing things beyond his wildest imagination in this modern day fable.

**Recommended Ages:** 13-17 years

**On Sale:** 10/29/24 • **FOC Date:** 7/29/24

**Covers may not be final**
**Small Town Spirits**

Written by ZACK KELLER;  
Illustrated by GABRIELE BAGNOLI  

A fantastical, all-ages graphic novel from the creative team that brought you Hotel REM—Zack Keller (Cuphead) and Gabriele Bagnoli! 

There is a town in Ireland where people still do Halloween the old-fashioned way: an annual sporting competition to honor the Spirits. 

Every year, the perfect, prestigious O’Dell family makes an absolute mockery of the lovable but laughable Flanagan family at The Spirit Games, dashing their dreams of winning. But this year, teenage troublemaker Pad Flanagan plans to change everything: he tricks the Spirit of an ancient Celtic hero into training his family for the big event…accidentally opening a super-natural floodgate of mischief, magic and monsters that threatens to destroy his town.  

**Explore More**

---

**Plants vs. Zombies**  
**Volume 23: Zapped**

Written by PAUL TOBIN;  
Illustrated by CHRISTIANNE GILLENARDO-GOUDREAU and HEATHER BRECKEL;  
Contributions by STEVE DUTRO  

More and more custard pies and zombies are appearing seemingly out of thin air every day! The custard pies are pretty nice, but these zombies are becoming a real problem!  

It’s almost like these Zombies are Automatically Produced, so Patrice, Nate, and Crazy Dave will have to get to the bottom of things before Neighborville is “Zapped” beyond recovery!  

Eisner Award-winning writer Paul Tobin collaborates with the amazing artist Christianne Gillenardo-Goudreau for a brand-new Plants vs. Zombies original graphic novel, with lavish lettering by Eisner-nominated Steve Dutro and gorgeous colors by Heather Breckel!  

**Explore More**

---

**978-1-5067-3778-2**  
DARK HORSE BOOKS  
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 ¾ x 10 ¾  
On Sale: 10/29/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24  
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

**978-1-5067-2848-3**  
DARK HORSE BOOKS  
$12.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 9  
On Sale: 10/8/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24  
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years
Cookie & Broccoli: Scariest Halloween Ever!
Written by BOB McMAHON; Illustrated by BOB McMAHON
In the first story, Broccoli’s not a fan of his classmates’ scary Halloween pranks, so his best buddy Cookie loans Broccoli his superhero costume—because Super Broccoli isn’t afraid of anything! That is, until the ultimate fright has Broccoli fleeing for the big, scary woods behind their school, where he comes across someone in a Sasquatch costume. (It is just a costume . . . right?) Then, in the second story, Cookie and Broccoli’s classmates learn an important lesson about scaring others and making assumptions about newcomers (yes, even big, hairy Sas- quatches). And in the final story, Cookie has to choose between his friends or his obsession with Halloween candy!

Explore More


Teen Titans: Starfire
Written by KAMI GARCIA; Illustrated by GABRIEL PICOLO
Kori Anders’ summer job at a ritzy Santa Monica beach club is fun, but she doesn’t feel like she belongs there. Kori avoids rushing at all costs because of her Ehlers Danlos Syndrome diagnosis. Her older sister, Kira, on the other hand, is the most popular girl around. With the hottest clothes, an even hotter boyfriend (the Tate Fairweather), and a take-no-prisoners attitude, she’s Kori’s opposite in every way.

Tate’s uncle, Lynch Fairweather, CEO of a major pharmaceutical company, asks Kori and Kira to participate in a clinical trial designed to advance treatments for EDS. During treatment, Kori begins to discover some strange powers that she has never had before...and she might not be the only one.

Explore More

DIAL BOOKS
$8.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 8 ¼
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Recommended Ages: 4-8 years

DC COMICS
$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 11/5/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Recommended Ages: 13-17 years
Best of My Little Pony, Vol. 2: Mares in Manehattan

Written by TED ANDERSON, THOM ZAHLER and JEREMY WHITLEY; Illustrated by AGNES GARBOWSKA and ANDY PRICE

Manehattan, here we come! Three fun tales of friendship in the big city! First, Applejack, Rarity, and Fluttershy visit Manehattan to see Trixie’s magic show. Then, Rarity has some work to do, making costumes for Bab Seed’s next big event. And finally, Fluttershy and Rarity travel to Manehattan where Rarity is shocked to find old fashions are back in style! How dare they?!


Full Shift

Written by JENNIFER DUGAN; Illustrated by KIT SEATON

Tessa feels like she doesn’t fit in anywhere. Not at school, where she can’t figure out how to confess the feelings she has for her friend Maddie. And definitely not at home, where the other werewolves in her family make her feel like an outcast because she can’t even shift into her full wolf form yet.

When word gets out that a group of werewolf hunters has infiltrated her pack’s territory and that they’ve developed a cure that can make werewolves human, Tessa thinks she’s found the answer to her problems. But when she discovers there might be more to the hunters’ plans than anyone knows, it’s up to Tessa to put herself on the line to protect the lives of those she loves most.


IDW PUBLISHING
$8.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years
Godzilla: Monster Island Summer Camp
Written by ROSIE KNIGHT; Illustrated by OLIVER ONO
As an aspiring cartoonist, Zelda has always dreamed of attending an art summer camp, and this year she finally gets to go! But when she arrives to Make It Summer Camp, she's horrified to see the easels and sketchboards have been replaced with dodgeball and calisthenics.

Determined to salvage her summer, Zelda escapes to a secluded corner of the island. Here she can finally draw in peace. At least until she stumbles into a portal to a fantastic world!
Welcome to Monster Island, Zelda!
There she makes a connection with baby kaiju Minilla and discovers the beauty of these legendary creatures.

Explore More

Codex Black (Book Two): Bird of Ill Omen
Written by CAMILO MONCADA LOZANO; Illustrated by CAMILO MONCADA LOZANO
Best friends Donaji and Itzcacalotl stumble into dangerous political intrigue in this follow-up to the young adult epic Codex Black: A Fire Among Clouds!

In 15th-century Mesoamerica, Donaji and Itzcacalotl travel to the Oracle of Lyobaa in the hopes of learning the secret behind Donaji’s missing father. But instead of receiving information, they find themselves roped into a quest to stop the assassination of the great Emperor Ahuizotl! This is easier said than done when faced with a mysterious group of black-clad killers who want nothing more than to send the known world tumbling into chaos.

Explore More

979-88-87240-92-3
IDW PUBLISHING
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Recommended Ages: 9-12 years

979-88-87240-91-6
IDW PUBLISHING
$16.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Recommended Ages: 13-17 years
**Jimmy’s Elbow**

Written by JAMES KOCHALKA

Jimmy is a very good boy. He even wears a tie! But when he bumps his elbow on a table, this very good boy starts feeling very bad. Did his elbow die? Was that just a dream? Or has Jimmy’s magic elbow come to life and unlocked his superpowers? Well, no matter what, it’s time for Jimmy and his elbow to go to school… What else could go wrong?

Cartoonist James Kochalka has delighted generations of readers with series like Johnny Boo, Banana Fox, and American Elf. Now he’s back with a sprawling and silly graphic novel about childhood, toys, and the mysteries inside us.

**Godzilla: The Complete Monsters & Protectors**

Written by ERIK BURNHAM;
Illustrated by DAN SCHOENING

When a coldly single-minded businessman uses an untested element to create clean energy for a profit, he inadvertently awakens the beast from the deep! It will be up to three intrepid middle-school students to show Godzilla that not all humans are bad.

Then, Godzilla has been missing for a year and Cedric desperately needs new content for his vlog. No sightings means no destruction, and that’s not a bad thing but his views are dropping and he’s facing competition and trolling from Karen Higa and cyberbully Dragon. But nothing brings rivals together like a common enemy.
**Marvel-Verse: Scarlet Witch**

Written by JEFF PARKER and MARVEL VARIOUS; Illustrated by ROGER CRUZ and MARVEL VARIOUS

The Marvel-Verse bends to the will of the Scarlet Witch and her reality-altering hex powers! First, a young Wanda teams with Marvel Girl and Black Widow to hone her crimefighting skills! Then, when the dangerous Serpent Crown falls into the wrong hands, Agatha Harkness sends Wanda to help the Thing retrieve it! Plus, the Scarlet Witch allies with Doctor Strange to battle a mystical monster, and helps the Sorcerer Supreme keep the terrible tome known as the Darkhold out of Dracula’s vampiric clutches! And Halloween night offers more tricks than treats for Wanda and her husband, the Vision!

**Undergrowth**

Written by RICKY LIMA; Illustrated by DANIELE AQUILANI; Colorist YULIIA SHEVTSOVA

The world is being ravaged by four terrifying robotic monsters. One fateful night, four friends venture out to watch a meteor shower and come face-to-face with doom...only to find that their story is just beginning. Returned to life by a mysterious natural power, these young adults are chosen to bear the only weapons that might turn the tide against the invaders: ancient, towering forest entities which they can pilot from within! They’re enormously powerful... but when you’re struggling with the trauma of your own death, is that really the best time to become a living weapon of mass destruction?

978-1-60309-544-0
TOP SHELF PRODUCTIONS
$24.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 5/8 x 10 1/16
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
Recommended Ages: 13-17 years

9781302953249
OUTREACH/NEW READER
$9.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Recommended Ages: 10-14 years
Power Pack: Into The Storm
Written by LOUISE SIMONSON;
Illustrated by JUNE BRIGMAN;
Cover Design or Artwork by JUNE BRIGMAN
The Marvel kids superhero team sensation of the 80s returns in an all-new series never before collected - straight from their original creators! Alex, Julie, Jack and Katie Power are super hero siblings determined to do their part to protect the world despite their young age. The problem is that their parents don’t want them to have powers—and can’t find out that they do! But when their friend Franklin Richards has a premonition of a galactic threat hurtling their way, the Power siblings will have to decide what kind of heroes they want to be—and what they’re willing to give up along the way!
COLLECTING: Power Pack: Into The Storm (2024) 1-5

Skeleanor the Decomposer
A Graphic Novel
Written by EMILY ETTLINGER;
Illustrated by EMILY ETTLINGER
An instantly charming and vivid chapter-book graphic novel, starring a music-obsessed skeleton, Skeleanor, and her quest to find her sound (and her confidence) by debut creator Emily Ettlinger.
Skeleanor loves music more than life itself. There’s just one problem: She has a bit more rattle than rhythm at the moment. No matter what type of instrument she plays—from the fiddle to the xylobone—she always seems to scare the people of Little Casketon away. But with the Little Casketon Summershine festival coming up, and the town band missing a player, maybe Skeleanor (along with the help of her best friend, Batima) could show people her skills and finally take center stage.
Stephen Curry #1
Written by JOSH BYCEL and RICH KORSON; Illustrated by DAMION SCOTT

The first official graphic novel from NBA superstar Stephen Curry, who overcame the odds to become one of the greatest basketball players of all time!

Stephen Curry is considered one of the—if not the—greatest shooters of all time. But his road to greatness was filled with plenty of bumps and obstacles. Coaches and players always told him he was too small and too short to be truly great.

Proving all of his doubters wrong, today Stephen Curry is a four-time NBA Champion, two-time league MVP, and Finals MVP winner.

Explore More

What Is the Story of My Little Pony?
Written by KIRSTEN MAYER and WHO HQ; Illustrated by ANDREW THOMSON

Who HQ brings you the stories behind the most well-known characters of our time.

In this addition to the What Is the Story Of? series, young readers will discover the exciting story of the beloved ponies, unicorns, and other fanciful characters of the My Little Pony universe!

Explore More

978-0-593-22605-6
PENGUIN WORKSHOP
$7.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 8 ½
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

978-0-593-38248-6
PENGUIN WORKSHOP
$14.99 • Hardcover • 6 x 8 ½
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

Covers may not be final
Bluey: Hooray, It’s Halloween!
A Coloring Book
Written by PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
A scarily fun coloring book perfect for fans of the wildly successful animated series Bluey, as seen on Disney+
Hooray, it’s Christmas! This advent calendar has 24 mini-books, including a special Christmas story for Christmas Eve.
Includes stories such as The Beach, Grannies, Butterflies, coloring books, and more fun surprises. Return your books to each window so you can reuse your advent calendar every year!

Bluey: Awesome Advent Book Bundle
Written by PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
Count down the days to Christmas with Bluey and Bingo with this interactive advent calendar! Based on the successful animated series Bluey, as seen on Disney+
Hooray, it’s Christmas! This advent calendar has 24 mini-books, including a special Christmas story for Christmas Eve.
Includes stories such as The Beach, Grannies, Butterflies, coloring books, and more fun surprises. Return your books to each window so you can reuse your advent calendar every year!

978-0-241-69981-2
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
$29.99 • Non-Traditional Format • 12 x 16 ½
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
Recommended Ages: 4–8 years

978-0-593-75255-5
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
$5.99 • Trade Paperback • 8 ½ x 10 ½
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Recommended Ages: 4–6 years
Meet Bluey’s Family
A Tabbed Board Book
Written by
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
Meet the Heeler family in this sturdy tabbed board book! Based on the wildly successful animated series Bluey, as seen on Disney+
Get to know Bluey, Bingo, Muffin, Granny, and the rest of the Heeler family! This tabbed board book is perfect for Bluey fans.

Explore More

978-0-593-75254-8
PENGUIN YOUNG READERS LICENSES
$8.99 • Board • 7 x 7
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
Recommended Ages: 1-3 years

Covers may not be final
Sonic’s Introduction to the Shatterverse
Written by KIEL PHEGLEY
Race through the Shatterverse with Sonic the Hedgehog in this awesome storybook based on the Netflix show Sonic Prime. Includes stickers!
During an epic battle against Dr. Eggman, Sonic the Hedgehog shattered the universe! Now, he’s in a brand new adventure in an exciting new world.
Navigate through the Shatterverse with him as he looks for his friends! Explore New Yoke City and go against the Chaos Council, look for the prism shard in the Boscage Maze with Thorn Rose, and sail to the Devil’s Lighthouse with Captain Knuckles the Dread and his pirate crew.

Sonic vs. New Yoke City
Written by KIEL PHEGLEY
Sonic and his friends face all new adventures in this action-packed storybook, based off the hit Netflix show Sonic Prime. Includes stickers!
In an epic battle against Dr. Eggman, Sonic the Hedgehog accidentally shatters the universe and ends up in a parallel world called New Yoke City! Can Sonic find his friends, defeat his enemies, and save the day? Read along and find out!
**Buckle Up**
*(A Graphic Novel)*

Written by **LAWRENCE LINDELL**

Lonnie is going through big changes in his life—with his parents newly divorced, he's trying to figure out his new normal. He likes living with his mom and sister, but misses spending time with his father—and the short drives to and from school just aren't enough.

His dad is determined to make every moment count, relying on the car rides to talk about all of the big things that are hard to talk about elsewhere—divorce, sexuality, racism and more. As Lonnie gets used to this new dynamic and hard conversations, will he be better able to connect to his dad? Or will this new family structure force them even further apart?

Explore More


---

**Avatar: The Last Airbender**

Illustrated by **BONNIE PANG**

Meet the Cabbage Merchant. A humble purveyor of cabbages, this enterprising man dreams of selling his harvest in the big city of Omashu. But his dreams—and his cabbages—are crushed when the long-lost Avatar returns... and upends his cart!

Determined to succeed, the Cabbage Merchant hits the road only to run into the Avatar again. And again. And again. With each encounter, the Avatar and his friends leave destruction and smashed cabbages in their wake. Will the Cabbage Merchant ever catch a break?

Get ready to yell "MY CABBAGES!" and reunite with your favorite Avatar: The Last Airbender characters—including Aang, Katara, Sokka, Toph, Zuko, and Uncle Iroh—in the cabbage merchant’s saga of perseverance and ingenuity.

Explore More

978-0-593-47978-0

Random House Graphic

$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ½ x 8

On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

Recommended Ages: 8-12 years

---

978-1-68369-423-6

Quirk Books

$18.99 • Hardcover • 9 x 11

On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

Recommended Ages: 4-8 years
Kids & YA

Scaredy Squirrel Scared Silly
(A Graphic Novel)
Written by MELANIE WATT
Young readers love laughing away their worries with Scaredy Squirrel! This anxious little fella’s graphic chapter book series is perfect for fans of Narwhal and Jelly and Pizza and Taco.
Being scared is nothing new to Scaredy Squirrel. But Halloween is on a whole other level. Talking to strangers? Haunted houses? CAVITIES?! No thank you. Luckily, with a little help from his friends, Scaredy can still have a good time...and maybe even get a little spooky!

Garfield Donut Disturb
His 76th Book
Written by JIM DAVIS
Garfield’s back in this brand-new full-color compilation comic strip book—truly a must-have for fans!
While Garfield is best known for his insatiable appetite for lasagne, he also believes in voraciously eating “hole” foods! In fact, making donuts disappear might just be Garfield’s superpower (along with taking marathon naps). Fans of the fat cat won’t want to be disturbed as they happily devour this latest batch of scrumptious comics.

Covers may not be final

Explore More

978-0-593-30764-9
RANDOM HOUSE GRAPHIC
$12.99 • Hardcover • 6 3/4 x 8 1/2
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
Recommended Ages: 6–9 years

978-0-593-87333-5
RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
$16.00 • Trade Paperback • 8 1/2 x 9
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
The Nightmare Before Christmas
(Disney Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas)
Written by RANDOM HOUSE
Jack Skellington is the Pumpkin King of Halloween Town...but after so many years of the same frightening things, he wants to do something different. When Jack accidentally discovers Christmas Town, he hatches a wild scheme to take over a new holiday for the year.
Disney Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas has enthralled audiences young and old for over 30 years with its catchy songs, quirky animation, and relatable theme of self-acceptance. Now children ages 6 to 9—and fans of all ages—can enjoy this 80-page graphic novel-style Screen Comix with full-color images and dialogue from the film which celebrates the charm and heart fun of this classic stop-motion masterpiece.

Hellaween: Spellbent
Written by MOSS LAWTON
Gwen thinks it’s time to ditch suburbia and finally head to the Hallowlands. But Miles and Sloane are determined to save their “normie” holiday. The vampire and werewolf scramble to fulfill their sacred need to party. The plan: throw the most epic bash this town has ever seen... and then scare everyone who shows up!
But Gwen has plans of her own. Fed up with being told no, she decides to use her magic to break into the Hallowlands once and for all. And she quickly discovers it’s as strange as she always dreamed, but also as dangerous as her friends have warned.

Explore More


978-0-593-52433-6
RAZORBILL
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
Recommended Ages: 10-14 years

978-0-7364-4352-4
RH/DISNEY
$7.99 • Trade Paperback • 6 x 9
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Recommended Ages: 6-9 years
H.P. Lovecraft’s most famous horror story, rendered in chilling detail by modern manga horror master Gou Tanabe!

H.P. Lovecraft’s The Call of Cthulhu (Manga)
Adapted by GOU TANABE; Illustrated by GOU TANABE; Translated by ZACK DAVISSON

The complete graphic novel in one volume, faithfully reproducing the original Japanese release, featuring a title page in silver ink, eight pages in full color, and eerie metallic copper tones and spot color on the cover.

What links together two bands of worshippers, one deep in the Arctic snows, one hidden in the bayous of Louisiana, is more than their shared practice of blood sacrifice. It is the inhuman phrase they both chant: Ph’nglui mglw’nafh Cthulhu R’lyeh wgah’nagl fhtagn—“In his house at R’lyeh dead Cthulhu waits dreaming.” Now these nightmares will disturb the sanity of Francis Thurston, a young man pursuing an investigation into the cult of Cthulhu that leads to the most forsaken spot in the vast Pacific… and to Earth’s supreme terror, the risen corpse-city of R’lyeh.

Explore More
Innocent Omnibus Volume 3
Written by SHIN’ICHI SAKAMOTO;
Illustrated by SHIN’ICHI SAKAMOTO;
Translated by MICHAEL GOMBOS

In this omnibus edition collecting volumes 7–9 of the original manga series, Shin’ichi Sakamoto masterfully fictionalizes the true life of Charles-Henri Sanson, the “Gentleman of Paris,” who performed nearly three thousand executions in 18th century France.

The rivalry between Charles-Henri and his sister has hit a peak. With Charles-Henri accepting his position as head of House Sanson and Marie-Joseph rejecting all convention, the conflict threatens to shatter the family legacy. Meanwhile, Charles meets a young prince who invites him to the Palace of Versailles, but this is no place for an executioner...

Cat + Gamer Volume 6
Written by WATARU NADATANI;
Illustrated by WATARU NADATANI;
Translated by ZACK DAVISSON;
Contributions by SUSIE LEE

Office worker Riko Kozakura has successfully expanded to a two-cat party at home, and she continues to level up in pet ownership!

Living with cats Musubi and Soboro every day is an adventure, and in her daily quests, Riko couldn’t ask for a better team! “Leveling up” in skills, surprises, and adventures, Riko discovers what it’s like living with two cats!

Wataru Nadatani’s hilarious manga series is translated by Zack Davisson (Demon Days, Kaibyo: The Supernatural Cats of Japan) and lettered by Susie Lee of Studio Cutie. Nominated for the “Best Manga” Harvey Award in 2022 and 2023!
Father, I Don’t Want This Marriage, Volume 1

Written by HONG HEESU; 
Illustrated by ROAL; 
Adapted by YURI

Juvelian is a villainess so universally hated that when she is accused of jealously poisoning the princess of the Ashet Empire, her own father leaves her to die a traitor’s death. Faced with the threat of interrogation by the infamously tyrannical Crown Prince Maximillian, she takes her own life.

And that’s how the story ends—at least, that’s how it was supposed to end.

Now, a reborn Juvelian has joined the cast, and she is determined to rewrite the finale. But even if she manages to change the ending, she will still need to contend with her father’s feral protégé.

This volume collects episodes 1–14 of the webcomic Father, I Don’t Want This Marriage.

Am I Actually the Strongest? 7 (Manga)

Written by AI TAKAHASHI; 
Created by SAI SUMIMORI

This fast and funny action isekai manga about a newborn whose power is literally unfathomable is perfect for fans of My Unique Skill Makes Me OP Even at Level 1, The Abandoned Reincarnation Sage, and The Strongest Sage with the Weakest Crest.

To be reincarnated into another world with the promise of a “cheat” power is one thing. But to be reborn as a baby, and then left for dead after your royal parents think you’re powerless? That’s another thing entirely! Now the newly-born Reinhart-Hart to his new friends—must find his way through a dangerous world...but luckily he’s got magic that’s quite literally off the charts!
Blue Lock 14
Written by MUNEYUKI KANESHIRO; Illustrated by YUSUKE NOMURA
A mad young coach gathers soccer players from across the country to compete in a series of bizarre challenges in a high-tech colosseum he calls Blue Lock.

Anime airing now!
The curtain finally rises on the Blue Lock Eleven versus U-20 Japan game. Deprived of their wild-card striker, Shidou, the Blue Lock Eleven must find a way to break through the so-called “diamond generation’s” ironclad defense. Individual battles play out across the field as the Itoshi brothers revisit old rivalries and Isagi discovers he’s not the only one who can rely on “reflexive thinking” when it counts...

Explore More

Blue Period 15
Written by TSUBASA YAMAGUCHI
Now a hit anime!
Yatora studies hard and gets good grades, and he parties hard, staying out late drinking and watching soccer with his friends. He checks all the boxes he needs to be the perfect high school student. But it all starts to feel empty, and he begins to wonder what part of his life expresses who he is...or even if he has a unique voice at all.

Then he wanders into the art room one day, and a lone painting captures his eye, awakening him to a kind of beauty he never knew. Compelled and consumed, he dives in headfirst—and he’s about to learn how savage, unforgiving, and exhilarating creating art can be!

Explore More
Go! Go! Loser Ranger! 11
Written by NEGI HARUBA
Thirteen years ago, an evil army of mysterious alien monsters invaded the Earth, but the great protectors of mankind—the Divine Dragon Rangers—rose up to stop them! To this day, the fate of the Earth hangs in the balance as the fierce struggle continues to unfold!
...Or does it?
In truth, the evil aliens were subjugated within the first year, and they’ve now become nothing more than clowns forced to act out their continuous defeat every week for the entertainment of the masses. They’re not real villains, being forced to crank out a monster a week for the Rangers to crush. But one of the aliens has had enough. Something has to change!

Explore More

Gazing at the Star Next Door 3
Written by AMMITSU
What do you do when your best friend (and secret crush) becomes a national sweetheart? This story of unrequited love between a girl and her best friend, whose acting career is pulling him further and further away, is perfect for fans of In the Clear Moonlit Dusk and Kimi ni Todoke.
Chiaki is a pretty normal teenage girl. Since they were kids, she’s had a thing for her best friend Subaru—who’s fast becoming the hottest young actor in Japan! With Subaru threatening to slip away, Chiaki has a decision to make: Will she finally take her shot, or give Subaru up to his adoring public?

Explore More

979-88-88770-45-0
KODANSHA COMICS
$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ½
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

979-88-88771-84-6
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¼ x 8 ½
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
I Was Reincarnated as the 7th Prince so I Can Take My Time Perfecting My Magical Ability 13
Illustrated by YOSUKE KOKUZAWA; Created by KENKYO NA CIRCLE; Designed by MERU.

In his previous life, Lloyd only wished to study magic, but his status as a commoner lead him to an unfortunate end. After being ruthlessly done in by the very magic he so desperately desired to master, Lloyd opens his eyes to an amazing new existence as the 7th prince of the Kingdom of Saloum. This time, he’s been born with unmatched magical potential! With a new lease on life, and the resources to grasp his greatest dream in the palm of his hand, Lloyd sets out to finally achieve what he’s always yearned for: study magic to his heart’s content! There’s only one small problem... he’s barely 10 years old!

In/Spectre 20
Created by KYO SHIRODAIRA; Written by CHASHIBA KATASE
A fantasy/mystery series with a unique Japanese flavor perfect for fans of Noragami: Stray God and Tokyo Ghoul.

Ages 13+
Both touched by spirits called yokai, Kotoko and Kuro have gained unique superhuman powers. But to gain her powers Kotoko has given up an eye and a leg, and Kuro’s personal life is in shambles. So when Kotoko suggests they team up to deal with renegades from the spirit world, Kuro doesn’t have many other choices, but Kotoko might just have a few ulterior motives...
Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua

**Kusunoki’s Flunking Her High School Glow-Up 1**

Written by MITSUKI MIJ

Keisuke Shizuki might have been an outcast in middle school, but not anymore. The trauma of being rejected by his first crush left Shizuki with a phobia of pretty girls and the drive to remake himself and start high school fresh: new looks, new friends, new confidence. That is, as long as he avoids the cuties and anyone who knows anything about his past. Unfortunately for him, the prettiest girl at his new school just happens to be his former middle school classmate and another ex-outcast, Shizuka Kusunoki. Unlike Shizuki, Kusunoki still lacks the social skills to make the most of her new appearance—and she wants Shizuki’s help.

**My Lovesick Life as a ‘90s Otaku 4**

Written by NICO NICHOLSON

Otaku culture has finally become mainstream, and Megumi can’t quite get used to it. Divorced, with a teen daughter, Megumi thinks fondly back to her days as an anime and manga otaku—in 1995. That year, she transferred to a new school and decided to start fresh by hiding her otaku interests. She found herself taken under the wing of a basketball ace named Masamune, who’s got a kind heart and looks just like one of her favorite characters. Though Megumi catches a whiff of destiny in the air, she’s crushed to learn that Masamune detests otaku...

---

Covers may not be final.

**Kusunoki’s Flunking Her High School Glow-Up 1**

979-88-88772-71-3
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

**My Lovesick Life as a ‘90s Otaku 4**

979-88-88770-56-6
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

---
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Ogami-san Can’t Keep It In 6
Written by YU YOSHIDAMARU
Ogami-san has been keeping a dirty little secret from her peers at school: Puberty has emptied her mind of everything but perverted fantasies! For the sake of leading an ordinary school life, she pulls out all the stops to keep her mental wild side under wraps. But when she literally reaches a hand out to Yaginuma-kun, a cute but mysterious boy in her class, her innermost thoughts just come spilling out! All she wants is to get to know him (and his body) better, but she can’t do that without the risk of exposing her true self. What’s a girl to do?!

Explore More

978-1-64651-873-9
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

978-1-64651-865-4
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

Nina the Starry Bride 6
Written by RIKACHI
Nina had a rough start to life, orphaned and stealing to survive, only to be abducted for her unusual lapis lazuli eyes. But to her surprise, her captor, Prince Azure, ordained that she would live the life of a princess...specifically, that of the recently deceased princess-priestess, Alisha, who had her same eyes. Despite her changing fortune, Nina won’t give up her old life without a fight. Azure might just be the one to finally match her wits, but how much can she trust him? And can she stop the feelings budding in her heart, knowing she must eventually marry another...?

Explore More
Pupposites Attract 1
Written by HONO NATSUNA
Chiharu’s bold personality in a petite frame strikes a contrast in every way to her scaredy-cat Rottweiler Tsubu-chan—and the same could be said for the sturdy but shy Kiyotaka and his outgoing Pomeranian, Monjuro. Yet, for these inseparable pairs, their long walks together are the highlights of the day. One encounter leads to another, and before long, these two unusual duos find their feelings changing...

Pass the Monster Meat, Milady! 5
Written by CHIKA MIZUBE;
Created by KANATA HOSHI;
Designed by PEPERON
If you loved Delicious in Dungeon and Drifting Dragons, you will be salivating for some grilled moodle and burning hot love in this series! Like any proper noble lady, one must have certain acquired tastes. For Melphiera Marchalrayd, she just happens to crave a rather exotic protein—monsters! But do not judge! Despite its bad reputation, monster meat can be used in exquisite cuisine and Melphiera is determined to change the kingdom’s opinion of it! Unfortunately, since debuting in society, Melphiera has been struggling to find her perfect match...until she meets the fearless “Blood-Mad Duke” of Galbraith!

Explore More

979-88-88772-89-8
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

979-88-88772-57-7
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

Explore More
Rent-A-Girlfriend 26
Written by REIJI MIYAJIMA
In today’s Japan, “rental” services can deliver an afternoon with a “friend,” a “parent,” even a fake girlfriend! After a staggering betrayal by his girlfriend, hapless freshman Kazuya gets just desperate enough to give it a try. But he quickly discovers how complicated it can be to “rent” an emotional connection, and his new “girlfriend,” who’s trying to keep her side hustle secret, will panic when she finds out her real life and Kazuya’s are intertwined in surprising ways!
Family, school, and life all start to go wrong, too... It’s sweet but naïve boy meets cute but ruthless girl in this 21st-century manga rom-com!

Explore More

978-1-64651-799-2
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

Quality Assurance in Another World 9
Written by MASAMICHI SATO
You think you’re living a quiet life in the countryside. Then, one day, a dragon shows up, and everything changes—not because of the fire-breathing serpent, but because of Haga, the man who shows up and “debugs” the situation. Can it be that your life is nothing like what you thought? And what, exactly, is “QA?” A thrilling isekai action fantasy from a fresh, new perspective!
The once powerless NPC, Gaydle, was modified by Yamanaka, another King’s Seeker like Haga, and received an incredibly powerful body. But the warriors of the mountains have had it with his barbarous ways. It doesn’t take long for Haga and his party to be dragged into their deadly battle.

Explore More

978-1-64651-799-2
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

Covers may not be final
Shangri-La Frontier 13
Written by RYOSUKE FUJI;
Created by KATARINA
A fast-paced, irreverent adventure for fans of isekai and RPGs! High schooler Rakuro loves hunting down “trash games,” but one day he decides to play a AAA VR game called Shangri-La Frontier instead. He creates a character with a bird head, skips the cutscenes and jumps right in—but what awaits him in this game is different from anything he’s ever faced...

Explore More

Saving 80,000 Gold in Another World for My Retirement 8 (Manga)
Created by FUNA;
Written by KEISUKE MOTOE;
Designed by TOUZAI
After growing up an orphan, Mitsuha has a healthy respect for money and a desire to live well—at least, until she dies after being pushed off a cliff. Waking up in a strange fantasy world, Mitsuha narrowly survives an encounter with a pack of wolves, then realizes she has the power to move between this world and the real one. A lesser person might embark on heroic adventures—Mitsuha instead immediately recognizes the lucrative possibilities of her new situation, and heads out to buy an arsenal of modern weapons. Her goal: to acquire 80,000 gold, and the life of leisure she’s always dreamed of!

Explore More
That Time I Got Reincarnated as a Slime Omnibus 3 (Vol. 7-9)
Written by FUSE; Illustrated by TAIKI KAWAKAMI; Designed by MITZ VAH
Mikami’s middle age hasn’t gone as he planned: He never found a girlfriend, he got stuck in a dead-end job, and he was abruptly stabbed to death in the street at 37. So when he wakes up in a new world straight out of a fantasy RPG, he’s disappointed but not exactly surprised to find that he’s facing down a dragon, not as a knight or a wizard but as a blind slime demon. But there are chances for even a slime to become a hero.
Experience the isekai sensation that helped inspire the hit anime in a definitive, large-sized omnibus edition, including Vol. 4-6.

Explore More

Sketchy 3
Written by MAKIHIROCHI
As her thirties slip by, Ako feels like she’s falling behind. But a group of skateboarding girls will bring a newfound passion into her life in this reflective, relatable josei manga from the creator of Is Kichijoji the Only Place to Live?
Ako’s get-together with friends from high school comes to an uncomfortable end when Asuka, a former member of their group, announces on television that she was bullied in school. Looking back on one of her last conversations with Asuka, Ako wonders if her life truly means anything...

Explore More
The Blue Wolves of Mibu 3
Written by TSUYOSHI YASUDA
The year is 1863. It is a turbulent time in Japan, as rising anxieties about the modernizing world coincide with the decline of the shogunate, and the possibility of civil war looms. As disgruntled samurai flood into the city of Kyoto, a group of warriors are recruited to maintain peace and protect the shogunate’s interests.
Danger seems to lurk around every corner in Kyoto, and a cabal of well-hidden imperial loyalists is slaying the Shogun’s supporters from the Aizu Clan. When the daimyo of Aizu contracts the Mibu Roshigumi to investigate and bring the killers to justice, it seems like the perfect opportunity for the cash-strapped group to find a powerful patron who will bring them under his wing.

The Fable Omnibus 3 (Vol. 5–6)
Written by KATSUHISA MINAMI
Omnibus edition includes Vol. 3-4. Anime coming soon!
The boogieman of the Japanese underworld known as “Fable” is taking a year off from killing for hire to lay low in Osaka, and it turns out this “normal life” thing is pretty fun. He’s got a new friend (a parrot), and his neighbor Misaki has gotten him a new job, doodling childish cartoons for an hourly pittance at the small design company where she works. But as Misaki saves up money to open her shop, she gets tangled up in a sex work trap set by a local yakuza member.

979-88-88772-46-1
KODANSHA COMICS
$22.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾s
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

979-88-88770-85-6
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¾s
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
The Iceblade Sorcerer Shall Rule the World 10

Written by NORIHITO SASAKI;
Created by NANA MIKOSHIBA;
Designed by RIKO KORIE

An addictive manga with a classic feel sure to appeal to fantasy and isekai fans alike, from the editorial team behind FAIRY TAIL 100 Years Quest and Shaman King: FAUST8.

A commoner from the countryside, Ray White finds himself surrounded by the children of aristocrats at Arnold Academy of Magic. Fortunately, he quickly befriends the talented daughter of a noble house, a half-elf short on self-confidence, and a friendly musclehead. Together, the four take on their first practical test in the Kafka Forest. But hey, wait! How did a seemingly talentless commoner like Ray get into Arnold Academy in the first place...?

Explore More

The Fragrant Flower Blooms With Dignity 2

Written by SAKA MIKAMI

Chidori High is a boys’ school that takes in the dregs of society with the lowest grades. Next door stands Kikyo Girls’ High, where the wealthy, high-class families send their precious daughters. Chidori second-year Rintaro, who has a fierce face but a gentle heart, is helping at his family’s patisserie when he meets a girl named Kaoruko. The two hit it off right away... but this blissful peace is quickly disturbed when Rintaro discovers that Kaoruko is actually a student at Kikyo. Worse, she doesn’t seem to realize what a huge problem this really is! Will these two be able to forge a path for themselves, and sidestep the traps (metaphorical and literal) laid by their classmates?

Explore More

978-1-64651-953-8
KODANSHA COMICS
$10.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ½
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

979-88-88771-39-6
KODANSHA COMICS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ½
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

Covers may not be final
Turns Out My Online Friend is My Real-Life Boss! 2
Written by NMURA
It’s been three months since the absolutely ordinary and plain office worker, Hashimoto, started going out with his boss, Shirase, and they’re reaching their first-month anniversary of moving in together. After the miracle discovery that “his online friend turned out to be his real-life boss,” Hashimoto and Shirase had quite the tumultuous start. But after a bunch of misunderstandings, the two are finally together... yet, their days are far from romantic when all they do are play video games and eat together! Getting worried, Hashimoto decides to try leveling up their relationship! But what do you do when your boyfriend’s successful, older, and super hot...?!
Manga, Manhwa, & Manhua

Tying the Knot with an Amagami Sister 6
Written by MARCEY NAITO
One self-made med student, three shrine maidens, and one devious marriage plot. If you loved The Quintessential Quintuplets, you've found your new obsession!
Atheist Uryu Kamihate just wants to get into medical school... but his foster father runs a shrine and expects him to marry one of the three priestesses! The buxom Yae, the diligent Yuna, and the sporty Asahi all have their charms... if they weren't miko! The Amagami Shrine is preparing to hold its annual festival, and the three sisters are all eagerly preparing! But when debtors come calling and the shrine faces bankruptcy, can an atheist and three shrine maidens set aside their differences long enough to weather the storm?!

Wandance 10
Written by COFFEE
It's almost time to pick the team for the Dance Arena contest, but Kabo finds his heart is elsewhere. He ruminates on a surprising suggestion from Iori, but even as Kabo tries to figure out what he really wants from dance, the qualifying round draws closer, and he might not have time to polish his routine—even if he realizes he'd like to be a part of it. Ichirin isn't the only school with their eye on this contest, either—formidable dancers from around the country are getting ready for a showdown that might just propel some of them to new heights!

Explore More

978-1-64651-914-9
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

978-1-64651-914-9
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 3/4 x 8 3/16
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

Covers may not be final
Wistoria: Wand and Sword 8
Created by FUJINO OMORI;
Written by TOSHI AOI

The new, magical dungeon-adventure fantasy series from the author of Is It Wrong to Try to Pick Up Girls in a Dungeon? Seeking to fulfill a promise to a childhood friend, Will Serfort enters Regarden Magical Academy with the goal of making it to the top of the magical world. There’s just one problem: he can’t use magic! Thanks to the last-minute awakening of Will’s mageblade, Regarden emerges bloodied but unbroken after the attack on the Terminalia. Yet victory is bittersweet, for Rosti made the ultimate sacrifice, and Will lacks enough credits to advance to the Tower. Only a miracle could keep his dream alive now as graduation day approaches...

Explore More

WIND BREAKER 7
Written by SATORU NII

An adrenaline-filled manga set in a high school for delinquents who are now heroes protecting their town. A fierce, new student arrives at the school determined to fight his way to the top and become the strongest of them all. This edgy, action-packed manga is guaranteed to excite fans of Tokyo Revengers and other stories about high school delinquents.

Explore More

---

978-1-64651-841-8
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

978-88-88771-08-2
KODANSHA COMICS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Don’t Toy With Me, Miss Nagatoro 17
Written by NANASHI

Nagatoro is a cute freshman in high school who loves to toy with her senior classmate (Senpai). Even though Nagatoro tricks Senpai, makes him cry, and teases him, the two of them are hardly ever apart. Do the two of them really like each other as friends? Or are they toying with the idea that they can be something more...? Find out in this rowdy romantic comedy!

Explore More
**Kaina of the Great Snow Sea 2**
Written by TSUTOMU NIHEI; Illustrated by ITOE TAKEMOTO

Kaina is the only youth in the last remaining village that clings to life on the Canopy, high above the surface of the world. When Liliha, a princess from the surface, makes her way to the Canopy, each realize that there is more to their world than they knew. Kaina agrees to help Liliha return to the Great Snow Sea far below, where her kingdom is imperiled by the rapacious neighboring kingdom of Bargia. The trip is arduous, and foes lie in wait at the end of their descent. With Liliha taken prisoner and her father the king too caught up in politics to rescue her, Kaina has no choice but to set off with only the young prince in tow.

**Medaka Kuroiwa Is Impervious to My Charms 8**
Written by RAN KUZE

A rom-com between a stoic monk in training vs the cutest girl in high school! Who will win in this heated battle of wills? Mona Kawai is putting it all on the line to catch the eye of the only holdout in school: her first-ever crush, Medaka Kuroiwa. After fiercely battling through the first few rounds of the annual beauty pageant, she and her love rival Asahi square off in the final showdown. With nothing but a little paint between them and victory, who will win the chance to “confess” their feelings to Kuroiwa? And what could be making Tomo lose her usual composure?

16+

---

**Explore More**

---

**978-1-64729-357-4**
VERTICAL COMICS
$13.95 • Trade Paperback
On Sale: 8/6/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

**978-1-64729-375-8**
VERTICAL COMICS
$12.95 • Trade Paperback • 5 ½ x 7 ½
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Welcome Back, Alice 7
Written by SHUZO OSHIMI
From the creator of Blood on the Tracks, comes his latest work tackling adolensence with a gender bender twist...
Yohei, Kei and Yui are childhood friends and things get complicated when Yohei witnesses Kei and Yui in an intimate moment. But when unexpectedly Kei moves away and returns a few years later to reunite in high school, he seems to be a bit different.
Final volume!

Welcome to Demon School!
Iruma-kun 9
Written by OSAMU NISHI
Iruma Suzuki has always been eager to please, even at the cost of his well-being. Worst yet, he's the son of two selfish parents who end up selling him to a demon. Thanks to their totally irresponsible actions, Iruma has found himself living in the Netherworld, where he must live and attend school as the grandson of an older demon. Luckily, his new, doting grandfather is there to help, but Iruma will have to figure out how to blend in with his demonic classmates or risk getting eaten. All he needs to do is subjugate rival classmates, summon familiars, and do other typical demon things while never revealing that he’s human… Piece of cake, right?

978-1-64729-259-1
VERTICAL COMICS
$12.95 • Trade Paperback
On Sale: 8/13/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

978-1-64729-259-1
VERTICAL COMICS
$12.95 • Trade Paperback
On Sale: 8/20/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
A Cat from Our World and the Forgotten Witch Vol. 3
Written by HIRO KASHIWABA
The sudden appearance of a horde of demons puts the royal capital of Grifford Kingdom in danger of being destroyed! While the people cry out for help, young King Robbins, who can do nothing but overlook the brutal Dowager Empress’s misrule, meets the witch whom the kingdom once exiled. Meanwhile, in a corner of another world, those who are guided by a cat have encounters that continue to change their past, their future, and their entire world, bit by bit.

Explore More

After School Etude Vol. 1
Written by HIRUNE CYAN
When Minobe Chihiro is admitted to a private arts academy to study ballet, the last person he expects to train with is surly second-year Ichinomiya Shun. Yet by some stroke of luck, the two are paired up for their school’s mandatory pas de deux practice. While Minobe has fallen at first sight for Ichinomiya’s superior dance sense, the second year’s attitude leaves a lot to be desired. For Ichinomiya, being paired with Minobe as a dance partner is just one of the ways he’d like to be together with his new partner. It’s not just grades that have Ichinomiya dancing with Minobe—he’s head over heels, and he’s after Minobe’s heart! Recommended for Mature Audiences.

Explore More
At 25:00 in Akasaka Vol. 1
Written by HIROKO NATSUNO
Yuki Shirasaki finally landed his big break. But the pressure is on when he’s cast alongside current superstar (and his former classmate!) Asami Hayama. Determined to do his best, Shirasaki decides to dive deep into researching playing the role of a gay man and visits a gay bar for a one-night stand. To his surprise, Hayama is there and gives Shirasaki the shock of his life by suggesting they become friends with benefits! Can Shirasaki keep his attention on the role, or will he be captivated by Hayama’s good looks and irresistible charm? Recommended for Mature Audiences.

Explore More

Ballad of Sword and Wine: Qiang Jin Jiu (Novel) Vol. 2
Written by TANG JIU QING; Illustrated by ST
Shen Zechuan is the eighth son of the traitorous Prince of Jianxing, a man who doomed his cities and people to destruction at the hands of the foreign enemy. As the only surviving member of his reviled line, Shen Zechuan is dragged to the capital in chains. He bears the hatred of the nation, but no one’s hate burns hotter than that of Xiao Chiye, the youngest son of the powerful Prince of Libei.

Xiao Chiye would love nothing more than to see Shen Zechuan dead—but against all odds, he clings to life. Rather than succumb to his family’s disgrace, he becomes a thorn in Xiao Chiye’s side, clawing his way into the cutthroat political world of the capital.

Explore More

979-88-916021-4-4
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

979-88-88433-10-2
SEVEN SEAS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
CALL TO ADVENTURE!
Defeating Dungeons with a
Skill Board (Manga) Vol. 8
Written by AKI HAGIU;
Illustrated by RENJI KURIYAMA;
Contributions by TEDDY
Haruki and Karen’s restorative hot spring trip takes a decidedly unrelaxing turn when they decide to participate in a hunt hosted by Kagemitsu. With the healing effects of the spring on his side, Haruki is back to normal—but the hunt soon proves to be far from routine when he encounters a shrine maiden on her way to Kamuykotan to pray. Is this new heroine here to stay?!
Dinosaur Sanctuary Vol. 5
Written by ITARU KINOSHITA; Contributions by SHIN-ICHI FUJIWARA
A richly detailed manga about a rookie zookeeper learning how to care for dinosaurs of all shapes and sizes, sure to delight dinosaur lovers!
Dinosaurs are alive! In 1946, a remote island was discovered where dinosaurs never went extinct. Through breeding and genetic manipulation, dinosaur populations increased and dino-mania reached a fever pitch worldwide...until a certain terrible incident occurred. Afterward, dinosaur reserves like Enoshima Dinoland fell on hard times. Enter Suma Suzume, a kind-hearted rookie dino-keeper! Can she be the one to save Dinoland from extinction?

Does it Count if You Lose Your Virginity to an Android? Vol. 4
Written by YAKINIKUTEISHOKU
This sexy yuri comedy about an office lady and her lovely robot housekeeper is sure to hit all the right buttons.
Beautiful, brainy Tsuda Akane is indispensable at the robotics manufacturer where she works, but her colleagues never saw her private side. At home, Akane’s a hot mess with an apartment that looks more like a landfill than a living space. When she drunkenly orders a maid to help her tidy up, the lady android who arrives is a horny hottie who’s about to give Akane more service than she bargained for!

Explore More

979-88-916049-5-7
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

979-88-916063-0-2
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
Dungeon People Vol. 4
Written by SUI HUTAMI
Clay’s gotten used to her life working in the dungeon, placing slimes and bats, manufacturing skeletons and zombies, and even learning a bit about the darker secrets surrounding its management. Now that she feels like she understands how to use her magic power properly, she decides to try to make it all the way down to level nine...what will she find?

Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess (Manga) Vol. 8
Written by AKISUZU NENOHI;
Illustrated by AO SONOHARA;
Contributions by KOMA WARITA and SHERRY
The Immortal Princess Anastasia has made a lot of new discoveries in the VR MMORPG Free Life Fantasy Online thanks to her new skeleton servant, but there are still horizons left unexplored! For instance, the mining town of Welshtead is the perfect place to grind her producer skills. Meanwhile, a new patch is in the works that’ll bring some familiar and new faces into the sprawling land of FLFO. What new skills will Anastasia discover? How powerful can her skeleton servants get? And...is that a sexy radish?

979-88-88437-71-1
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

979-88-88438-76-3
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
**Handsome Girl and Sheltered Girl: The Complete Manga Collection**

Written by MOCCHI-AU-LAIT; Illustrated by MAJOCCOID

When Okuma Satomi’s friend seeks her help wrangling guys for a crossdressing cafe, Satomi winds up with a boyfriend! Sort of. After asking her handsome and aloof classmate, Kanda Mizuki, to help out in the cafe, Mizuki agrees, but on one condition: the two of them must go on a date. Satomi eagerly agrees, delighted to have such a good-looking guy interested in her, but Mizuki realizes that Satomi has completely misunderstood something crucial: Mizuki is a girl!

Will this case of mistaken identity blossom into something beautiful, or will the truth leave both girls brokenhearted?

**Explore More**

---

**Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation: Mo Dao Zu Shi (The Comic / Manhua) Vol. 7**

Written by MO XIANG TONG XIU; Illustrated by LUO DI CHENG QIU

Feared and hated for his sinister abilities, Wei Wuxian—the grandmaster of demonic cultivation—was driven to his death when the most powerful clans united to destroy him. Thirteen years later, Wei Wuxian is reborn. Summoned by a young man who sacrificed his soul in a forbidden ritual, Wei Wuxian is now bound to seek vengeance on the stranger’s behalf or risk the destruction of his own soul. But when an evil entity emerges, a familiar face from Wei Wuxian’s past suddenly appears amidst the chaos—a powerful cultivator who will help shine a light on the dark truths that surround them.

**Explore More**

---

**979-88-916008-8-1**

SEVEN SEAS

$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¼

On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

**979-88-916049-0-2**

SEVEN SEAS

$21.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¼

On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
Hatsukoi Note Vol. 1
Written by AMEKIRI
A Boys’ Love manga that shows how playing matchmaker can lead to a mess of feelings!
Shouya, a high school boy whose heart has never known romance, comes across an internet diary filled with wistful whispers of love toward the writer’s same-sex crush. A photo posted to the page provides a hint as to the blog’s owner: Tsubame, a fellow classmate known for being a lone wolf. Shouya realizes that his friend Ryuu is the object of the diary writer’s affections, so he attempts to play matchmaker...but where will his own feelings take him in the process? Recommended for Mature Audiences.

Hatsune Miku: Cantarella ~Poison of Blue~
Written by WHITEFLAME; Illustrated by ICHIKA
A thrilling forbidden romance based on the VOCALOID song “Cantarella” featuring Hatsune Miku and KAITO!
Cesare, the eldest child of the notorious Borgia household in fifteenth-century Italy, learns he has a sister he’s never met—Lucrezia. He is also given a poison called “Cantarella,” which has been handed down in the family for generations.
The story unfolds after Cesare (here played by Kaito) meets Lucrezia (Hatsune Miku) for the first time...

Explore More
Explore More
How My Daddies Became Mates Vol. 1
Written by MIKKAMITA
Sparks and fists fly in this Boys’ Love omegaverse spin on the “how I met your father” trope! As teenagers, Kuroga Akane and Shirosaki Aoi couldn’t have been more different. An alpha and an omega from rival schools, their initial meeting wasn’t exactly love at first sight. In fact, it was downright brutal! Fast forward to adulthood, and not only are they mated and married, but they even have an adorable daughter! How did these former delinquents go from wanting to beat each other to a pulp to falling in love?! Recommended for Mature Audiences.

Hunting in Another World With My Elf Wife (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by JUPITER STUDIO; Illustrated by KALTOMA; Contributions by YUNAGI
A fantasy isekai about a Hokkaido hunter and the beautiful elf huntress he meets in another world! After being killed by a bear, professional hunter Shin Nakajima has awakened in another world. Armed with only his shotgun, things get hairy when wolves attack. It looks like his second chance at life is short-lived until the beautiful elf Saran comes to his rescue. A skilled hunter in her own right, she and Shin instantly connect. Perhaps she can help him find his way in this strange new land.
I Abandoned My Engagement Because My Sister is a Tragic Heroine, but Somehow I Became Entangled with a Righteous Prince (Manga) Vol. 1
Written by FUYUTSU KOKI; Illustrated by MASUKE MAWATA; Contributions by HADUKI FUTABA
A saint wrongly accused of mistreating her sister meets a prince dedicated to justice in this romance manga—inspired by the light novel, also published by Seven Seas!
Leia, a saint of the Kingdom of Elshaid, has her happily-ever-after shattered when her “tragic heroine” of a younger sister accuses her of abuse. Believing the lies, Leia’s fiancé breaks off their engagement, leaving her despondent. But a surprise encounter with the crown prince changes everything. Charming and righteous, Prince Erik is determined to discover the truth about Leia’s character by having her come live with him in the royal palace?! Explore More

I Quit My Apprenticeship as a Royal Court Wizard to Become a Magic Item Craftswoman (Manga) Vol. 1
Written by SEI KAMIIZUMI; Illustrated by EDO; Contributions by HATORI KYOKA
In this fantasy manga based on the light novel, a contract with the king of Hell makes one young woman’s career change easy-peasy!
After forging a contract with Berial, the king of Hell, young Illya obtains an incredible education in the art of magic. Her skills grow by leaps and bounds, catching the attention of the royal court and qualifying her for an elite apprenticeship. But court life isn’t all it’s cracked up to be. Illya quickly grows tired of the manipulative machinations of nobles and the scheming of the high court wizard. Her only choice? To quit! Leaving her post and the entire country, Illya now searches something new. Could crafting magical items be her true destiny?
Explore More

979-88-916023-8-0
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ⅛
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

979-88-916049-1-9
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ⅛
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
I’m a Wolf, but My Boss is a Sheep! Vol. 5
Written by SHINO SHIMIZU
Oogami, a salaryman working for a bedding company, has a pretty standard routine. He does his work, keeps to himself, and hides his huge crush on his beautiful supervisor. Normally this does just fine for him, but when he’s suddenly transferred to his secret crush’s department, it’s a blessing and a curse. His biggest problem? He’s a literal wolf, while his boss and all his coworkers are sheep! This wolf-boy is in for more than a case of simple puppy-love...

Explore More

Karate Survivor in Another World (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by YAZIN;
Illustrated by TAKAHITO KOBAYASHI
Nomad commits a crime so that his comrades can escape, and now he hides deep within a forest teeming with monsters. His survival skills have failed, though, as he is soon discovered by a group of rangers looking to collect the bounty on Nomad’s head! And then a mysterious stranger with a shocking secret enters the fray! Is this the end of Nomad’s journey?

Explore More

979-88-916063-9-5
SEVEN SEAS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24

979-88-88438-53-4
SEVEN SEAS
$12.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24
Last Game Vol. 6
Written by SHINOBU AMANO
In elementary school, the rich and spoiled Yanagi Naoto was known for excelling in both studies and sports. But then he suffered the first setback of his life when Kujou Mikoto, a girl from a poor family, transferred to his school and performed better than Naoto at every turn. Reeling from this unforgivable blow to his pride, Naoto decided that he had to make Mikoto lose at something...by making her lose her heart to him, which he could then break! Now that they’re both in college, will Naoto finally be able to win Mikoto’s affections—or will he lose this final game with her?

Explore More

Kinn Porsche (Novel) Vol. 1
Written by DAEMI; Illustrated by TAMTAM
Ever since the tragic death of his parents, Porsche’s life has been a balancing act between attending college and bartending to support his younger brother and pay off his deadbeat uncle’s gambling debt. When he witnesses a gang of thugs attacking a handsome young man in the alley behind his bar, he’s reluctant to intervene—until he’s offered fifty thousand baht to help the stranger escape.

The stranger is known as Kinn, the second son of a notorious crime family. Impressed with Porsche’s fighting skills, Kinn hatches a devious plan: hire Porsche to be his own personal bodyguard and he’ll pay off his debt. Porsche doesn’t want any trouble, especially not the kind of trouble Kinn deals in.

Explore More

979-88-88437-60-5
SEVEN SEAS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback
On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24

979-88-916024-5-8
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¼ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 9/10/24 • FOC Date: 7/15/24

Covers may not be final
Let’s Buy the Land and Cultivate It in a Different World (Manga) Vol. 6
Written by ROKUJUUKNOKAZAWA

A corporate drone is summoned to another world and granted a powerful skill, “Supreme Wielder,” which is invisible to those who summoned him. They’re dismayed to see he’s useless to them, so he asks only for a little plot of land to work for himself. His skill allows him to use any tool to its greatest abilities, including fishing poles, cooking utensils, and construction tools. When he fishes up a mermaid who wants him for her bridegroom, charms a young dragon with his cooking, and excites an undead king with his rare skill, how long can his quiet country life last?! Explore More

Lout of Count’s Family (Novel) Vol. 1
Written by YU RYEON-HAN

All Kim Roksu wants is a peaceful life. Unfortunately for him, he nods off while reading an action-packed novel—only to wake up inside it! Worse yet, he’s in the body of Cale Henituse, a count’s handsome slacker son destined to take a serious beating from the novel’s hero. Leeching off the count’s wine and wealth is fine and all, but there’s no way he’s going to be the hero’s punching bag…or worse! In this world of dragons, magic, and deception, can Kim Roksu change the novel’s plot to get off scot-free and enjoy the finer things in life?

Explore More

979-88-88433-64-5
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

979-88-916061-6-6
SEVEN SEAS
$19.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
Mushoku Tensei: Roxy Gets Serious Vol. 12

Written by RIFUJIN NA MAGONOTE;
Illustrated by SHOKO IWAMI;
Contributions by SHIROTAKA

THE ORIGIN STORY OF RUDEUS’S SMALL-STATURED BUT BIG-HEARTED MAGIC TEACHER REACHES ITS HEARTFELT CONCLUSION!

After years full of adventure and uncertainty, the days Roxy spent with the Greyrat family have healed her troubled soul and helped her grow. Some time has passed since she started tutoring young Rudeus, and just when the people of Buena Village are finally starting to accept her, Roxy realizes she doesn’t have much left to teach. The day of Rudeus’s graduation exam is fast approaching!

The final volume!

Explore More

Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid: Kanna’s Daily Life Vol. 12

Written by COOLKYOUSINNJYA;
Illustrated by MITSUHIRO KIMURA

Making carp streamers with Saikawa, going camping with the gang, moon-viewing, and more! Kanna even spends a day working as a shrine maiden and winds up ringing in the new year with her new friend...the shrine’s deity? Dragons might be known for their greed, but Kanna finds her happiness in everyday life in this charming spin-off of Miss Kobayashi’s Dragon Maid!

Explore More
My Girlfriend’s Not Here Today Vol. 2
Written by KIYOKO IWAMI

Yuni loves how passionate her secret girlfriend can be, but honestly...? It’s starting to feel like volleyball takes up all of Nanase’s time. Especially when her latest game is all the way in Osaka, where Yuni will not only have to spend a lot of money but also be alone most of the time. However, Fuuko offers the perfect solution: She’ll pay IF Yuni goes on a date with her. It’s not cheating if you’re doing it to support your girlfriend, right?

Explore More

My Sister Took My Fiancé and Now I’m Being Courted by a Beastly Prince (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by YU SAKURAI;
Illustrated by KIDUKI HOSHIKAWA;
Contributions by REN HIDOU

Cordelia and Leonhart work together to reveal Katricia’s scheming. With one scandal avoided, Leonhart works to help Cordelia avoid another. The prince talks with Cordelia’s father about how Priscilla’s continued interference with Cordelia’s engagements has left both sisters with a stained reputation. To let the family name regain its polish, Leonhart and Cordelia must meet without Priscilla’s interference. But Cordelia’s not the only one with sibling troubles. Leonhart’s brother Zayd has a grudge against his younger brother. How far will he go to settle the score?

Explore More

979-88-916025-7-1
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

979-88-916025-9-5
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 7/8 x 8 1/4
On Sale: 9/3/24 • FOC Date: 7/8/24
My Wife Has No Emotion Vol. 7
Written by JIRO SUGIURA
There’s a whole world outside of Mina and Takuma’s apartment, filled with different humans and robots all connected to the happy little family. Now, they’re all about to intersect as a man with a serious grudge against robots plans a terrorist attack. Junior high students, stray robots, and even a Martian all have a role to play. Meanwhile, Mina’s job, as always, is to protect Takuma—even as he rushes headfirst into the fray!

Obey Me! The Comic Vol. 3
Written by SUBARU NITOU; Contributions by NTT SOLMARE
SHEAR DANGER!
Ibuki has ended family squabbles and united the demon brothers! Now the boys can start their journey to a healthy familial relationship. However, the brotherly love is put on hold when Ibuki suddenly faints. They must unite to save their favorite sheep. But a painful choice lies ahead of them...

Explore More

979-88-916049-6-4
SEVEN SEAS
$13.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 x 7 ¼
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24

979-88-916005-2-2
SEVEN SEAS
$14.99 • Trade Paperback • 5 ¾ x 8 ¼
On Sale: 9/17/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
Otonari Complex Vol. 1
Written by SAKU NONOMURA
An endearing manga about childhood best friends—a “girly” boy and a “boyish” girl—working through their feelings about identity and love.

Kuji Akira and Ninomiya Makoto are childhood friends and neighbors. Since Akira is “handsome” for a girl and Makoto is “pretty” for a boy, their gender presentation is often confused. As they try to untangle their complex feelings about themselves and each other, they find out their friends are crushing on them, too. It’s a complicated childhood friend love story!

Perfect Buddy (The Comic / Manhwa) Vol. 1
Written by LASH; Illustrated by DAKI
As the new Design Team lead for the prestigious men’s magazine, City Casual, Seo Hyunsoo wants nothing more than to live a simple, routine life. But Planning Team lead, Baek Youngchan, is proving to be an irritating complication. The two constantly butt heads, and Hyunsoo cannot stand the other man’s sunny disposition! Try as he may to avoid Youngchan, Hyunsoo ends up catching the man doing something very not safe for work in the men’s bathroom. What’s worse, Youngchan won’t leave him alone after the awkward encounter! Can Hyunsoo keep his work on track, or will things heat up at the company retreat? Recommended for Mature Audiences.

---

Explore More
Plus-Sized Elf: Second Helping! Vol. 3
Written by SYNECDOCHE

The sequel series to Plus-Sized Elf (also from Seven Seas), the hit manga about an elf struggling to lose weight after she discovered human French fries!

Massage therapist Naoe Tomoatsu certainly has his hands full. Not only does he have his job at the Smiley Boar clinic, but he’s inadvertently become the go-to health expert for all sorts of bodacious fantasy babes, especially fry-loving elf, Elfuda! Now that she’s back under his roof and rounder than when she arrived, will Naoe-kun be able to help Elfuda keep the weight off for good this time?

Explore More

Plus-Sized Elf Vol. 7 (Rerelease)
Written by SYNECDOCHE

Naoe has been having trouble sleeping lately. It seems he has caught the eye of a creature that eats dreams, and she’s determined to give Naoe the strangest ones possible! Later on, Elfuda and the gang bust out their swimsuits for a return visit to the beach, but little do they know that an old enemy waits for them in the shallows.

Explore More
Stars of Chaos: Sha Po Lang (Novel) Vol. 4
Written by PRIEST;
Illustrated by ELEVEN SMALL JARS

The discovery of violet gold, a vital fuel for steam-powered machines, propelled the empire of Great Liang into an age of prosperity. But for Chang Geng, a young man raised on the impoverished northern border, the concerns of the empire are as distant as the stars above.

When raiders from the north attack Chang Geng’s small village, he discovers that the life he knows is a lie. His mother, his teacher, and even his godfather whom he trusted more than any other, Shen Shiliu, are not what they seem. As enemy nations close in, Chang Geng follows his godfather to the heart of the imperial capital, where a greater fate lies in store for him.

Sword of the Demon Hunter: Kijin Gentosho (Manga) Vol. 5
Written by MOTOO NAKANISHI;
Illustrated by YU SATOMI

Upon Miura Naotsugu’s request to find his elder brother, Jinya visits the Miuras’ family home to investigate his disappearance. But as soon as Jinya and Naotsugu step into the missing brother’s room, they are pulled into a strange, other world. There, they discover a little girl playing with a ball and the elder brother by her side... Was the brother spirited away by a demon, after all? A surprising truth awaits them as they unravel the mystery of his departure...
The Eccentric Doctor of the Moon Flower Kingdom Vol. 7
Written by TOHRU HIMUKA
At Keiun’s urging, Koyou arrives in Plum village, which is being ravaged by a mysterious illness. Unable to figure out the disease’s origin or a proper treatment though, the young genius doctor is truly stumped! Could the answer be something simple that’s been staring her in the face? Or has Koyou finally met her match? Meanwhile, the Divine Voice’s past identity comes to light in the thrilling conclusion to this arc!

The Duke of Death and His Maid Vol. 14
Written by INOUE
The source of the Duke’s curse has been found! He can finally be free! The Duke, Alice, and the world’s future are all on the line. Everyone gathers to help with a time travel journey that should bring a brighter tomorrow.

Explore More
The Legend of Dororo
and Hyakkimaru Vol. 8
Created by OSAMU TEZUKA; Illustrated by SATOSHI SHIKI
Followed by a strange yokai child and in search of Hyakkimaru’s body parts, the trio stumble upon a village deep in the valley. While Dororo and Hyakkimaru are received warmly by the village chief, mysteries lurk around every corner. Why was a local temple burned down? What secret are the villagers hiding? What’s with all the moths? And how come all the women have the same face?

Explore More

The Invisible Man and His Soon-to-Be Wife Vol. 4
Written by IWATOBINEKO
Tounome, the kind and dapper invisible detective, and Yakou, the shy and bashful woman, are as lovey-dovey a couple as it gets. Between clumsily asking for kisses and sleeping over after a long day at work, Yakou has kept the butterflies in her stomach plenty busy, but Tounome seems like he’s getting cold feet... Will a heart-to-heart clear the way for them to travel through life together, or will it force them to part?!
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The Masterful Cat Is Depressed Again Today Vol. 8
Written by HITSUZI YAMADA
Two trespassers disturb the tranquility of Saku’s home... wait, it’s Mom and Dad?! Dad came up to the city for his work as a shogi teacher and Mom came to meet Yukichi. Now, Saku is at the mercy of these two visitors staying over. In the midst of this chaos at the Fukuzawa house, it’s Yukichi who ends up mending the relationship between Saku and her mom!

Explore More

The White Mage Doesn’t Want to Raise the Hero’s Level Vol. 3
Written by KIRIE
Irie has been kidnapped by the Demon Lord Army Operative! Shina gives chase, infiltrating the Demon Lord Army’s hideout in disguise as a succubus. But when she is caught, the succubi cannot help themselves, and a fondle party begins! Can Shina safely reunite with Irie?! Can Irie level up and free himself, or will he forever be the favorite cuddle toy of whatever big-breasted fantasy creature grabs him next?!

Explore More
Time Stop Hero Vol. 10
Written by YASUNORI MITSUNAGA
The island's sacred ritual, the mysterious game of Vol-Ley, has reached its final round! Sekai's strategy of utilizing Miria's healing magic worked splendidly to deal damage to the Gugunkel Sisters, and now victory is in sight! But then the match's flow—and the island's political future—takes a sudden turn! The coronation is imminent, and who will ascend the throne?! With no time to think...except for the moments he can steal with his amazing power to press pause on the universe, Sekai must act!

Explore More

This Is Screwed Up, but I Was Reincarnated as a GIRL in Another World! (Manga) Vol. 13
Written by ASHI;
Illustrated by KEYAKI UCHIUCHI;
Contributions by KAOMING
With her longtime friends and Triela in tow, Ren sets out for a long weekend at the Harvest Festival. Between hitting up food stalls and the many events to take in, Ren enjoys herself to the fullest. As the nobles gear up for their ritual battles, a pair of the contestants catch Ren's eye! Will it be war, love, or more lazin' about in his slowlife epic?!

Explore More
We Started a Threesome!! Vol. 3
Written by KATSU AKI
Struggling to recover from a childhood of abuse, Emito attempts to find peace with his polyamorous partners Lia and Suisei. Together, the three of them free him from his coercive mother—but is it too late for happiness? Will they be able to return to life as it was? Just when the clouds seem to have lifted, Suisei discovers something troubling about Lia’s health. The story of these three lovers and their devotion to one another reaches a dizzying, dramatic climax!
The final volume!

Explore More

True Love Fades Away When the Contract Ends (Manga) Vol. 2
Written by KOSUZU KOBATÔ; Illustrated by MURASAKI SHIDO
The lovers’ roles have been cast! Fiona convinces Giles, the Ice Scion, to take a chance on faking a public courtship. Together, they promise to endure the looming social season by putting on a flawless facade, one that requires numerous dates to get to know each other—in the name of their clever ruse, of course. But with the stage for their debut set, how will the two fare under the scrutiny of their peers?

Explore More
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Yakuza Fiancé: Raise wa Tanin ga Ii Vol. 8
Written by ASUKA KONISHI

Yoshino grew up the sheltered yakuza princess of the largest crime family in Osaka, the Somei. Due to her resting bitch face and dangerous family, no man has ever approached her. When her grandfather signs a truce with the Tokyo-based Miyama crime family, he offers her up as a truce bride to the Miyama leader’s grandson! Kirishima Miyama is popular, charming, and seems totally normal. But behind his smile is a violent sadomasochist who thirsts for her dominance even more when she impresses him with her moxie! Even though she knows how bad yakuza can be, she’s stunned by Miyama’s viciousness. She can’t turn him down with the East-West peace treaty on the line...so instead she steels herself to play ball!

Explore More

Who Made Me a Princess Vol. 7
Written by PLUTUS;
Illustrated by SPOON

Despite the castle gag order keeping Claude’s illness a secret, rumors begin to spread among the aristocrats about the emperor’s indisposed state. With Claude unconscious, Athanasia must serve as the emperor’s proxy, though she struggles to contain the rumor mill while caring for her father and also managing the affairs of state. When a parliamentary meeting veers terribly off course and Duke Alpheus acts in a manner unbefitting his usual self, a shrouded figure reveals himself before the gathered nobles. The shocking true identity of the visitor revealed, Athanasia must stem the beginnings of a coup!
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An Autumn in Amber, a Zero-Second Journey (Light Novel)
Written by MEI HACHIMOKU; Illustrated by KUKKA
Socially awkward loner Kayato has an intense fear of being touched and finds making friends extremely difficult. When he and his high school classmates visit Hakodate for a field trip, he suffers through some attempts to engage with the others, until...
Time stops for the entire world, but not for him. All the hustle and bustle of the city fades into an eerie veil of silence, leaving him the only soul left in motion—until he finds another in Akira, a sharp-tongued local delinquent. Though she’s his total opposite, she begrudgingly agrees to help him solve the mystery. Their only lead is something Kayato’s uncle said just before he died about a “world plucked out of time,” as if preserved in amber.
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7th Time Loop: The Villainess Enjoys a Carefree Life Married to Her Worst Enemy! (Light Novel) Vol. 6
Written by TOUKO AMEKAWA; Illustrated by WAN HACHIPISU
Rishe has been utterly restless since her heart-pounding kiss with Arnold, but she hardly has time for distractions. Under the pretense of procuring her wedding dress, the two visit a bustling port town—only to witness a kidnapping by pirates! Then a familiar figure from Rishe’s past resurfaces, looking to dispatch the pirate menace. If Rishe wants to help take down the marauders and prevent Arnold from gaining a valuable war weapon, she’ll have to reinvent herself as pirate bait... But what’s this about Arnold role-playing as her servant for the job?!

Explore More
Modern Villainess: It’s Not Easy Building a Corporate Empire Before the Crash (Light Novel) Vol. 5
Written by TOFURO FUTSUKAICHI; Illustrated by KEI

When the economy collapses in September 2008, an exhausted career woman’s fate is left in flux... until she’s reincarnated! Now she’s Keikan Runa—the villainous daughter of the Keika Group—in an otome game set before the pop of Japan’s economic bubble. Keika Group’s financial situation isn’t great: they’re on the verge of ruin if left unchecked. However, Runa is determined to save both Keika Group and Japan through risky, smart investments. Thanks to an interest in cold hard cash, knowledge of future technology, and her awareness of Japan’s real-world future doom, Runa might just be able to nip the looming economic collapse in the bud.

Explore More

Kuma Kuma Kuma Bear (Light Novel) Vol. 19
Written by KUMANANO; Illustrated by 029

As the revival of a monstrous snake known as the orochi imperils the Land of Wa, the shrine maiden Sakura declares Yuna their prophesied savior. Together with Kagari, current protector of the seal that keeps the orochi imprisoned, Yuna embarks on a journey that will take them all the way from the Land of Wa to the elven village. With the clock ticking on the orochi’s escape, the fate of a nation rests on Yuna’s shoulders! Can she pull off a miracle—or is the Land of Wa doomed?

Explore More
There’s No Freaking Way I’ll Be Your Lover! Unless… (Light Novel) Vol. 5
Written by TEREN MIKAMI;
Illustrated by EKU TAKESHIMA
Amaori Renako is walking on sunshine. Everything’s gonna be totally great forever! The End. Except the story’s not quite over. It turns out dating’s harder than she thought. Plus, she’s got that strange text from Koto Satsuki to reckon with. How on earth did things turn out like this? For now, Renako resolves to spend time with both Sena Ajisai and Oduka Mai while preparing to battle the Quintet’s rivals in an inter-class athletics competition basketball game! Welcome to season two of There’s No Freaking Way I’ll Be Your Lover! Unless…, where becoming lovers is only just the beginning!

Explore More

The Most Heretical Last Boss Queen: From Villainess to Savior (Light Novel) Vol. 7
Written by TENICHI;
Illustrated by SUZUNOSUKE
Although war broke out earlier than Pride expected, she and her allies can now revel in their victory. All her hard work thwarting disaster has finally paid off, and the world enters a brand-new future. The princess and her companions make a triumphant return to Freesia, where everyone rejoices and reunites with their loved ones. Enjoying their well-deserved peace, Pride plans a special surprise for her friends. And while the war may be over, the battle for her heart has only just begun!
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Trapped in a Dating Sim: Otome Games Are Tough For Us, Too! (Light Novel) Vol. 2
Written by YOMU MISHIMA; Illustrated by MOGE TOI; Contributions by MONDA
When Leon invites Marie to spend summer break with his family, everyone assumes the pair are as good as engaged. Marie, being little more than an aristocrat in name only, resigns herself and parts ways with Leon. But that smile and receding silhouette is hauntingly familiar, reminding Leon of his sister from his previous life. Can he really let Marie go?

Explore More

Fire in His Fingertips: A Flirty Fireman Ravishes Me with His Smoldering Gaze Vol. 5
Written by KAWANO TANISHI
Fujihashi Ryo enjoys her job as an office worker well enough, but it doesn’t hold a candle to the exciting job of her childhood friend Mizuno Souma, who works as a fireman. He and his handsome buddies are more than happy to entertain ladies with their heroic tales. Ryo wants to set up Souma with a girl in her office, but he’s too much of a playboy to settle down… or so she thinks. It turns out that he has the hots for her, and when he rescues her from a fire in her building, a different kind of spark begins to fly! In this sexy romance for Mature Readers, one fiery couple really turns up the heat.

Explore More
GAME: Between the Suits Vol. 5
Written by MAI NISHIKATA
An ambitious ice queen is married to her work—her flirtatious new coworker is convinced he can melt her. Let the sizzling game of push and pull begin!
At twenty-seven, Sayo is married to her career—she’s the kind of woman who will even answer work calls while having sex! When her firm hires charming playboy Ryoichi, Sayo tries to resist his advances, but not for long. Soon they’re plunging into a purely physical relationship, agreeing that they’ll only play this love game until they find true romance. Sayo will let Ryoichi into her bed, but will she let him into her heart...?

I Can’t Refuse S Vol. 4
Written by AI HIBIKI
THIS DOM IS READY TO TAKE WHAT’S HIS.
After endeavoring to become a rich man’s mistress and pay off her father’s debts, Miku’s training in the sexual arts is nearly complete. She’s ready to take on her first job, if not for one hesitation holding her back. In order to move forward, Miku must face her butler teacher and the feelings burning a hole in her heart...?
Loved by Two Fiancés Vol. 1
Written by CHIZU AOI; Illustrated by MIA YUDUKI

This sweet and spicy Mature-rated tale is about a man with two very different personalities—and a woman determined to navigate them both!

Café barista Hayase Hinako lives with her handsome fiancé Kagaya Seiya, a hotshot lawyer she met in her coffee shop. He’s everything she could ever want in a future husband: sweet, caring, and handy in the kitchen as well as the bedroom. But just when she thinks it’s all smooth sailing, her loving partner transforms from a gentleman into a tyrant overnight! He may look the same on the outside, but he’s not the Seiya she knows and loves...so who is he?!

Explore More

Outbride: Beauty and the Beasts Vol. 6
Written by TOHKO TSUKINAGA

Part of the all-new Seven Seas imprint dedicated to sexy romance for women: Steamship! A reverse harem isekai romance of supernatural suitors and seduction.

In this isekai romance, a young woman named Mashiro is reborn in a fantasy world inhabited only by men—and suddenly finds herself with four supernatural suitors! These handsome men with fur, feathers, and horns call themselves gods. She’s now the sole human female in their world, so they all want her to bear their children. As if that’s not enough, the air of this new realm is permeated with a poison that only a god can suppress...with a kiss.

Explore More
**The Apothecary Diaries 02 (Light Novel)**

Written by NATSU HYUUGA;
Illustrated by TOUKO SHINO

Dismissed from the rear palace, Maomao returns to service in the outer court—as the personal serving woman to none other than Jinshi! That doesn’t necessarily make her popular with the other ladies, but a bit of jealousy might be the least of her problems. A mysterious warehouse fire, an official with a very bad case of food poisoning, and the mysterious last will and testament of a deceased craftsman all demand her attention—but are these cases really separate, or do they share a troubling connection? Then there’s the mysterious military man who continually visits Jinshi. He’s strange, maybe even a little twisted…and he seems very interested in Maomao.

---

**Daemons of the Shadow Realm 05**

Written by HIROMU ARAKAWA

Ancient Daemons awaken to fight a new battle in an age-old war!! After a fierce scuffle against Long-Arm and Long-Leg, Yuru meets their timid master, Ken—who happens to be Dera’s half brother! Ken reveals that his father had helped Yuru’s parents go into hiding, prompting Dera to contact a shady shaman for more intel on the previous Tadera clan head. Meanwhile, another tragedy is about to befall Higashi Village, courtesy of a swordsman named Ivan Yosano…
Mr. Villain’s Day Off 05
Written by YUU MORIKAWA
Even the heinous General, a member of the Evil League attacking Earth, can see that working overtime is inefficient! Leaving the office at a regular time is true righteousness! And after clocking out, one must revive their withered soul by watching videos of pandas and eating delicious food! But between a robot cat and a new leader shaking up the ranks of the Evil League, life is about to get a whole lot rowdier for one overburdened villain...

Explore More

My Dress-Up Darling 12
Written by SHINICHI FUKUDA
Though the impromptu horror-game group cosplay came with a whole bunch of twists, from JuJu’s surprise costume to Akira’s big secret, one revelation failed to make the highlight reel: Marin never told Wakana how she feels about him! Now with Winter Comiket and a complicated new cosplay on the horizon, the right moment seems even more elusive! But as Christmas cheer fills the air, could there be a more perfect time for a heartfelt confession of love?!

Explore More
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Ragna Crimson 13

Written by DAIKI KOBAYASHI

In this action-packed dark fantasy, humanity lives under the threat of annihilation by immensely powerful dragons. The dragon hunter Ragna embarks on a revenge-fueled quest to eliminate that threat once and for all!

Armed with knowledge of the future, Ragna joins the Solarian Church in a bid to prevent its imminent collapse. But his behavior soon incurs the wrath of his new comrades, including a young girl destined to become his mentor and a rambunctious saint who’s hungry for a fight.

Meanwhile, on a faraway island, three of the most fearsome dragons alive gather to discuss their next move!

Explore More

My Isekai Life 14

I Gained a Second Character Class and Became the Strongest Sage in the World!

Written by SHINKOSHOTO and PONJEA (FRIENDLY LAND);
Designed by HUUKA KAZABANA

Yuji Sano was a normal guy working a soul-sucking nine-to-five job when he suddenly found himself transported to a fantasy world where he restarted his life as a Monster Tamer. After befriending the Slimes, Yuji is quickly able to gain a second character class, ranking up his stats and learning new skills as he encounters one surprise after another.

Yuji begins investigating a brand-new type of threat that lurks on Evildominus Island, a dangerous place renowned for the precious resource Mother Earth’s Tears. Yuji and his team of tamed monsters are able to secure several cursed specimens using a combination of ice magic and unlimited Slime storage.
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The Ice Guy and the Cool Girl 06
Written by MIYUKI TONOGAYA

While Himuro is the ice-prone descendant of a snow spirit living in modern times and his coworker Fuyutsuki’s poker face always makes her seem cool and aloof, both of them secretly wrestle with feelings they aren’t sure how to handle—for each other! When Himuro invites Fuyutsuki over to his house for the first time, they watch a horror film that just so happens to star his younger sister, Yukimi. The combination of having his crush in his house and the suspense of the horror movie is a recipe for a heart-pounding evening!

Explore More

The Girl I Like Forgot Her Glasses 11
Written by KOUME FUJICHIKA

A delightfully charming romantic comedy about a boy who only has eyes for the girl who always forgets her glasses! Komura and Mie make their relationship official! They let Mie’s friends know with an impromptu announcement at her birthday party. Although the pair will attend separate schools in high school, they realize they can still walk to the station together. When the sun rises on a new year, how will Mie’s parents react to the couple’s status?!

Written by SEANAN MCGUIRE

All Wanda has ever known is her friendly little neighborhood in Queens. As an infant, after her parents died, she was adopted into a family where her doting Aunt May and Uncle Ben would always be at the breakfast table. One that includes her idiot brother, Peter Parker, who thinks hiding a spider bite, joining a secret fight club, and becoming a super hero are somehow good ideas.

When Wanda’s own powers emerge, blood, chaos, and suspicion follow in their wake. But as she learns to harness her power under the guidance of Doctor Strange, Peter is standing beside her in the Sanctum Sanctorum. And as they try to protect New York City, the Parker siblings learn that with great powers, there must also come great responsibilities—and greater losses.

Reeling from tragedy, Wanda finds herself truly alone for the first time in her life. Peter is lost to his own grief, and so she must forge ahead on her own. But on her first solo outing, she runs into a mysterious speedster—a man named Pietro. And everything she has ever known shatters like glass.

Wanda and Peter Parker embrace great responsibility in the next adventure of an epic multiversal series that reimagines iconic Marvel origin stories.

Explore More
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RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
$28.99 • Hardcover • 6 ⅜ x 9 ⅜
On Sale: 8/27/24 • FOC Date: 7/29/24
After some professional disappointments and an ongoing midlife crisis, Wade Wilson now sells used cars. He's completely hung up his boots until his family, friends, and whole world are threatened. With everyone he loves at risk, DP teams up with a reluctant Wolverine to fight for their survival and ultimately, their legacy.

Continuing their popular ART OF series of tie-in books, Marvel Studios presents another blockbuster achievement! This deluxe volume includes a slipcase, exclusive lithographs, and other extras, and features concept artwork and in-depth interviews with the creative team, providing insider details about the making of the highly anticipated film.

The Beauty of Horror Puzzle
Illustrated by ALAN ROBERT
Alan Robert’s BEAUTY OF HORROR gets its first puzzle!

The fan favorite coloring book series has had many volumes over the years, but now it’s up to you to put the fiendish Ghouliana back together with this 500-piece puzzle. Display your final image in glorious black-and-white, or grab your crayons and colored pencils to fill in the lines, as this puzzle is also fully colorable!
Outlander Cocktails
The Official Drinks Guide
Inspired by the Series
Foreword by DIANA GABALDON;
Written by JAMES SHY FREEMAN and REBECCA MARSTERS
Inspired by Diana Gabaldon’s wildly popular book series, Outlander Cocktails presents the historical perspective on drinking culture in the eighteenth and twentieth centuries as well as the origins of different spirits such as scotch, whiskey, rum, and ale. You’ll find:

- 75 cocktail recipes inspired by the series and by history, like the Bobby Burns and Angelus Bells and the Brandy and Splash that Claire and Roger first drank at the pub at Inverness, plus modern drinks like Collecting the Rents and Pink Linen Gown.
- 15 recipes for food pairings, like Deviled Scotch Eggs, Crispy Fish Cakes with Saffron Aioli, and Chocolate Almond Shortbread.
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Final Fantasy VII Remake: Material Ultimania Plus
Written by STUDIO BENTSTUFF, DIGITAL HEARTS and SQUARE ENIX
The second Material Ultimania volume created for Final Fantasy VII Remake, this lavishly illustrated book offers readers a wealth of insight into the making of the award-winning RPG. In addition to production art and CG imagery of characters, enemies, locations, and more, this volume showcases cutscene storyboards, game scripts, and other planning materials, all accompanied by extensive commentary from the development staff. The Material Ultimania Plus also features gameplay walkthroughs with maps for FF7R EPISODE INTERmission.

Queen Charlotte, A Bridgerton Story: The Official Coloring Book
Written by RANDOM HOUSE WORLDS
Linger in the great love story of Charlotte and George; bring the elaborate balls to life with color; and delight in the dramas of beloved characters. With lush interiors, gorgeous gowns, and plenty of fun-to-color footmen, feasts, and even a “deformed bunny,” there is something for all of Queen Charlotte’s loyal subjects to enjoy. Featuring more than 75 pages of original illustrations on thick, high-quality paper, this coloring book offers a fun and relaxing way to engage with your favorite characters and moments.
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**My Dress-Up Darling Official Anime Fanbook**

Written by SHINICHI FUKUDA

Fall deeper in love with the My Dress-Up Darling anime through this premium collection of art and trivia!

The My Dress-Up Darling Official Anime Fanbook is a must-have for fans of the sweet and spicy rom-com that took the world by storm!

These 100 gorgeous, full-color pages contain:

- Galleries of hard-to-find promotional art!
- Production materials from animation studio CloverWorks!
- Staff commentary on every episode of the first season!
- Exclusive interviews with the character designer, costume designer, lead voice actress, scriptwriter, and series director!
- A special message from manga creator Shinichi Fukuda!

**978-1-64609-285-7**

SQUARE ENIX BOOKS

$24.99 • Hardcover • 8 ¼ x 11 ¼

On Sale: 9/24/24 • FOC Date: 7/22/24
Initial Orders Due June 20th

May 6th
- My Love Story with Yamada-kun at Lv999 Volume 2 9781984862709

July 1st
- Hellboy and the B.P.R.D.: 1952-1954 9781506744698
- The Lonesome Hunters Library Edition 9781506736907
- The Midnight: Shadows 9781506734613

July 8th
- Alan Scott: The Green Lantern 97817779527219
- American Vampire Book One 97817779527547
- Animal Man by Grant Morrison and Chaz Truog Compendium 97817779527790
- Aquaman by Peter David Omnibus 97817779526052
- Archie 1000 Page Comics Spectacle 9788889679882
- At 25:00 in Akasaka Vol. 1 97898891602144
- Avengers #17 [DPWX] 759606204267011
- Avengers #17 Cafu Deadpool & Wolverine X-Traction Variant [DPWX] 7596062042670121
- Avengers #17 J. Scott Campbell Disco Dazzler Variant [DPWX] 7596062042670131
- Avengers #17 Lucas Werneck Design Variant [DPWX] 75960620426701718
- Avengers #17 Luciano Vecchio Homage Variant [DPWX] 75960620426701741
- Avengers #17 Pablo Villalobos Storm Variant [DPWX] 75960620426701751
- Avengers #17 Pablo Villalobos Storm Virgin Variant [DPWX] 75960620426701717
- Avengers #17 Sam De La Rosa Variant [DPWX] 7596062042670176
- Ayakashi Triangle Vol. 11 9798888438633
- BAKEMONOGATARI (manga) Z2 9781647292980
- Batman by Grant Morrison Book One 97817779527516
- Batman Incorporated: The Complete Series 97817779527493
- Black Hammer Omnibus Volume 3 9781506731483
- Black Hammer Omnibus Volume 5 9781506731613
- Biking Out 9781506740911
- Blood Hunters #1 75960620913200111
- Blood Hunters #1 Aka Dagger Variant 75960620913200121
- Blood Hunters #1 Aka Dagger Virgin Variant 75960620913200116
- Blood Hunters #1 Erica D’urso Variant 75960620913200131
- Blood Hunters #1 Meghan Hetrick Variant 75960620913200117
- CALL TO ADVENTURE! Defeating Dungeons with a Skill Board (Manga) Vol. B 97898891600362
- Daemons of the Shadow Realm 05 9781646092994
- Daredevil #12 7596062053180121
- Daredevil #12 Gabriele Dell’otto Variant 75960620531801241
- Daredevil #12 Gabriele Dell’otto Virgin Variant 75960620531801216
- Daredevil #12 Nabetse Zitro Variant 75960620531801221
- Daredevil #12 Scott Godlewski Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620531801231
- David Mazzucchelli’s Batman Year One Artist’s Edition 9789887240039
- Deadpool #5 75960620897500511
- Deadpool #5 Annie Wu Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620897500541
- Deadpool #5 Movie Variant 75960620897500521
- Deadpool #5 Tbd Artist Variant 75960620897500531
- Deadpool #5 Yasmine Putri Variant 75960620897500516
- Doctor Strange #18 75960620534901811
- Doctor Strange #18 Lee Garbett Variant 75960620534901821
- Doctor Strange #18 Marguerite Sauvage Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620534901831
- Dragons of Eternity 97819884819420
- Dream Machine 9780262551298
- Fantastic Four #23 7596062089802311
- Fantastic Four #23 Alexander Lozano Variant 75960620289802321
- Fantastic Four #23 Ben Su Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620289802331
- Father, I Don’t Want This Marriage, Volume 1 9780593872161
- Fortune and Glory: The Musical 9781506737195
- Grandmaster of Demonic Cultivation: Mo Dao Zu Shi (The Comic / Manhua) Vol. 7 97898891600881
- Green Lantern by Geoff Johns Book Two (New Edition) 97817779527752
- Handsome Girl and Sheltered Girl: The Complete Manga Collection 9798891604902
- Harley Quinn Vol. 1: Girl in a Crisis 9781779528230
- Hunting in Another World With My Elf Wife (Manga) Vol. 5 9789888433560
I Quit My Apprenticeship as a Royal Court Wizard to Become a Magic Item Craftswoman (Manga) Vol. 1 9788891604919
I’m a Wolf, but My Boss is a Sheep! Vol. 5 9788891606395
Incredible Hulk #15 7596062066360151
Incredible Hulk #15 Rod Reis Variant 7596062066360152
Incredible Hulk #15 Todd Nauck Disco Dazzler Variant 7596062066360153
Incredible Hulk Epic Collection: Man or Monster? [New Printing 2] 97881302960438
Jay Garrick: The Flash 9781779527745
Jimmy’s Elbow 9781603095419
John Constantine, Hellblazer by Jamie Delano Omnibus Vol. 1 9781779527844
Kaina of the Great Snow Sea 2 9781647293574
Legion of Super-Heroes: The Great Darkness Saga 9781779527769
Lout of Count’s Family (Novel) Vol. 1 9798891606166
Loved by Two Fiancés Vol. 1 9798891602472
Marvel Masterworks: Marvel Team-Up Vol. 8 9781302955571
Marvel Masterworks: Marvel Team-Up Vol. 8 [DM ONLY] 981302955588
Modern Villainess: It’s Not Easy Building a Corporate Empire Before the Crash (Light Novel) Vol. 5 9798888437773
My Dress-Up Darling 12 9781646093038
My Little Pony: Maretime Mysteries #3 Cover A (Starling) 82771403340011
My Little Pony: Maretime Mysteries #3 Variant B (Grant) 82771403340021
My Lovesick Life as a ‘90s Otaku 4 9798888770566
My Sister Took My Fiancé and Now I’m Being Courted by a Beastly Prince (Manga) Vol. 2 9788891602595
 Naked City: A Graphic Novel 9781506743509
Outlander Cocktails 9781984862396
Outlander Trivia: A Card Game 9780593581407
Plants vs. Zombies Volume 23: Zapped 9781506728483
Puposites Attract 1 9798888772898
Quality Assurance in Another World 9 9788888770627
Satan’s Swarm 9781506734569
Secret Wars by Jonathan Hickman Omnibus 9781302959777
Secret Wars by Jonathan Hickman Omnibus [DM Only] 9781302960261
Secret Wars by Jonathan Hickman Omnibus Variant [DM ONLY] 9781302959784
She-Hulk By Rainbow Rowell Vol. 5: All In 9781302957174
Sonic the Hedgehog: Annual 2024 Cover A (Lawrence) 8277140332810011
Sonic the Hedgehog: Annual 2024 Variant B (Fourdraine) 82771403328100121
Sonic the Hedgehog: Annual 2024 Variant RI (Ata) 82771403328100131
Space Western Comics: Cowboys vs. Aliens, Commies, Dinosaurs, & Nazis! 9781506740577
Speed Force 9781779527783
Spider-Man: Black Suit & Blood #1 7596062095690011
Spider-Man: Black Suit & Blood #1 Black Blank Variant 75960620956900121
Spider-Man: Black Suit & Blood #1 Greg Land Variant 75960620956900141
Spider-Man: Black Suit & Blood #1 Mr. Garcin Variant 75960620956900151
Spider-Man: Black Suit & Blood #1 Ron Frenz Variant 75960620956900161
Spider-Man: Black Suit & Blood #1 Skottie Young Variant 75960620956900131
Spider-Man: Reign 2 #2 75960620394900211
Spider-Man: Reign 2 #2 Kaare Andrews Virgin Variant 75960620394900216
Spider-Man: Reign 2 #2 Leinil Yu Variant 75960620394900221
Spider-Man: Reign 2 #2 Mike Del Mundo Variant 75960620394900231
Spidey & His Amazing Friends: TBD #1 [Bundles of 5] 75960621058900111
Star Wars: Inquisitors #2 75960620809800211
Star Wars: Inquisitors #2 Chris Sprouse The Phantom Menace 25th Anniversary Variant 75960620809800221
Star Wars: Inquisitors #2 Jeremy Wilson Variant 75960620809800216
Star Wars: The High Republic #10 [Phase III] 75960620784010011
Star Wars: The High Republic #10 [Phase III] Mahmud Asrar Variant 7596062078401021
Star Wars: Thrawn Alliances 9781302978002
Suicide Squad: Kill Arkham Asylum 9781779518385
Superior Spider-Man Vol. 2: Superior Spider-Island 9781302955946
Superman ’78: The Metal Curtain 9781779527820
Initial Orders Due June 20th

- Sword of the Demon Hunter: Kijin Gentosho (Manga) Vol. 5 9798891601987
- Teen Titans: Starfire 9781779517999
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Nightwatcher #1 Cover A (Pe) 827714033310011
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Nightwatcher #1 Variant 40th Anniversary (Talbot) 827714033310011
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Nightwatcher #1 Variant B (Lankry) 8277140333100121
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Nightwatcher #1 Variant RI (10) (Gonzo) 8277140333100131
- This Is Screwed Up, but I Was Reincarnated as a GIRL in Another World! (Manga) Vol. 13 9798888438602
- True Love Fades Away When the Contract Ends (Manga) Vol. 2 9798888437582
- Tying the Knot with an Amagami Sister 6 9781646518593
- Ultimate Black Panther #7 75960620797800711
- Ultimate Black Panther #7 Juan Ferreyra Variant 75960620797800721
- Ultimate Black Panther #7 Mahmud Asrar Variant 75960620797800731
- Uncanny X-Men #1 75960620917000111
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Andy Kubert Variant 75960620917000181
- Uncanny X-Men #1 David Marquez Variant 75960620917000191
- Uncanny X-Men #1 David Marquez Virgin Variant 75960620917000221
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Jim Lee Hidden Gem Variant 75960620917000120
- Uncanny X-Men #1 John Tyler Christopher Virgin Negative Space Variant 75960620917000131
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Leinil Yu Variant 75960620917000161
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Luciano Vecchio Rogue Variant 75960620917000161
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Luciano Vecchio Rogue Virgin Variant 75960620917000191
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Mr. Garcin Variant 75960620917000121
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Pablo Villalobos Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620917000171
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Scott Koblish Wraparound Connecting Variant 75960620917000151
- Uncanny X-Men #1 Stephen Segovia Variant 75960620917000141
- Venom By Al Ewing Vol. 7: Exsanguination 9781302954710
- Venom Modern Era Epic Collection: Shiver 9781302959869
- Venom: The Saga of Eddie Brock 9781302960711
- We Are Big Time 9780593430477
- We Are Big Time 9780593430484
- We Started a Threesome!! Vol. 3 9798888435892
- Wind Breaker 7 9781646518418
- Wolverine: Deep Cut #2 75960620994100211
- Wolverine: Deep Cut #2 Giuseppe Camuncoli Variant 75960620994100221
FOC Checklist
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- Wolverine: Deep Cut #2 Mike Mckone Variant 75960620994100231
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 75960620995800111
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 Artermir Wolverine Variant 75960620995800117
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 Artermir Wolverine Virgin Variant 75960620995800117
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 David Nakayama Foil Variant 75960620995800115
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 John Giang Variant 75960620995800016
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 Mark Brooks Variant 75960620995800181
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 Pablo Villalobos Variant 75960620995800171
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 Sean Galloway Saturday Morning Variant 75960620995800118
- Wolverine: Revenge #1 Takashi Okazaki Variant 75960620995800141
- World’s End Harem Vol. 18 After World 9798891603141
- X-Force Omnibus Vol. 1 [New Printing, Dm Only] 9781302959135
- Yakuza Fiancé: Raise wa Tanin ga Ii Vol. 8 9798891604926

July 15th

- 30 Days of Night Deluxe Edition: Book Two 9798887240150
- A Cat from Our World and the Forgotten Witch Vol. 3 9798888439494
- Am I Actually the Strongest? 7 (Manga) 9781646517763
- Amazing Spider-Man #55 75960620200305511
- Amazing Spider-Man #55 Donald Soffritti Disney What If? Black And White Variant 75960620200305516
- Amazing Spider-Man #55 Donald Soffritti Disney What If? Variant 75960620200305521
- Amazing Spider-Man #55 Luciano Vecchio Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620200305531
- Amazing Spider-Man #55 Michael Cho Variant 75960620200305517
- Assassin’s Apprentice Volume 2 (Graphic Novel) 9781506728988
- Ballad of Sword and Wine: Qiang Jin Jiu (Novel) Vol. 2 9798888433102
- Bluey: Hooray, It’s Halloween! 9780593752555
- Codex Black (Book Two): Bird of Ill Omen 9798887240916
- Cyberpunk 2077 Omnibus Volume 1 9781506726823
- Dead X-Men 9781302957438
- Deadpool Team-Up #1 75960620103900111
- Deadpool Team-Up #1 Amanda Conner Variant 75960620103900115
- Deadpool Team-Up #1 Blank Variant 75960620103900121
- Deadpool Team-Up #1 Jonas Scharf Variant 75960620103900116
- Deadpool Team-Up #1 Movie Variant 75960620103900131
- Deadpool Team-Up #1 Rob Liefeld Foil Variant 75960620103900161
- Deadpool Team-Up #1 Rob Liefeld Variant 75960620103900141
- Dracula Book 1: The Impaler 9781506735955
- Fantastic Four Epic Collection: Counter-Earth Must Die 9781302955441
- Gazing at the Star Next Door 3 979888771846
- Godzilla Rivals: Round Three 9798887241142
- Godzilla: Monster Island Summer Camp 9798887240923
- H.P. Lovecraft’s The Call of Cthulhu (Manga) 9781506741406
- Hatsukoi Note Vol. 1 9798891604933
- Hatsune Miku: Cantarella – Poison of Blue– 9781685797324
- Hellervere #4 75960620950700411
- Hellervere #4 Rahzzah Variant 75960620950700421
- Idw Monthly Title Catalog: September 2024 827714032880911
- Immortal Thor #14 75960620666430141
- Immortal Thor #14 Jessica Fong Variant 75960620666430142
- Immortal Thor #14 Lee Garbett Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620666430143
- Immortal Thor #14 Walt Simonson Variant 75960620666430144
- Iron Fist 50th Anniversary Special #1 75960621023700111
- Iron Fist 50th Anniversary Special #1 David Aja Variant 75960621023700131
- Iron Fist 50th Anniversary Special #1 Howard Chaykin Hidden Gem Variant 75960621023700116
- Iron Fist 50th Anniversary Special #1 Kevin Eastman Variant 75960621023700121
**FOC Checklist**

- **Initial Orders Due June 20th**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Karate Survivor in Another World (Manga) Vol. 6</td>
<td>9798888438534</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Last Game Vol. 6</td>
<td>9798891602458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARVEL-VERSE: SCARLET WITCH</strong></td>
<td>9781302953249</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medaka Kuroiwa Is Impervious to My Charms 8</td>
<td>9781647293758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Morales: Spider-Man #23</td>
<td>75960602048300231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Morales: Spider-Man #23 Doaly Variant</td>
<td>75960602048300232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miles Morales: Spider-Man #23 Karen Darboe Disco Dazzler Variant</td>
<td>75960602048300233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortal Terror Volume 1</td>
<td>9781506740553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mushoku Tensei: Roxy Gets Serious Vol. 12</td>
<td>9798891602540</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My Isekai Life 14</td>
<td>9781646092154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Otonari Complex Vol. 1</td>
<td>97898891602229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pass the Monster Meat, Milady! 5</td>
<td>9798888772577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perfect Buddy (The Comic / Manhwa) Vol. 1</td>
<td>97898891602649</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Plus-Sized Elf: Second Helping! Vol. 3</strong></td>
<td>9798891604865</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saving 80,000 Gold in Another World for My Retirement 8 (Manga)</td>
<td>9781646518524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sketchy 3</td>
<td>9789888770160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic the Hedgehog #72 Cover A (Haines)</td>
<td>82771401521807211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic the Hedgehog #72 Variant B (Rothlisberger)</td>
<td>82771401521807221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sonic the Hedgehog #72 Variant RI (10) (Fourdraine)</td>
<td>82771401521807231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space Junk</td>
<td>9781603095433</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Boy #10</td>
<td>759606020785501011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Boy #10 C.F. Villa Stormbreakers Variant</td>
<td>759606020785501021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Boy #10 Tbd Artist Variant</td>
<td>759606020785501031</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Man/Deadpool Modern Era Epic Collection: ‘Til Death Do Us...</td>
<td>97813029599838</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Society #1</td>
<td>759606020932300111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Society #1 Anand Ramcheron Variant</td>
<td>759606020932300131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Society #1 Artgerm Spider-Gwen Variant</td>
<td>7596060209323002012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Society #1 Artgerm Spider-Gwen Virgin Variant</td>
<td>75960602093230016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Society #1 Nicoletta Baldari Windowshades Variant</td>
<td>759606020932300141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spider-Society #1 Tony Daniel Variant</td>
<td>759606020932300117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trek #23 Cover A (Levens)</td>
<td>82771403084602311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trek #23 Variant B (Rahzzah)</td>
<td>82771403084602321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Trek #23 Variant RI (10) (Lendl Connecting Stained Glass Variant)</td>
<td>82771403084602331</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Star Wars: Darth Vader #49</strong></td>
<td>759606096010504911</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars: Darth Vader #49 Chris Sprouse The Phantom Menace 25th Anniversary Variant</td>
<td>759606096010504921</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars: Darth Vader #49 Dike Ruan Variant</td>
<td>759606096010504931</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars: Darth Vader #49 Kael Ngu Variant</td>
<td>759606096010504916</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Black, White, and Green #4 Cover A (Gleason)</td>
<td>82771403298700411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Black, White, and Green #4 Variant B (Garbett)</td>
<td>82771403298700421</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Black, White, and Green #4 Variant RI (10) (Catalan Foil Variant)</td>
<td>82771403298700431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The 100 Girlfriends Who Really, Really, Really, Really, Really Love You Vol. 11</td>
<td>9789888438671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Duke of Death and His Maid Vol. 14</td>
<td>97898891600553</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The EC Archives: The Vault of Horror Volume 5</td>
<td>9781506736402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Eccentric Doctor of the Moon Flower Kingdom Vol. 7</td>
<td>9789888432334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Fable Omnibus 3 (Vol. 5–6)</td>
<td>97898888772461</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Girl I Forgot Her Glasses 11</td>
<td>9781646093014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ice Guy and the Cool Girl 06</td>
<td>9781646092420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Iceblade Sorcerer Shall Rule the World 10</td>
<td>9781646519538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Invisible Man and His Soon-to-Be Wife Vol. 4</td>
<td>97898891604940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Ministry of Compliance, Vol. 1</td>
<td>97898887241173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Nightmare Before Christmas (Disney Tim Burton’s The Nightmare Before Christmas)</td>
<td>9780736443524</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rocketeer: Breaks Free #2 Cover A (Wheatley)</td>
<td>82771403315700211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rocketeer: Breaks Free #2 Variant B (Johnson)</td>
<td>82771403315700221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Rocketeer: Breaks Free #2 Variant RI (10) (Wheatley Full Art)</td>
<td>82771403315700231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Seven Deadly Sins: Four Knights of the Apocalypse 13</td>
<td>9789888772065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The White Mage Doesn’t Want to Raise the Hero’s Level Vol. 3</td>
<td>97898891602021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There’s No Freaking Way I’ll be Your Lover! Unless... (Light Novel) Vol. 5</td>
<td>9789888438732</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOC Checklist

- Ultimates #3 75960620830200311
- Ultimates #3 Ema Lupacchino Variant 75960620830200316
- Ultimates #3 Inhyuk Lee Ultimate Special Variant 75960620830200321
- Ultimates #3 Juann Cabal Variant 75960620830200331
- Ultranman X The Avengers #1 75960620462500111
- Ultranman X The Avengers #1 E.j. Su Variant 75960620462500131
- Ultranman X The Avengers #1 Francesco Manna Variant 75960620462500121
- Ultranman X The Avengers #1 Paco Medina Variant 75960620462500161
- Vengeance Of The Moon Knight #8 75960620807400811
- Vengeance Of The Moon Knight #8 Alessandro Capuccio Variant 75960620807400821
- Vengeance Of The Moon Knight #8 Giuseppe Camuncoli Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620807400831
- VENOM #36 [VW] 75960620191403611
- Venom #36 John Giang Variant [VW] 75960620191403616
- Venom #36 Rickie Yagawa Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620191403621
- Venom War: Spider-Man #1 [VW] 75960620954500111
- Venom War: Spider-Man #1 Anand Ramcheron Variant [VW] 75960620954500131
- Venom War: Spider-Man #1 Martin Coccolo Stormbreakers Variant [VW] 75960620954500121
- Wandance 10 9781646519149
- Welcome to Demon School! Iruma-kun 9 9781647292591
- WEREWOLF BY NIGHT: UNHOLY ALLIANCE 9781302959050
- Wistoria: Wand and Sword 8 9798888771082
- Wolverine Annual #1 [IW] 75960620974300111
- Wolverine Annual #1 Jeremy Wilson Variant [IW] 75960620974300131
- Wolverine Annual #1 Mike Mckone Infinity Watch Variant [iw] 75960620974300121
- Wolverine Annual #1 TBD Artist Nick Fury Agent of Shield Variant [iw] 75960620974300141
- Wolverine: Revenge Red Band #1 [Polybagged] 75960620996500111
- Wolverine: Revenge Red Band #1 Greg Capullo Virgin Variant [Polybagged] 75960620996500117
- Wolverine: Revenge Red Band #1 Leinil Yu Homage Variant [Polybagged] 75960620996500116
- X-Factor #1 75960620963700111
- X-Factor #1 David Lopez Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620963700161
- X-Factor #1 Emanuela Lupacchino Variant 75960620963700141
- X-Factor #1 Luciano Vecchio Windowshades Variant 75960620963700151
- X-Factor #1 Mahmud Asrar Variant 75960620963700171
- X-Factor #1 Marcus To Havok Variant 75960620963700131
- X-Factor #1 Marcus To Havok Virgin Variant 75960620963700116
- X-Factor #1 Skottie Young Variant 75960620963700121
- X-Factor #1 TBD Artist Virgin Variant 75960620963700118
- X-Force by Benjamin Percy Vol. 9 9781302954741
- X-Men #2 [DPWX] 75960620920000211
- X-Men #2 J. Scott Campbell Magik Virgin Variant [DPWX] 75960620920000221
- X-Men #2 J. Scott Campbell Magik Virgin Variant [DPWX] 75960620920000216
- X-Men #2 Olivier Vatine Disco Dazzler Variant [DPWX] 75960620920000231
- X-Men #2 Rauiire Coleman Marvel Multiverse RPG Variant [DPWX] 75960620920000241
- X-Men #2 Taurin Clarke Variant [DPWX] 75960620920000217
- 7th Time Loop: The Villainess Enjoys a Carefree Life Married to Her Worst Enemy! (Light Novel) Vol. 6 9798888434291
- After School Etude Vol. 1 9798891602106
- Aliens: What If...? 9781302946586
- Amazing Spider-Man #259 Facsimile Edition 75960620817325911
- Amazing Spider-Man #259 Facsimile Edition Sam De La Rosa Variant 75960620817325916
- An Autumn in Amber, a Zero-Second Journey (Light Novel) 9798891603189
- Archie Horror Presents: Terrifying Tales 979889679905
- Barbarities IV 9798888430231
- Best of My Little Pony, Vol. 2: Mares in Manehattan 9798887240909
- Blue Book Volume 2: 1947 9781506737751
- Blue Period 15 9798888770290
- Blue Period 6 9781506736655
- Cat + Gamer Volume 6 9781506736655
- Daredevil By Chip Zdarsky Omnibus Vol. 2 9781302956267

July 22nd
- 7th Time Loop: The Villainess Enjoys a Carefree Life Married to Her Worst Enemy! (Light Novel) Vol. 6 9798888434291
FOC Checklist

Initial Orders Due June 20th

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Book Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Daredevil By Chip Zdarsky Omnibus Vol. 2 (DM Only)</td>
<td>9781302956271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daredevil: Woman Without Fear #2</td>
<td>7596062092620021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daredevil: Woman Without Fear #2 Gerardo Zaffino Variant</td>
<td>75960620926200221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daredevil: Woman Without Fear #2 Yasmine Putri Variant</td>
<td>75960620926200216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dark Spaces: Dungeon</td>
<td>9788887241104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deadpool &amp; Wolverine: WWII</td>
<td>9781302953478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DEN Volume 4: Dreams and Alarums</td>
<td>9781506739922</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dinosaur Sanctuary Vol. 5</td>
<td>9788891604957</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck and Cover #1 (CVR A) (Raful Albuquerque)</td>
<td>76156801264400111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck and Cover #1 (CVR B) (Raful Albuquerque)</td>
<td>76156801264400121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck and Cover #1 (CVR C) (Foil) (Raful Albuquerque)</td>
<td>76156801264400131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck and Cover #1 (CVR D) (1:20) (Dave Johnson)</td>
<td>76156801264400141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck and Cover #1 (CVR E) (1:25) (Ariela Kristantina)</td>
<td>76156801264400151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duck and Cover #1 (CVR F) (Virgin) (FOC) (Jacob Phillips)</td>
<td>76156801264400161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dudley Datson and the Forever Machine</td>
<td>9781506730929</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dungeon People Vol. 4</td>
<td>9789888437711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eerie Archives Volume 8</td>
<td>9781506744711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1</td>
<td>75960620921700111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 David Baldeon Bronze Variant</td>
<td>75960620921700161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 David Baldeon Bronze Virgin Variant</td>
<td>7596062092170019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 Edge Foil Variant</td>
<td>75960620921700151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 Elizabeth Torque Variant</td>
<td>75960620921700171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 Joelle Jones Variant</td>
<td>75960620921700120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 Leinil Yu Godsilla Variant</td>
<td>75960620921700131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 Rose Besch Variant</td>
<td>75960620921700121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 Rose Besch Virgin Variant</td>
<td>75960620921700116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exceptional X-Men #1 Scott Koblish Wraparound Connecting Variant</td>
<td>75960620921700141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantastic Four #24 Tom Reilly Variant</td>
<td>7596062089802431</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantastic Four #24 Get Fury #4</td>
<td>75960608954300411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantastic Four #24 Ghost Rider: Final Vengeance #6</td>
<td>75960620777000611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantastic Four #24 Giant-Size Thor #1</td>
<td>75960620849400111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantastic Four #24 Giant-Size Thor #1 Dave Bardin Deadly Foes Variant</td>
<td>75960620849400121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fantastic Four #24 Giant-Size Thor #1 Walt Simonson Variant</td>
<td>75960620849400131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Final Fantasy VII Remake: Material Ultimania Plus</td>
<td>9781646091768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire in His Fingertips: A Flirty Fireman Ravishes Me with His Smoldering Gaze Vol. 5</td>
<td>9781638589501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAME: Between the Suits Vol. 5</td>
<td>9789888430699</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get Fury #4</td>
<td>75960608954300411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghost Rider: Final Vengeance #6</td>
<td>75960620777000611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant-Size Thor #1</td>
<td>75960620849400111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant-Size Thor #1 Dave Bardin Deadly Foes Variant</td>
<td>75960620849400121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giant-Size Thor #1 Walt Simonson Variant</td>
<td>75960620849400131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godzila Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers II #5 Cover A (Rivas)</td>
<td>8277403189800511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godzila Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers II #5 Variant B (Sanchez)</td>
<td>8277403189800521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godzila Vs. The Mighty Morphin Power Rangers II #5 Variant RI (10) (Stokoe)</td>
<td>8277403189800531</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Godzila: The Complete Monsters &amp; Protectors</td>
<td>9789887240930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellaween: Spellbent</td>
<td>9780593524336</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellaween: Spellbent</td>
<td>9780593524343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Abandoned My Engagement Because My Sister is a tragic heroine, but somehow I became entangled with a righteous prince (Manga) Vol. 1</td>
<td>97898891602380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Can’t Refuse S Vol. 4</td>
<td>9789888435861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I Was Reincarnated as the 7th Prince so I Can Take My Time Perfecting My Magical Ability 13</td>
<td>9789888772621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In/Spectre 20</td>
<td>9789888770542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incredible Hulk #16</td>
<td>7596062066360161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incredible Hulk #16 Edwin Galmon Disco Dazzler Variant</td>
<td>7596062066360163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Incredible Hulk #16 Paulo Siqueira Variant</td>
<td>7596062066360162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Into the Deepest, Most Unknownable Dungeon Vol. 9</td>
<td>9788891600652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invincible Iron Man by Gerry Duggan Vol. 3: Iron &amp; Diamonds</td>
<td>9781302957094</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iron Man Epic Collection: Age of Innocence</td>
<td>9781302959586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jim Lee DC Legends Artist’s Edition</td>
<td>9789887241166</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kusunoki’s Flunking Her High School Glow-Up 1</td>
<td>9789888772713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let’s Buy the Land and Cultivate It in a Different World (Manga) Vol. 6</td>
<td>9789888433645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## FOC Checklist

Initial Orders Due June 20th

- Marvel Studios’ Deadpool & Wolverine: The Art of The Movie Slipcase 9781302958725
- Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars #9 Facsimile Edition 75960620816600911
- Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars #9 Facsimile Edition Foil Variant 75960620816600921
- Marvel Super Heroes Secret Wars #9 Facsimile Edition Phil Noto Variant 75960620816600916
- Medusa 9781506743769
- Micronauts: The Original Marvel Years Omnibus Vol. 3 9781302957759
- Micronauts: The Original Marvel Years Omnibus Vol. 3 Arthur Adams Cover [DM Only] 9781302959680
- Micronauts: The Original Marvel Years Omnibus Vol. 3 Kelley Jones Cover [DM Only] 9781302959548
- Miles Morales: Spider-Man Annual #1 75960620773200111
- Miles Morales: Spider-Man Annual #1 Dike Ruan Variant 75960620773200121
- Mr. Villain’s Day Off 05 9781646092697
- My Dress-Up Darling Official Anime Fanbook 9781646092857
- My Girlfriend’s Not Here Today Vol. 2 9798891602571
- My Little Pony: Set Your Sail #5 Cover A (Ganucheau) 82771403286400511
- My Little Pony: Set Your Sail #5 Variant B (JustaSuta) 82771403286400521
- My Wife Has No Emotion Vol. 7 9798891604964
- Namor #2 75960620743500211
- Namor #2 Lucas Werneck Stormbreakers Variant 75960620743500221
- Namor #2 TBD Artist Variant 75960620743500231
- Obey Me! The Comic Vol. 3 9798891600522
- Ogami-san Can’t Keep It In 6 9781646518739
- Phoenix #2 75960620959000211
- Phoenix #2 Derrick Chew Phoenix Variant 75960620959000221
- Phoenix #2 Derrick Chew Phoenix Virgin Variant 75960620959000216
- Phoenix #2 Tbd Artist Variant 75960620959000241
- Phoenix #2 Tran Nguyen Variant 75960620959000221
- Predator Vs. Black Panther #1 75960620967500111
- Predator vs. Black Panther #1 Blank Variant 75960620967500121
- Predator vs. Black Panther #1 Chris Allen Design Variant 75960620967500118
- Predator vs. Black Panther #1 Edwin Galmon Variant 75960620967500161
- Predator vs. Black Panther #1 Leinil Yu Variant 75960620967500141
- Predator vs. Black Panther #1 Pete Woods Variant 75960620967500116
- Predator vs. Black Panther #1 Philip Tan Variant 75960620967500151
- Predator vs. Black Panther #1 Philip Tan Virgin Variant 75960620967500117
- Predator vs. Black Panther #1 Skottie Young Variant 75960620967500131
- Ragna Crimson 13 9781646093168
- Rent-A-Girlfriend 26 9781646517992
- Scaredy Squirrel Scared Silly 9780593307649
- Scarlet Witch #3 75960620828900311
- Scarlet Witch #3 Belen Ortega Variant 75960620828900321
- Scarlet Witch #3 Jessica Fong Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620828900331
- Scarlet Witch #3 Joelle Jones Variant 75960620828900316
- September 2024 Poster 1 75960609900910721
- September 2024 Poster 2 75960609900910821
- September 2024 Poster 3 75960609900910921
- September 2024 Poster 4 75960609900911021
- SPIDER-WOMAN #10 75960620783101011
- Star Trek: Defiant #18 Cover A (Unzueta) 82771403137901811
- Star Trek: Defiant #18 Variant B (Beals) 82771403137901821
- Star Trek: Defiant #18 Variant RI (10) (Shalvey) 82771403137901831
- Star Wars #49 75960609600804911
- Star Wars #49 Chris Sprouse The Phantom Menace 25th Anniversary Variant 75960609600804931
- Star Wars #49 David Marquez Variant 75960609600804916
- Star Wars #49 John Tyler Christopher Action Figure Variant 75960609600804921
- Star Wars: Hyperspace Stories—Qui-Gon 9781506739847
- Stars of Chaos: Sha Po Lang (Novel) Vol. 4 9781638589426
- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning Adventures #16 Cover A (Schoening) 82771403150801611
Initial Orders Due June 20th

- Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Saturday Morning Adventures #16 Variant B (Kazaleh) 82771403150801621
- The Art of Returnal 9781506739588
- The Hunger and the Dusk: Book Two #2 Cover A (Wildgoose) 8277140320500211
- The Hunger and the Dusk: Book Two #2 Variant B (Chiang) 8277140320500221
- The Most Heretical Last Boss Queen: From Villainess to Savior (Light Novel) Vol. 7 9798891602953
- The Strange Tales of Oscar Zahn, Volume 1 [A Graphic Novel] 9781984863287
- Ultimate Black Panther Vol. 1: Peace and War 9781302957308
- Ultimate Spider-Man #8 75960620796100811
- Ultimate Spider-Man #8 Lee Garbett Variant 75960620796100831
- Ultimate Spider-Man #8 Luciano Vecchio Variant 75960620796100821
- Venom War: Carnage #1 [VW] 7596062019000111
- Venom War: Carnage #1 Jan Bazaldua Stormbreakers Variant [VW] 7596062019000121
- Venom War: Carnage #1 Salvador Larroca Variant [VW] 7596062019000131
- Venom War: Venomous #1 [VW] 75960620958900111
- Venom War: Venomous #1 Derrick Chew Black Widow Variant [VW] 75960620985900121
- Venom War: Venomous #1 Derrick Chew Black Widow Virgin Variant [VW] 75960620985900116
- Venom War: Venomous #1 Tbd Artist Variant [VW] 75960620958900141
- Welcome Back, Alice 7 9781647293765
- Who Made Me a Princess Vol. 7 9798891601130

July 29th

- Amazing Spider-Man #56 75960620200305611
- Amazing Spider-Man #56 Joelle Jones Disco Dazzler Variant 75960620200305631
- Amazing Spider-Man #56 Pablo Villalobos Variant 75960620200305621
- Amazing Spider-Man #56 Pablo Villalobos Virgin Variant 75960620200305616
- Amazing Spider-Man #56 Rafael Albuquerque Variant 75960620200305617
- Archie’s Scary Stories 9798889679929
- Avatar: The Last Airbender 9781683694236
- Blue Lock 16 9781646516711
- Bluey: Awesome Advent Book Bundle 9780241699812
- Buckle Up 9780593479797
- Buckle Up 9780593479780
- Call Girl in Another World Vol. 8 9798888430484
- Captain America #12 7596062074040121
- Captain America #12 Elizabeth Torque Disco Dazzler Variant 7596062074040121
- Captain America #12 Felipe Massafera Variant 75960620740401221
- Cat in a Hot Girls’ Dorm Vol. 3 9781638586739
- Chasm: Curse Of Kaine #1 75960620933000111
- Chasm: Curse Of Kaine #1 Elena Casagrande Stormbreakers Variant 75960620933000121
- Chasm: Curse Of Kaine #1 Leinil Yu Virgin Variant 75960620933000117
- Chasm: Curse Of Kaine #1 Martin Coccolo Variant 75960620933000131
- Chasm: Curse Of Kaine #1 Salvador Larroca Variant 75960620933000116
- Does it Count if You Lose Your Virginity to an Android? Vol. 4 9798891606302
- Don’t Toy With Me, Miss Nagatoro 17 9781647293055
- Free Life Fantasy Online: Immortal Princess (Manga) Vol. 8 9798888438763
- Full Shift 9780593529850
- Full Shift 9780593529843
- Garfield Donut Disturb 9780593873335
- Ghostbusters Volume 1: Back in Town 9781506735276
- Gol Go! Loser Ranger! 11 979888770450
- Godzillas: Skate or Die #3 Cover A (Joyce) 82771403304500311
- Godzillas: Skate or Die #3 Variant B (Ba) 82771403304500321
- Groo: Minstrel Melodies #1 (CVR A) (Sergio Aragonés) 7615681265100111
- How My Daddies Became Mates Vol. 1 9798891602335
- How to Build a Dungeon: Book of the Demon King Vol. 9 9781638589068
- Incredible Hulk Annual #1 [IW] 75960620975000111
- Incredible Hulk Annual #1 Geoff Shaw Variant [IW] 75960620975000131
- Incredible Hulk Annual #1 Mike Mckone Infinity Watch Variant [IW] 75960620975000121
- Incredible Hulk Annual #1 R.b. Silva Design Variant [IW] 75960620975000116
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Star Wars: Ahsoka #2 Yellowfly Variant</td>
<td>759606209125000221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Cover A (Albuquerque)</td>
<td>82771403315100211</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Variant B (Shaw)</td>
<td>82771403315100221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Variant C (Eastman)</td>
<td>82771403315100231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Variant D (J. Gonzo)</td>
<td>82771403315100291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Variant E (Albuquerque)</td>
<td>82771403335900111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Variant RI (100) (Ruan)</td>
<td>82771403315100271</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Variant RI (25) (Earls)</td>
<td>82771403315100241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Variant RI (50) (Robertson)</td>
<td>82771403315100251</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles (2024) #2 Variant RI (75) (Bermejo)</td>
<td>82771403315100261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Compendium, Vol. 3</td>
<td>9798887241562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Best of Dark Leo Cover A (Biggie)</td>
<td>82771403330400111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Blue Wolves of Mibu 3</td>
<td>9798888770856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Complete Harrow County</td>
<td>9781506745084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Legend of Dororo and Hyakkimaru Vol. 8</td>
<td>9798888433959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Legend of Vox Machina: The Whitestone Chronicles Volume 1—Ripley</td>
<td>9781506732275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Masterful Cat Is Depressed Again Today Vol. 8</td>
<td>9798891602946</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Spectacular Spider-Man Vol. 1: Arachnobatics</td>
<td>9781302955953</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time Stop Hero Vol. 10</td>
<td>9798888438619</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapped in a Dating Sim: Otome Games Are Tough For Us, Tool! (Light Novel) Vol. 2</td>
<td>9789891603110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turns Out My Online Friend is My Real—Life Boss! 2</td>
<td>9798888771242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate X-Men #6</td>
<td>75960620798500611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate X-Men #6 Meghan Hetrick Ultimate Special Variant</td>
<td>75960620798500621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate X-Men #6 Peach Momoko Variant</td>
<td>75960620798500651</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate X-Men #6 Stephanie Hans Variant</td>
<td>75960620798500641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimate X-Men #6 Tradd Moore Variant</td>
<td>75960620798500631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undergrowth</td>
<td>9781603095440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom War: Zombiotes #1 [VW]</td>
<td>75960620989700111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom War: Zombiotes #1 Chris Campana Variant [VW]</td>
<td>75960620989700131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom War: Zombiotes #1 Federico Vicentini Stormbreakers Variant [VW]</td>
<td>75960620989700121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom: Separation Anxiety #4</td>
<td>75960620855500411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venom: Separation Anxiety #4 Paulo Siqueira Homage Variant</td>
<td>75960620855500401</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venomverse Reborn #3</td>
<td>759606209934000311</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venomverse Reborn #3 Derrick Chew Symbiote Variant</td>
<td>759606209934000321</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venomverse Reborn #3 Derrick Chew Symbiote Virgin Variant</td>
<td>759606209934000316</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venomverse Reborn #3 Ryan Brown Variant</td>
<td>759606209934000317</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>What Is the Story of My Little Pony?</td>
<td>9780593226056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1</td>
<td>75960620841800111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 Clayton Crain Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 Felipe Massafera Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 John Romita Jr. Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800117</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 John Tyler Christopher Negative Space Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 Kaare Andrews Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 Mike Zeck Hidden Gem Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 Pat Gleason Adamantium Head Foil Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 Pat Gleason Adamantium Head Virgin Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 Peach Momoko Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolverine #1 Sean Galloway Saturday Morning Variant</td>
<td>75960620841800121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Force #2</td>
<td>75960620919400021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Force #2 Alan Quah Variant</td>
<td>75960620919400027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Force #2 Clayton Crain Rachel Summers Variant</td>
<td>75960620919400022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Force #2 Clayton Crain Rachel Summers Virgin Variant</td>
<td>75960620919400021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Force #2 David Nakayama Deadpool &amp; Wolverine Weapon X-Traction Variant</td>
<td>75960620919400023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Force #2 Phil Noto Disco Dazzler Variant</td>
<td>75960620919400024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X-Force #2 Ruairi Coleman Marvel Multiverse RPG Variant</td>
<td>75960620919400261</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
FOC Checklist

- **X-Force #2** Todd Harris Variant 75960620919400251
- **X-Men #3** 75960620920000311
- **X-Men #3** Greg Land Variant 75960620920000317
- **X-Men #3 J. Scott Campbell Rogue Variant** 75960620920000321
- **X-Men #3 J. Scott Campbell Rogue Virgin Variant** 75960620920000316
- **X-Men #3 Mahmud Asrar Variant** 75960620920000331
- **Yandere Dark Elf: She Chased Me All the Way From Another World Vol. 1** 9798891606029

### August 5th

- **Arkham Horror: The Terror at the End of Time #2 (CVR A)** (Rafael Albuquerque) 76156801255200211
- **Beyond the Pale #4 (CVR A)** (Tomás Aira) 76156801235400411
- **Canto: A Place Like Home #4 (CVR A)** (Drew Zucker) 76156801236100411
- **Canto: A Place Like Home #4 (CVR B)** (Elizabeth Beals) 76156801236100421
- **Canto: A Place Like Home #4 (CVR C) (t:10)** (Christian Ward) 76156801236100431
- **Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #3 (CVR A)** (Matt Wagner) 76156801248400311
- **Grendel: Devil’s Crucible—Defiance #3 (CVR B)** (David Hitchcock) 76156801248400321
- **Lunar Lodge #4 (Mario Alberti)** 76156801078700411
- **Summer Shadows #1 (CVR A)** (Ricardo Cabral) 76156801266800111

### August 12th

- **Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #3 (CVR A)** (Jake Elphick) 76156801247700311
- **Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #3 (CVR B)** (RUDECEF) 76156801247700321
- **Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #3 (CVR C)** (André Lima Araújo) 76156801247700331
- **Cyberpunk 2077: Kickdown #3 (CVR D)** (DOFRESH) 76156801247700341
- **Gilt Frame #2 (CVR A)** 76156801256900211
- **Into the Unbeing: Part One #4 (CVR A)** (Hayden Sherman) 76156801230900411
- **Into the Unbeing: Part One #4 (CVR B)** (Luke Baker) 76156801230900421
- **Midst: The Valorous Farmer (CVR A)** (Will Kirkby) 76156801273600111
- **Prodigy: Slaves of Mars #2 (CVR A)** (Stefano Landini) 76156801221700211
- **Prodigy: Slaves of Mars #2 (CVR B)** (B&W) (Stefano Landini) 76156801221700221
- **Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #10 (CVR A)** (Harvey Tolibao) 76156801131901011
- **Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures Phase III #10 (CVR B)** (Uzuri) 76156801131901021
- **Survival Street: The Radical Left #1 (CVR A)** (Abylay Kussainov) 76156801270500111
- **Survival Street: The Radical Left #1 (CVR B)** (Ben Dewey) 76156801270500121
- **The Beauty of Horror Puzzle** 9798887241807
- **The Magic Order V #1 (CVR A)** (Matteo Buffagni) 76156801223100111
- **The Magic Order V #1 (CVR B)** (B&W) (Matteo Buffagni) 76156801223100121
- **The Hidden Machen #1 (CVR A)** (Alex Andrés) 76156801268200111
- **The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #12 (CVR A)** (Nick Robles) 76156801073201211
- **The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #12 (CVR B)** (Flavia Blondi) 76156801073201221
- **The Oddly Pedestrian Life of Christopher Chaos #12 (CVR C) (Virgin) (t:10)** (Sebastian Fiurama) 76156801073201231
- **The Witcher: Corvo Bianco #4 (CVR A)** (Corrado Mastantuono) 76156801178400411
- **The Witcher: Corvo Bianco #4 (CVR B)** (Tonci Zonjic) 76156801178400421
- **The Witcher: Corvo Bianco #4 (CVR C)** (Neyef) 76156801178400431
- **The Witcher: Corvo Bianco #4 (CVR D)** (Jorge Molina) 76156801178400441

### August 19th

- **From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #3 (CVR A)** (Scott Hepburn) 76156801249100311
- **From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #3 (CVR B)** (Alice Darrow) 76156801249100321
- **From the World of Minor Threats: Barfly #3 (CVR C) (Foil)** (Scott Hepburn) 76156801249100331
- **Joy Operations II #4 (CVR A)** (Stephen Byrne) 76156801236000411
- **Joy Operations II #4 (CVR B)** (Alison Sampson) 76156801236000421
- **Kill All Immortals #3 (CVR A)** (Oliver Barrett) 76156801176000311
Initial Orders Due June 20th

- Kill All Immortals #3 (CVR B) (Mateus Manhanini) 76156801176000321
- Masters of the Universe/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Turtles of Grayskull #1 (CVR A) (Freddie Williams II) 76156801269900111
- Masters of the Universe/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Turtles of Grayskull #1 (CVR B) (Stan Sakai) 76156801269900121
- Masters of the Universe/Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Turtles of Grayskull #1 (CVR C) (Alexis Ziritt) 76156801269900131
- Paranoid Gardens #3 (CVR A) (Chris Weston) 76156801250700311
- Paranoid Gardens #3 (CVR B) (James Stokoe) 76156801250700321
- Tiny Tina's Wonderlands: Land of the Giants #2 (CVR A) 76156801258300211

August 26th

- Anansi Boys I #4 (CVR A) (David Mack) 76156801233000411
- Anansi Boys I #4 (CVR B) (Shawn Martinbrough) 76156801233000421
- Critical Role: Vox Machina Origins IV #5 (CVR A) (Jessica Mahon) 76156801227900511
- Helen of Wyndhorn #5 (CVR A) (Bilquis Evely) 76156801194400511
- Helen of Wyndhorn #5 (CVR B) (Foil) (Bilquis Evely) 76156801194400521
- Helen of Wyndhorn #5 (CVR C) (Virgin) (1:10) (Gabriel Walta) 76156801194400531
- Night Club II #2 (CVR A) (Juanan Ramirez) 76156801219400211
- Night Club II #2 (CVR B) (B&W) (Juanan Ramirez) 76156801219400221
- Patra #2 (CVR A) (Scott Kolins) 76156801259000211
- Patra #2 (CVR B) (Gabriel Hernandez Walta) 76156801259000221
- Resident Alien: The Book of Life #4 (CVR A) (Steve Parkhouse) 76156801234700411
- Seance in the Asylum #3 (CVR A) (Andrea Mutti) 76156801251400311
- Seance in the Asylum #3 (CVR B) (Lukas Ketner) 76156801251400321
- Star Wars: The High Republic Adventures—Echoes of Fear #2 (CVR A) (Eduardo Mello) 76156801260600211

September 16th

- Jack Kirby’s The Eternals Pencils and Inks Artisan Edition 9781684059218